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Abstract 

DESIGN OPTIMIZATION OF AN  

ELASTICALLY SUPPORTED MULTI-BEAM ROTORDYNAMIC SYSTEM TO  

MINIMIZE FLEXURAL RESPONSEWITH CONSIDERATIONS FOR ROBUSTNESS 

Bret R. Hauser, PhD Candidate 

 

The University of Texas at Arlington, 2020 

 

Supervising Professor: Bo P. Wang, PhD 

Modern rotating machines are often required to operate with a small physical footprint and/or 

overall weight; necessitating that they utilize wide-ranging shaft speed to accomplish needed power 

levels.  It is not uncommon that these designs also be required to support operation through a speed 

range encompassing multiple Critical Speeds while also limiting flexural vibrations to acceptable levels.  

Design optimization of this class of problem can be particularly difficult in that responses can be highly 

multi-modal and, when coupled with Finite Element (FE) solvers meet the conditions of a High 

Dimensional, Computationally Expensive Black Box (HEB) system.  Because of this, some conventional 

optimization methodologies have limited effectiveness or efficiency due to challenge with ‘crossing’ local 

maxima in search of the optimal solution. Additionally, conventional optimization methods that might be 

employed for HEB functions do not provide information regarding the Robustness of the identified 

solution.   

An efficient 2-step method is developed using a modification of the conventional first-order 

method of Steepest Descent followed by a more efficient Sequential Quadratic Programming method to 

identify optimal solutions.  A deterministic penalty method as well as programmatic considerations make 

the modified first-order method applicable to constrained searches.  A Rotordynamic FE code is 

developed as part of this work leveraging both Eigenanalysis and Component solutions of the EOM as 

efficient methods for identifying Critical Speed frequencies and flexural responses. With the addition of 

considerations for Robustness during the optimization process, an efficient and practical tool is developed 

to guide the user regarding solutions to the HEB Rotordynamic design problem.
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Introduction 

Background and Motivation 

Rotating machines are among the most common application of mechanical engineering1, and 

designers are often required to create machines both increasing power output and constraints regarding 

decreased size, weight and cost.  As a result, rotating equipment is often required to operate through 

large speed ranges, potentially incorporating one or more Critical Speeds.  Such challenges exist across 

many industries including aerospace, mining, machine tools, medical devices, consumer appliance and 

others.  Although very different in their application, these industries sometimes share the need to 

minimize one or more aspects of flexural deformation given some time-variant input load and with 

consideration for a set of design constraints.  Although some of these problems can be solved with 

traditional ‘planar’ structural dynamics methods, the inclusion of a rotating degree of freedom (DOF) adds 

complication in that gyroscopic moments, cross-coupled forces and the possibility of whirling instability 

must be considered.1 These factors serve to make the systems non-self-adjoint in that system matrices 

are asymmetric2,3,4,5 and optimization methods appropriate to non-rotating structural dynamic applications 

may not be appropriate.6  

 

Figure 1-1 Illustration of problem under study 
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The previous figure illustrates a problem under study as a simple example of the Rotordynamic 

system; a rotating shaft housed within a non-rotating outer housing with elastic bearings and external 

mounting supports.  Loading to the structure for this example is limited to a mass eccentricity on the end-

mounted disk of the rotating shaft.  To ensure that the system can operate safely across a wide speed 

range, flexural responses including bearing reaction forces and lateral shaft deformations are often 

identified as key parameters.  For this academic example, the figure below provides a Frequency 

Response Plot of both tip deflection and bearing reaction force across a range of operating speeds, as 

well as a 3-dimensional representation of a sum of these parameters as might be used to optimize the 

location of the 2 non-rotating housing support locations. 

 

Figure 1-2 Rotordynamic system responses 

As shown, these ‘simple’ responses can create a very challenging design problem.  That is, the 

high modality response requires that the optimization method cross local maxima in search of a global, or 

even an acceptable, minimum.  Although these challenges are not unique, the need is exaggerated here 

in comparison to many ‘ordinary’ design optimization problems.  The high modality also underscores the 
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designer’s need to consider effects of input variation on the response to identify an acceptably robust 

solution.  Although some potential optimums may have more attractive values, the design space 

surrounding that solution may be more limiting with respect to input variation than a different solution with 

slightly higher function values.  Further, if Finite Element Analysis (FEA) or a similar technique is used to 

evaluate the system then gradient information is not available to the Optimization process and the 

problem meets the criteria of a Black-Box system.  When coupled with (potentially) high computational 

costs for each solve, then the system meets the classification of a High Dimensional, Computationally 

Expensive Black Box (HEB) system.   

Robustness-Based Design Optimization (RBDO) has been explored in the context of 

Rotordynamic and HEB systems to solve this challenge.  However, these optimization methods are often 

computationally intensive and therefore challenging to implement for multi-modal problems.   

The result of these existing methods then is that designers of rotating machinery are limited to 

analysis and optimization methods that too-often are impractically lengthy and do not address business 

needs to find attractive, robust design solutions in a time-efficient manner. 

 

Objectives, Scope and Significance of the Research 

The key objective for this work is to develop and demonstrate a practical method for machine 

designers to efficiently optimize rotating systems with consideration for robustness.  The proposed work 

focuses on 3 main areas: 

 Development of a special purpose Finite Element tool  

Provide efficient prediction of Critical Speed frequencies and flexural responses with 

consideration for Consistent Matrix development, Timoshenko shear theory, and internal 

material damping. 

 Development of an Optimization method  

Provide effective and efficient identification of multiple potential global optimums 

appropriate to constrained optimization for an HEB system. 

 Develop an efficient method of advising Robustness 
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For each of the potential global optimums, effectively and efficiently provide a description 

of solution Robustness with respect to input variation with which the designer can 

subsequently identify preferred system solutions. 

In addition to development of these tools, the scope of this project evaluates effectiveness and 

efficiency of the proposed methods.  More specifically, the developed Rotordynamic code will be used 

with the proposed Optimization method for the example problem and results compared to other 

‘conventional’ optimization methods identified in literature, as well as a discretized mapping of the 2-D 

design space.  Further, the Robustness statements for various endpoints of the proposed Optimization 

method will be compared against the mapped response of the 2-D design space for practicality and 

usefulness to the Rotordynamic designer. 

A successful conclusion to this work will develop and confirm that the tools are useful to 

designers of Rotordynamic machinery.  Practicing engineers and scientists are commonly faced with the 

challenge of providing effective, safe solutions that can be implemented quickly to meet business 

objectives.  As discussed previously, tools to accomplish this are limited in the field of rotating machinery; 

particularly when it comes to timely, optimized solutions. The work identified in this proposal holds the 

potential for significant business impact that can be both useful to Rotordynamic designers to achieve 

technical goals in a way that can be identified on the bottom line of a company’s financial Income 

Statement. 

 

Unique Aspects and Contributions Resulting from the Research 

The primary unique contribution resulting from this work is the development of an Optimization 

method, that effectively considers Robustness for rotating systems where high modality and black-box 

function generators are used.  A common practice in industry is to utilize optimization methods such as 

response-surface, genetic algorithm, particle swarm or the like to identify an optimal solution.  These 

methods are not ideal for HEB systems and commonly lack the ability to provide robustness information.  

Commercial FE codes are commonly used to evaluate the system, but are normally written generically, to 

solve a variety of types of problems.  As a result, they are often less efficient than a special purpose code; 
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carrying significant overhead with respect to file management, etc.  This work then creates software tools 

in both of these areas that when combined, provide the rotordynamic system designer with an effective 

and efficient tool with which to meet both technical and business objectives. 

 

Rotordynamic Example Problem 

As illustrated previously, the example problem is a simplified form of a class of problem familiar to 

Rotordynamic designers.  It features a single, rotating shaft with end-mounted disk supported by elastic 

bearings within a non-rotating (cylindrical) outer housing, in turn supported on elastic mounts to ground.  

The mass eccentricity of the end-mounted disk provides the source of excitation to the system.  

Schematically, the example problem is represented in in the figure below. Note that the ‘X’ dimension is 

identified as the axial dimension.  The ‘Y’ (shown) and ‘Z’ (not shown) dimensions are lateral and follow 

the conventional Right-Hand Rule.  Although relatively simple in its academic form, this example problem 

is illustrative of Rotordynamic problems meeting the definition of an HEB function. 

 

Figure 1-3 Schematic of rotordynamic model 

Variable Definitions 

The example problem of this work is limited to 2-DOF (design variables) ; location of the 2 

‘external’ elastic mounts that constrain the outer housing to ground (LM1 and LM2).  In this way, a 

discretized mapping of the design space can be achieved for direct visualization and within a practical 
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time frame to map the objective response.  The mapped response then is used as a means of 

comparison to evaluate the effectiveness of the optimization method developed under this work as well as 

responses from the other ‘conventional’ methods.  Fixed and variable model parameters are defined in 

the table below.  The rotating shaft is made of generic steel and the non-rotating housing from generic 

aluminum. Material damping is not considered for the initial example problem of this document, therefore 

both viscous damping coefficient and hysteretic loss factor values are set to ‘0’. (Material damping is 

included in the full/final ‘demonstration of use’ study as discussed later in this report.)  Also, the example 

problem is defined with an operating speed range that encompasses multiple critical speeds. 

Table 1-1 Fixed and variable model parameter definitions 

  
Fixed 

Parameter 
Value 

Design Variable 

Value 
Tolerance 
(± 0.25%) 

L1 

(m) 

0.0508   

L2 0.4064   

L3 0.5080   

LM1     0 – 0.1016 ± 0.00025  

LM2  0.1016 – 0.3556 ± 0.00025 

LB1 0.1016   

LB2 0.3556   

Lecc 1.27e-4   

ODTube 

(m) 

0.0080   

IDTube 0.0064   

ODShaft 0.0016   

ODDisk 0.0381   

tDisk 0.0127   

KM1 & KM2 
(N/m) 

2.627e4   

KB1 & KB2 2.627e6   

CM1, CB2, CB2, CB2 (N-s/m) 0   

Density steel 
(kg/m3) 

7833.4   

Densityaluminum 2698.8   

Modulus steel 
(N/m2) 

200e9   

Modulusaluminum 69e7   

Poisson Ratio steel 
n/a 

0.30   

Poisson Ratio aluminium 0.33   

Speed Range (RPM) 0 ~ 10 kRPM   
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Objective Function 

The example problem is defined to minimize both lateral deformation of the rotating beam’s end-

mounted disk and reaction force of bearing ‘B2’ (most distal shaft support); both as vector sums 

considering both ‘Y’ and ‘Z’ directions.  Therefore, a ‘single’ objective function is defined for multi-

objective use as shown in Eq. (1). Note that the portion of the objective function focused on the bearing 

reaction force (fobj_a) is reduced by a factor of 1e4 to create similar scale between the objective function 

components.  Otherwise, the influence of tip deflection on the overall objective function would be 

minimized. 

𝑓 = 𝑓 _ + 𝑓 _  
 

where: 

𝑓 _ =
𝐹   

1𝑒4
 

 

𝑓 _ = (𝛿 ) + (𝛿 )  

 

(1) 

Constraints 

Both input and output constraints are placed on the example problem.  Input constraints include 

the side-bound limitation that the axial location for mounts ‘M1’ and ‘M2’ lie within the neighboring 

features.  That is, mount ‘M1’ can move from the left end of the external housing to the axial location of 

bearing ‘B1’.  Similarly, mount ‘M2’ can range between bearings ‘B1’ and ‘B2’.  In addition, a minimum 

space of 0.0127 m is defined between support features to represent the physical width of the mounts and 

an assumption that they may not be superimposed for this example. These input constraints are provided 

in Eq. (2) below. 

   𝑔 = 1 −
𝐿

0.0127
 

(2)    𝑔 =
𝐿

(𝐿 − 0.0127)
− 1 

  𝑔 = 1 −
𝐿

(𝐿 + 0.0127)
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   𝑔 =
𝐿

(𝐿 − 0.0127)
− 1 

 

An output constraint is also placed on the optimization to mitigate the potential for a solution that 

is ‘impractically flexible’.  It is recognized that a theoretical solution to flexural vibrations (rotating or 

otherwise) might result in an optimum where the beam stiffness is insufficient for practical use.  Therefore, 

this constraint function includes an evaluation of tip deformation to a static load as a means of assuring 

some minimally acceptable stiffness of the system.    This output constraint is provided in Eq. (3) with a 

maximum static tip displacement of 0.0762 m allowed.   

 

 𝑔 _ =
𝛿 _ + 𝛿 _

0.0762
− 1 

(3) 

 

Discretized Mapping Survey of Design Space 

The ‘Mapping Survey’ of Figure 1-2 is a discretized survey of the entire design space (without 

consideration for constraints), intended in part as a visual representation of the response to be solved.  

Key among the observations is the high modality of the response and significant ‘local’ and ‘transitory’ 

ridges; all providing significant challenge to the optimization of the system.  It was conducted by 

evaluating the objective function of Eq. (1) with a small design space step size (2.54*10^-4 m) as a 

compromise between being small enough to be practically useful in identifying a global minimum yet large 

enough to reduce computational burden of the mapping study.  The selected discretization step size 

resulted in approximately 387,500 points across the 2D design space and, with an average function 

evaluation of approximately 2.2 sec, consumed approximately 3840 CPU-hrs.   

The minimum unconstrained function value, or Global Unconstrained Optimum (GUO), 

identified from the discretized mapping exercise is 0.721876 at the location (LM1, LM2) = (0.095664, 

0.133137).  The GUO is plotted for reference on Figure 1-2 and is used as a baseline for comparison 

among some optimization results discussed later in this report.   
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The input and response constraints of Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) can be applied to the discretized 

Mapping Survey.  As shown in Figure 1-4, this results in large areas of infeasibility for the system (shown 

in red in the figure).  The GUO (from Figure 1-2) is clearly illustrated as being within infeasible space.   

Figure 1-5 is a 3D view of the local region surrounding the GUO bounded by the design variable 

tolerances (+/-0.00025m  per Table 1-1).   This 3D view uses a refined discretization (100 steps) within 

the applied tolerance bounds (+/-0.00025m).  

 

Figure 1-4 Discretized Mapping Survey Results and GUO with Feasibility Bounds 

Global Unconstrained Optimum  
(GUO) 
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Figure 1-5 Mapping Survey GUO Result with Refined Discretization 

 

Using constraints of Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), a Global Constrained Optimum (GCO) is identified 

from the discretized Mapping Survey as having a value of 0.730384 (1.3% greater than the GUO) at the 

location (LM1, LM2) = (0.073984, 0.197681).  This is illustrated in Figure 1-6 together with the constraint 

bounds.  Also shown in Figure 1-6 is a 3D view of the local region surrounding the GCO bounded by the 

design variable tolerances (+/-0.00025m  per Table 1-1) from the initial Mapping Survey.   This 3D view 

illustrates the relative coarseness of the discretization steps of the initial Mapping Survey relative to the 

modality of the overall response.  Figure 1-7 illustrates the GCO using a refined discretization (100 steps) 

within the applied tolerance bounds (+/-0.00025m). 

 

Global Unconstrained Optimum  
(GUO) 

2D View – highlights 
elongated valley 

surrounding GUO 
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Figure 1-6 Discretized Mapping Survey Results with GCO with Feasibility Bounds 

Global Constrained Optimum (GCO) Global Unconstrained Optimum  
(GUO) 
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Figure 1-7 Mapping Survey GCO Result with Refined Discretization 

 

Literature and State of the Art 

The following summarizes key aspects from literature describing key learning and State of the Art 

as relevant to this study for rotordynamic modeling, mitigation options for lateral vibration of rotordynamic 

systems and optimization methods with relevance to both response minimization and robustness. 

 

Fundamentals of Rotordynamic Systems 

Vibratory response of rotating systems is, in many ways, analogous to the Structural Dynamic 

response of non-rotating systems.  Both are governed heavily by the influence of mass, stiffness and 

damping. 1,7,8 However, Rotordynamic systems include gyroscopic effects that non-rotating systems do 

not and the presence of damping in a Rotordynamic system can cause instability and increased vibration 

amplitude; as opposed to always providing reduced amplitude in non-rotating systems.1  

Two (2) types of vibration prevail in Rotordynamic systems, synchronous and self-excited.1  

Synchronous response is a forced response to unbalance forces and is among the most common 
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encountered in physical systems.  These types of responses die out when the forcing function is removed 

and can also be limited by proper incorporation of damping.  However, the use of damping in 

Rotordynamic systems can also be problematic in that, in certain circumstances, it can provide a source 

of instability to the system.  For example, Gunter10 reports that, in response to a series of blast furnace 

compressor failures in the 1920’s, Newkirk9 made a significant step to the study of rotordynamics by 

observing that all failures occurred above the first critical speed and were independent of the eccentricity 

of the rotors.  Rather, he found that this ‘non-synchronous’ shaft whipping was ultimately due to the 

frictional interface of built-up rotors adding an instability force due to internal friction.   

For purposes of this investigation, Rotordynamic events are limited to ‘forced’ or synchronous 

response given that this category represents most physical systems.1  

Gunter10 describes that the first recorded article about rotordynamics was created by Rankine11 in 

1869 where he investigated that rotating systems would produce large vibration amplitude at certain 

speeds but not at others; concluding that systems would remain stable below their first critical speed but 

would become unstable as speeds increased above that point.  The state of the art advanced in 1894 

when Dunkerley12 provided a model based upon a flexible shaft with stiff bearing supports.  In so doing, 

he showed that the problem of a whirling rotor could be replaced by the problem of finding natural 

frequencies of a non-rotating flexible beam on simple supports.  Dunkerley supported Rankine’s 

statements regarding stability by concluding that rotating imbalance of the rotor would excite natural 

frequencies (critical speeds), which in turn supported the general practice of increasing system stiffness 

to operate at higher speeds.  Föppl and de Laval disproved this myth1 in the latter-1890’s by proving 

analytically and experimentally (respectively) that super-critical operation of a rotating shaft was possible.  

Vance1 reports that in 1905 Stodola13 advanced the art further with respect to steam turbines as being the 

first to describe the possibility of dynamic interactions between rotors and the supporting foundation. 

By 1919, supercritical operation of rotating machines was becoming commonplace, but vibration-

related failures were frequent enough that The Royal Society of London commissioned H.H. Jeffcott to 

undertake an analysis of rotor whirling and critical speeds1.  Jeffcott’s resulting work of 191914 provides a 

clear description of rotordynamic response to unbalance with the inclusion of damping.  Through this 
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work, Jeffcott is credited to making one of the first clear mathematical descriptions for rotordynamic 

phenomenon by modeling a flexible massless shaft on simple supports with an unbalanced disk mounted 

midspan between them and its translational velocity resisted by a viscous damping force.   

 

Figure 1-8 Jeffcott (de Laval) Rotor and Free Body Diagram 

 

Jeffcott’s model assumes a flexible, massless rotating shaft with mid-span unbalanced (rigid) disk 

supported on rigid end-mounted bearings without consideration for gravity. Jeffcott’s study focused on the 

effects of rotor unbalance on rotor whirl with damping included. His analysis shows that unbalance leads 

the whirl vector by an increasing phase angle as rotational speed is increased, to a maximum at Critical 

Speed after which the phase is large enough that the unbalance is inboard of the disk center, reducing 

the effective imbalance force on the system.  In so doing, he supported de Laval’s work by showing 

mathematically how supercritical operation was advantageous in reducing vibration magnitudes, but in a 

smooth manner as opposed to the sudden jump predicted by de Laval.1,10   Jeffcott’s analysis also shows 

that 3 main design elements are available to Rotordynamic designers to limit synchronous whirl 

amplitudes1: 

 Rotor balance 

 Addition of damping (if near critical speed) 

 Operating speeds further away from the critical speed 
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Rotordynamic Principle of Mass Inversion 

A key Rotordynamic principle supported by study of a Jeffcott rotor is the principle of critical 

speed inversion or mass center inversion1.  Also described by Gunter10 as the concept of ‘indifferent 

equilibrium’, this principle describes mathematically how operation above a critical speed can be 

attractive with respect to synchronous whirl vibration amplitude.  The figure below illustrates this principle 

for a Jeffcott rotor with center-mounted rigid disk (with mass eccentricity) on a flexible and massless shaft 

(with rigid bearings).   

 

Figure 1-9 Synchronous Whirl Critical Speed Inversion 

 

As shown, the center of mass is ‘outboard’ of the geometric center of revolution for slow shaft 

rotation speeds.  That is, the centrifugal force of the mass eccentricity orients the rigid disk such that the 

mass eccentricity is ‘outboard’ of the natural bow of the flexible shaft (𝛿) and remains unchanged and ‘in 

phase’ with shaft rotation.  As the shaft speed increases, the phase relationship between the mass 

imbalance and the whirl vector increases (a) until, at critical speed (b), the imbalance leads the whirl by 

90 degrees.  As the shaft speed further increases above Critical Speed, the phase relationship continues 

to increase as the mass imbalance leads the whirl vector by (approaching) 180 deg, causing the mass 

eccentricity to be ‘fully inboard’ of the center of rotation of the disk (c).  In so doing, the distance between 

shaft center of rotation and mass center has reduced, resulting in reduced lateral vibration amplitudes.  
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This fundamental principal illustrates how ‘precession balancing’ of the rotor, to minimize the distance 

between mass center and geometric center of rotation, can result in the imbalance response being 

arbitrarily close to the static imbalance for operations significantly above critical speed.  Further, it 

illustrates how the addition of damping is the most important aspect in limiting lateral vibrations at and 

near the Critical Speed.  A mathematical description of this key concept follows. 

The EOM for a Jeffcott rotor is shown as Eq. 4 with respect to the Free Body Diagram above.  

(Reference App. C for equation development).  The total solution to this second-order ODE is the sum of 

the Homogeneous (transient) and Particular (steady state) components.  However, for purposes of this 

study, interest is limited to the steady state portion of the solution.  As derived in Appendix C, the 

Particular (steady state) solution to the EOM is provided in Eq. 5 with Real and Imaginary parts extracted 

as Eq. 6 and Eq. 7 (respectively) below.  Note that for this discussion, the equation(s) are normalized by 

mass. 

�̈� +
𝑐

𝑚
�̇� +

𝑘

𝑚
𝛿 = 𝑒𝜔 𝑒  (4) 

𝑘

𝑚
− 𝜔 𝐷 +

𝑐

𝑚
𝜔𝐷𝚤̂ (cos 𝜙 − 𝚤̂ sin 𝜙) = 𝑒𝜔  (5) 

𝑘

𝑚
− 𝜔 𝐷 cos 𝜙 +

𝑐

𝑚
𝜔𝐷 sin 𝜙 = 𝑒𝜔  (6) 

−
𝑘

𝑚
− 𝜔 𝐷 sin 𝜙 𝚤̂ +

𝑐

𝑚
𝜔𝐷 cos 𝜙 𝚤̂ = 0 (7) 

 
By manipulation of the Imaginary part of the solution (Eq. 7), the phase angle ‘’ can be shown as 

Eq. 8 and the steady-state amplitude of the whirl radius (𝐷) as Eq. 9. 

𝜙 = tan
2𝜁𝑅

(1 − 𝑅 )
  

 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒:   𝑅 =
𝜔

𝜔
= 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 

 

(8) 

𝐷 =
𝑒𝑅

(1 − 𝑅 ) + (2𝜁𝑅)
  

 
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒:   𝑒 = 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 

 

(9) 
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The components of the Real part of the Particular solution (Eq. 6) can be plotted as a Force 

Vector Polygon to illustrate the relationships between stiffness and damping elements and the Phase 

angle ‘’ between the mass imbalance and whirl vector. The figure below illustrates the force vector 

polygon for a) 𝜔 ≪ 𝜔 , b) 𝜔 = 𝜔  and c) 𝜔 ≫ 𝜔 .  As shown in (b), the stiffness vector ( 𝐷) and mass 

vector (𝜔 𝐷) are of equal length.  Therefore, the length of the force vector (𝑒𝜔 ) is determined solely by 

the damping vector ( 𝜔𝐷) illustrating that, like non-rotating structural dynamics, the only influence over 

the magnitude of the force vector at resonance (critical) is the effect of damping.  

 

Figure 1-10 Force Vector Polygon – Jeffcott Rotor 

  
As shown by Eq. 9, and by the force vector polygon, the presence of damping is the only limiting 

factor for displacement magnitude for a system at resonance (𝑅 = = 1).  This is essentially the same 

observation made for Single Degree of Freedom (SDOF) translational systems; the key difference here 

being that the Force Vector Polygon above describes Whirl characteristics of the system and the phase 

angle ‘’ is the angle between the imbalance vector and the shaft restoring force (whirl) vector.  The result 

of Eq. 8 and Eq. 9 for a Jeffcott rotor in synchronous whirl are illustrated below.  This plot illustrates the 

principle of the Critical Speed Inversion in that at speeds significantly above the Critical Speed, the 

Amplitude approaches that of the static imbalance.  Also, the plot illustrates that the phase angle between 

the mass imbalance and whirl vectors equates to 0 deg for a static condition, rises to pass through 90 deg 

at Critical Speed and then approaches 180 deg asymptotically for speeds significantly above critical 

(supporting the observations of the force vector polygon above).  Also, shown is the effect of damping on 

these responses, which is comparable for non-rotating systems.  
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Figure 1-11 Amplitude and phase response of Jeffcott Rotor to Frequency Ratio 

 

Rotary Inertia and Gyroscopic Coupling 

A modified Jeffcott rotor, such that the shaft is rigid and the bearing supports are elastic, is useful 

to illustrate a second key Rotordynamic principle with respect to Synchronous Whirl; that of the influence 

that Inertia and Gyroscopic Coupling have to the shaft whirl response.  Where the Jeffcott rotor is 

effectively a ‘point mass’ representation of a rotating system, this modification (also known as a Stodola-
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Green model8) allows for the study of the effects of both polar and translational inertias on a simplified 

(rigid shaft) system.  In the illustration below, the Jeffcott rotor is modified to include not only flexible 

bearing supports, but an extended rotor effectively serving to make the overall shaft design rigid. 

 

Figure 1-12 Modified Jeffcott Rotor with Extended Rotor 

The mathematical development of the EOM for the modified Jeffcott rotor system is provided in 

Appendix D and the result is given as Eq. 10. The imaginary roots are the eigenvalues of the system and 

the first and second conical eigenvalues are given as Eq. 11 and Eq. 12 respectively1,15.  (For simplicity of 

this eigenvalue illustration, damping (C1 and C2 are defined to be ‘0’) and the rotor is center-located in the 

shaft, resulting in 𝛾 .)  Note that in Eq. 10 (assuming centrally-located rotor and damping=0), both Mass 

and Stiffness matrices are diagonal, and the Gyroscopic Matrix is skew-symmetric.  Solutions of the EOM 

for both Cylindrical and Conical eigenvalues are also provided in Appendix D as guided by Yoon15.   
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𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 

𝛼 = 𝐶 + 𝐶                        𝛼 = 𝐾 + 𝐾  
𝛾 = −𝑎𝐶 + 𝑏𝐶                 𝛾 = −𝑎𝐾 + 𝑏𝐾  
𝛿 = 𝑎 𝐶 + 𝑏 𝐶                 𝛿 = 𝑎 𝐾 + 𝑏 𝐾  

±𝐽 𝜔 = 𝐺𝑦𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑐 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑠 

(10) 
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𝜔 _ _ =
𝐽

2𝐽

𝜔

𝜔
+

𝐽

2𝐽

𝜔

𝜔
+ 1 (11) 

𝜔 _ _ =
𝐽

2𝐽

𝜔

𝜔
−

𝐽

2𝐽

𝜔

𝜔
+ 1 (12) 

 
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 

𝜔 =
(𝐾 + 𝐾 )𝐿

2𝐽
= 𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 

 

  
These first conical eigenvalues are instructive in 2 key ways.  First, inspection of Eq. 11 (vs Eq. 

12) illustrates that as the shaft rotating speed increases (𝜔), the magnitude of the Critical speed 

(𝜔 _ _ ) increases as well.  This (Eq. 11) is the Critical Speed associated with the first Forward Whirl 

where shaft precession (whirl) occurs in the same rotational direction as the shaft’s spin.  Eq. 12 

illustrates the First Backward Whirl where the frequency reduces with increasing shaft speed (𝜔).  Vance 

states that, although this relationship is generally true (FW whirl increasing and BW whirl decreasing with 

increasing shaft speed), the influence of other factors (e.g.; factors associated with non-synchronous 

whirl, etc.) that are not included in this simplified analysis may cause different results.  The reason for this 

(Forward and Backward whirl changes to the Critical speed frequency with increasing shaft speed) is the 

Polar Inertia term 𝐽  that appears in the Gyroscopic matrix acting together with the Shaft Rotating (Spin) 

speed (𝜔).  Together, they provide a cross-coupled gyroscopic effect that acts with the damping matrix 

against the velocity vector.  The result is that increasing shaft speed causes an effective ‘increased 

stiffness’ of the system due to the gyroscopic matrix for Forward Whirl and a ‘softening’ of the system for 

Backward Whirl.1, 7, 8  Also, it is reported1, 8 that Forward (synchronous) Whirl sometimes results in 

unstable Critical Speeds, but Backward (synchronous) Whirl generally does not excite Critical Speed.  

The figure below illustrates the divergence of FW and BW whirl with increasing shaft speed in an 

exemplary Campbell plot. 
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Figure 1-13 Campbell Plot 

The figure below illustrates a second key Rotordynamic concept based on the First Forward Whirl 

Eigenvalue.  The plot relates normalized natural frequency to the normalized frequency ratio for a range 

of Rotor Inertia Ratios  overlaid upon the synchronous whirl line1, 8, 15.  Both curves ‘P=0.01’ and 

‘P=0.5’ cross the synchronous whirl (resonance) line and therefore Critical Speeds exist for shaft speeds 

corresponding to those intersections.   Higher ratios of ‘polar to transverse’ inertia however do not cross 

the synchronous line and therefore do not excite a Critical Speed for the system.  Note also that as the 

Polar Inertia approaches ‘0’, the First Forward Whirl curve approaches a condition of insensitivity with 

respect to Frequency Ratio; indicating that the static (non-rotating) natural frequency can be used to 

approximate the Critical Speed of a rotating condition. 
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Figure 1-14 Eigenvalue relationship to frequency ratio – modified Jeffcott rotor 

 

Mitigation Methods for Flexural Vibration of Rotordynamic Systems 

A variety of methods have been studied as means of mitigation to vibrations experienced by 

Rotordynamic machines.  Perhaps the earliest and most traditional method is to design the system such 

that the fundamental Critical Speed frequency is ‘placed’ above the operating speed.10    

Since the early 1900’s however, supercritical operation of machinery has been a preferred 

practice to achieve increasing power levels with minimal system weight or footprint.1,16   As a result, 

machine designers are faced with the challenge of minimizing flexural vibrations, particularly at the 

crossing of these Critical Speeds. 

Optimal placement of bearing location is a method commonly used to influence Critical 

Speeds17,18,19,20,21 and was also recently explored using a Genetic Algorithm optimization method to 

maximize a first mode natural frequency for a motorized spindle-bearing system.22  
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Incorporation of (appropriate) damping is key to reducing vibration amplitudes at resonant 

frequencies.  Passive dynamic absorbers in the form of Tuned Mass Dampers (TMD) and Nonlinear 

Energy Sinks (NES) have been explored for application on flexible bladed Rotordynamic systems to 

reduce vibration levels.23,24,25  Supports using viscoelastic materials were explored as another passive 

control measure to add damping to the system.26  Optimal placement of water lubricated rubber bearings, 

including damping effects, were also explored with application toward flexible, multistage rotor systems 

such as water pumps for fire protection, waste water treatment, etc.27   

Unfortunately, direct damping is too often difficult to implement explicitly into rotordynamic 

systems in practice.  Therefore, alternate methods to minimize Rotordynamic vibrations have been 

researched.  For example, geometry variation of the rotating shaft is explored as another passive 

mitigation alternative28 for a Rotordynamic shaft where neither bearing location nor added damping are 

considered.  Active Magnetic Bearings (AMBs) offer another alternative toward limiting amplitude at 

resonance and have been explored with application to vibration suppression in Rotordynamic 

systems.29,16,30,15 

Mechanisms designed to add Negative Stiffness to the system have been researched as an 

alternate way to dampen structural vibrations.  The use of magnets to add negative stiffness have been 

explored directly for rotordynamic systems for aero-engine applications31 and as a Dynamic Vibration 

Absorber.32  More generally, multiple researchers have considered negative stiffness employing magnets 

for non-rotating structural vibration suppression.33,34  As an alternative to magnets, a honeycomb material 

structure has also been investigated for use as a negative stiffness element to suppress structural 

vibrations.35  

In general, implementation of these passive mitigation methods is often focused, at least to some 

extent, on suppressing vibration magnitudes at relatively narrow, targeted frequency bands; intended to 

avoid a particular Critical Speed.  Active controls such as the use of magnetic bearings holds potential for 

much more broad-based frequency effects, but at the expense of increased complexity of the system 

through control and feedback systems.  
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Optimization Methods for Rotordynamic Systems 

Various optimization methodologies have been reported by researchers with application to 

rotordynamic systems.  Rotating structures are unique in the field of structural dynamics in that they are 

commonly non-self-adjoint systems.2,3,4,5  That is, due to gyroscopic and circulatory (cross-coupling 

stiffness) considerations, system matrices are asymmetric.  Because of this, optimization methods 

appropriate to non-rotating structural dynamic applications may not be successful.6    

One common area of focus is the optimization of imbalance in rotating machines to address 

physical, field-based systems.  The Influence Coefficient (IC) balancing method is reported as an ‘easily 

implemented’ method for field balancing when used with Least Square (LS) methods.36  Although the IC 

method assumes a linear correlation between lateral vibrations (at the measuring stations) of the rotating 

shaft and mass unbalance at the balancing planes, the authors explain that given the nonlinear nature of 

some constraints, the optimization problem can become non-linear.  As a result, the semi-definite 

programming (SDP) technique, Convex Min-max methodology, is proposed using a linear matrix 

inequality (LMI) formulation to address the constraints. 

Other optimization methods applied to rotordynamic systems include evolutionary and gradient-

based algorithms.37   

A real coded Genetic Algorithm (GA) for use with mixed integer optimization is applied as part of 

a proposed Virtual Bearing method of optimization for rotordynamic systems.20  In this work, a method is 

proposed which allows the placement of Critical Speeds for a rotordynamic system based on both optimal 

bearing quantity and location. It effectively identifies a priori a maximum number of potential bearings and 

their range of locations, and then turns the stiffness of the ‘optional’ bearings ‘on’ and ‘off’ as part of the 

optimization effort.  The mixed integer optimization technique38 then works in conjunction with other 

‘variables data’ to identify the optimal solution. 

A hybrid of GA together with the Nelder-Mead (NM) method is investigated by multiple 

researchers to leverage GA as a global search tool followed by Nelder-Mead as a more efficient local 

search method.26,39     
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Although GA is reported as an efficient tool for identification of promising ‘valleys’ within the 

design space, it is also reported to suffer from slow convergence.  A classical ‘hill-climbing’ algorithm, 

such as Nelder-Mead, can then be useful to investigate the ‘promising’ regions for the global optimum.  

Although Nelder-Mead is reported as ‘extremely flexible and suitable for exploring difficult terrains40, it is 

limited as an unconstrained optimization technique. 

A hybrid of PSO and Nelder-Mead is also researched40 to leverage the benefits of an evolutionary 

algorithm with a ‘hill-climbing’ local search tool.  Although not explicitly applied to a rotordynamic system, 

the hybrid GA-NM and PSO-NM methods are reported as being effective and efficient for nonlinear 

responses with multiple minimums.   

Another evolutionary hybrid approach targeted to optimization of multi-modal response is a 

combination of GA and PSO.41  The resulting hybrid (GA-PSO) integrates the concept of evolving 

individuals (GA) with the self-improvement of PSO with superior ability to find the global optimum as 

compared with Continuous Genetic Algorithm (CGA), Continuous Hybrid Algorithm (CHA) and a hybrid 

NM-PSO.  Data supports that although the proposed GA-PSO method may find a better optimum, it 

sometimes requires significantly more function evaluations to do so.    

The commercial program ISIGHT was also used42 to evaluate 3 evolutionary-based optimization 

methodologies with respect to a 2-disk rotor system. In this work, the authors compare the performance of 

ISIGHT’s Evolutionary Optimization (EVO) algorithm, Multi-Island Genetic Algorithm (MIGA) and ‘Pointer’, 

a hybrid of 4 methods including linear simplex, SQP, downhill simplex and GA.  Goals of the analysis 

were to modify the locations of the 2 rotating disks to minimize their lateral deflections.  It was found that 

the MIGA algorithm achieved the best result for one of the disks, but the worst result for the other.  The 

hybrid Pointer method was similar.  The EVOL evolutionary method was determined to perform best in 

terms of identifying the best overall global solution. 

Pareto Optimality was investigated43 to conduct a two-objective design optimization of an aircraft 

structural optimization with Rotordynamic effects. A challenge to use of Pareto Optimality55  is that the 

technique is best used if the various objective functions are of the same general type and order of 

magnitude.  This is not the case for the current example problem or of the anticipated extensions toward 
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Rotordynamic problems in general.  Therefore, an alternative means of optimizing multiple responses is 

investigated. 

Rather than Pareto Optimality, the proposed method utilizes a technique often incorporated within 

that and other MOO methods; that of Weighted Sums44.  Here, a single Objective Function (OF) is formed 

as a combination of multiple singular objectives with weighting factors serving to address both variances 

in orders of magnitude as well as objective priorities. The use of Weighted Sums is selected in 

consideration for the potentially high-modality response of the Rotordynamic system (as experienced in 

this example) and the potential for both quantity and cost of function evaluations.  The specifics of the OF 

used in this example are described elsewhere in this manuscript, but the multi-modal nature of the 

response is illustrated in Figure 1-2 here as a function of variation in the 2 Design Variables.    

Various gradient based optimization methodologies have been reported in literature.  For 

example, a nonlinear rotordynamic system was successfully addressed as a linear optimization problem 

thru use of Sequential Linear Programming (SLP) to minimize system weight in consideration for 

eigenvalue constraints.45   

SLP is also used for the placement of Critical Speeds28 in conjunction with the Method of Moving 

Asymptotes (MMA).  Here, MMA46 offers an ability to replace both objective and constraint functions of 

the original problem by approximating convex functions.   It was observed that use of MMA increased the 

likelihood that the results would be identified within feasible design space and therefore was preferred to 

the linear SLP method alone. 

Two gradient based methods, Gradient Projection Method (GPM) and Sequential Quadratic 

Programming (SQP) were compared for a rotordynamic system with stress, frequency and harmonic 

response constraints.47 Although considered the more flexible and computationally advantageous of the 

two, the GPM method suffered on the non-self-adjoint rotordynamic application in that it was not always 

stable.  The SQP method, although generally considered to be more sophisticated, was observed to 

sometimes get ‘stuck’ in a non-optimal solution due to the multi-modal nature of the response.   

In continued research, SQP was coupled with hybrid analytical and numerical sensitivity 

analysis.48  The authors used an internally developed FEA code and note that while sensitivity analysis of 
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the modal equation was beneficial to the SQP optimization in terms of convergence and stability, it 

increased the overall time required since a numerical analysis was necessary.  Among the reasons cited 

for using the numerical method was that the skew-symmetric gyroscopic matrix for the rotordynamic 

system makes the generalized eigenvalue problem nonsymmetric, violating the assumption necessary for 

standard sensitivity analysis of linear eigenvalue problems.   

A hybrid approach coupling DOE was investigated for sensitivity analysis with a modified GA 

approach.49 In this 2-step optimization approach, the process first placed the Critical Speeds away from 

the operating range and then ‘fine-tuned’ the design to minimize flexural responses.  The commercial 

program ISIGHT’s DOE and Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) were used to identify 

sensitivities with respect to Critical Speeds and to perform the optimizations.   

As an alternative to gradient based methods, a Golden Section search method was studied as a 

means of optimizing a Rotordynamic system with constraints based primarily on minimization of strain 

energy.50  By incorporating a penalty function method with Powell’s conjugate direction method, the 

problem was defined as a one-dimensional optimization, suitable for the Golden Search method. The use 

of strain energy as an objective function was concluded to be particularly advantageous due to its global 

ability to describe the severity of the conditions for flexible rotor systems where deflections are difficult to 

control.    

A procedure for eigenvalue reanalysis is proposed51 for application with Rotordynamic systems 

with particular usefulness in improving the computational efficiency of iterative optimization schemes.  It is 

based on use of a receptance formula52 useful to predict damped natural frequencies of the system, 

which particularly increases efficiencies for repeated analyses during optimizations.  The authors report 

that the method improves convergence characteristics when only an incomplete set of modes is available. 

As described previously, optimization methods applied to Rotordynamic systems include a wide 

variety of methods.  A common theme in the literature, is that Rotordynamic optimizations often include 

multiple design variables including component size, support location, stiffness and/or damping and other 

material-related values. In addition, responses are sometimes multi-modal.  This is particularly true for the 

present example where, even for only 2 design variables, the requirement of a wide operating speed 
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range encompassing multiple Critical Speeds results in a highly multi-modal objective function.  

Therefore, an optimization methodology is needed that is particularly appropriate for this environment.  In 

addition, the selected methodology is desired to be appropriate to EBBF functions so that it may be 

enjoyed with FE analysis, either custom or commercial. 

 

Optimization Methods for HEB Problems 

The term High Modality, Computationally Expensive Black Box (HEB) problems is associated with 

the intent of the current example.  It is reported53 that HEB is an area that is less well researched than 

optimization strategies for ‘low modality’ problems and recommendations are made that future research 

would benefit from methods taking advantage of the natures of the underlying functions, including 

dimensionality, linearity and nonlinearity and interactions of terms.  Currently however, it is recommended 

that 2 methods exist with particular promise for HEB problems; mapping and decomposition. 

At least 2 groups of mapping methods are described with respect to HEB problems53; 

dimensionality reduction and mapping aiming at optimization.  Dimensionality reduction is focused on the 

reduction of the problem to those parameters with sensitivity toward the objective function to simplify the 

problem.  Techniques such as Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) or others can be useful in this regard.  A 

technique for space mapping is proposed as a method for ‘mapping aimed at optimization’.54 Here, the 

authors propose a hybrid approach consisting of 2 models; a first ‘course’ surrogate model which is not 

computationally expensive and can be surveyed with less accuracy for potential areas of optimum 

followed by a ‘fine’, more computationally expensive model, suitable for more accurate exploration in the 

identified candidate areas of the design space.  An advantage given to mapping methods is simplification 

of the model through reduction of dimensionality and subsequent reduced computational burden.  A 

stated disadvantage is the potential to miss the global optimum through optimization of a model with 

reduced dimensionality. 

Decomposition is the reformulation of the original problem into a set of independent or 

coordinated, smaller-scaled problems.53  As applied to engineering problems, the authors describe 

decomposition as categorized in terms of product, process and problem decomposition; ‘product’ 
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separating the problem by physical component, process by the flow of element or information and 

problem decomposition separating a complex problem into simpler elements. Decomposition also holds 

the potential for improved computational efficiency and a related expansion of applicable optimization 

methodologies with the recognition that decomposability may be limited for some problems. 

Although not always used in conjunction with systems of high-modality, ‘First-Order’ methods, 

including the method of Steep Descent (SD)55 may be useful for the problem at hand.  These gradient-

based methods are known to be initially productive but become inefficient as the solution approaches the 

optimal result.  They are typically useful for single objective and unconstrained searches; neither of which 

applies to the example problem at hand.  A proposed approach using the method of SD for multicriteria 

optimization56 together with the method of feasible directions57 for use in constrained cases is 

recommended as having potential.  Given that it is a first-order method, the authors recommend that it 

should be considered only as a ‘first step’ toward efficiency rather than an efficient method unto itself.   

An attribute shared by many of the ‘natural computing’ paradigm’s such as described previously 

is the ability to deal with noisy or incomplete data.58  These authors cite that PSO can find solutions near 

optima faster than GA but is more prone to premature convergence than Evolutionary Algorithms (EA).  In 

another work, the effectiveness of EA, PSO and Differential Evolution (DE) was compared59 and it was 

concluded that, in general, the DE algorithm outperforms both PSO and EA in terms of consistent speed 

of convergence and ability to find the optimum.   However, the authors note that PSO was particularly 

problematic with noisy functions.  

Separately, PSO is compared as a means of optimizing minimax problems to SQP.60  The 

authors conclude that for Black Box functions where gradient information is not available (as with HEB’s) 

that PSO may be a good alternative as an initial search tool with continued optimization performed by 

more efficient methods such as SQP.   

All Direct Methods, including GA, PSO, and SQP are applicable to constrained functions and are 

also known to potentially require a high number of function evaluations, especially for multi-modal 

responses.55  This makes them undesirable as ‘stand-alone’ optimization tools for EBBF’s and HEB 

functions.   
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The previous observation regarding potential for SQP as an effective follow-on to an initial global 

search60, together with potential for use of Steepest Descent as an initial search tool56 is the inspiration 

for the proposed method.  That is, that the best overall method for a HEB function may be to initially 

investigate the design space using a first-order method and then, from the region of most promising 

minimum response, continue the search using local SQP.  A first order method, when limited to a few 

jumps and modified for use with constraints, is theorized to be more efficient for the initial (global) search 

than direct methods.  In addition, the use of a polynomial approximation during the steepest descent’s 1-

D search is theorized to be effective in identifying ‘global’ minima in a multi-modal environment.  This 

theory was considered in a previous work Hauser, Bret R. "Optimal Design of a Parallel Beam System 

with Elastic Supports to Minimize Flexural Response to Harmonic Loading." (2015).61 (Appendix A) where 

optimization of a non-rotating structural dynamic (parallel beam) system was considered. It was 

concluded that for the example problem of that work, the combined method of Steepest Feasible Descent 

(SFD) followed by local SQP search found the same global optimum (as compared with the component 

methods alone) but with approximately 44% fewer function evaluations. 

 

Robustness and RBDO of Rotordynamic Systems 

Some researchers have explored the use of Robustness-Based Design Optimization (RBDO) 

techniques as means to effectively identify optimal designs with consideration for variation inherent to 

Design Variables.  For example, Robustness was considered in the design optimization of a multi-stage 

rotor shaft62 by optimizing for minimal weight as constrained by flexibility with respect for variation in 

residual unbalances and journal bearing stiffness.  The authors used a Latin-Hypercube (LH) DOE 

construct on an assumed trust region to develop a Kriging Response Surface model of both objective and 

constraint functions.  The constrained optimum was then identified using a deterministic optimization 

algorithm, verifying the solution thru additional LH sampling, and if necessary, repeating the iterative 

process by successively reducing the size of the trust region and repeating.  The effort required 4 

iterations of a 2000 sample LH evaluation, supporting that the approach may have efficiency challenges 

for high-modality responses. 
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Although not a Rotordynamic analysis per se, RBDO was used in the optimization of a NASA 

Stage 37 axial compressor for maximal efficiency and minimized weight63.  The process involved use of 

an Artificial Neural Network approximation model of the objective function upon which Monte Carlo 

simulation was performed.  Multiobjective RBDO was then used with the uncertainty model by Parato-

Optimal analysis to identify a solution.   

RBDO was used to optimize the design of a NASA rotor67 transonic blade64.  This application 

also did not involve a rotordynamic evaluation directly but is useful in evaluating a use of RBDO for an 

optimization involving ‘complex engineering calculations’; in this case the combined results of CFD and 

structural FEA.  The authors constructed a Response Surface model of the objective and constraint 

functions based on LH DOE sampling, with Monte Carlo simulation used to extract the probability 

sufficient factor, and then applied a Real-Coded Genetic Algorithm for Multiobjective optimization.  

Although the authors experienced good result, significant discussion is given to the challenges of use of 

both Moment-based and Monte Carlo methods.  Moment-based methods are reported as relatively 

efficient but exhibit accuracy challenges when the function is highly non-linear.  Monte Carlo methods are 

frequently used due to their robustness and simplicity but require high numbers of function evaluations 

due to the nature of the approach; normally being applied to a surrogate function such as a Response 

Surface.  This also provide challenge to the balance between accuracy and efficiency for highly nonlinear 

responses. 

Reliability sensitivity estimation was applied to a Rotordynamic problem for studying failure 

modes including oil whip and resonance65.  Although not an optimization effort, the authors discuss that 

the use of Monte Carlo simulation techniques, although popular in statistical evaluations, have low 

computational efficiency resulting in large numbers of (potentially) costly analyses. 

In general, these investigations support that, although beneficial at identifying the robustness of 

the solution, RBDO optimization methods are often computationally intensive and/or inefficient and 

therefore challenging to implement for EBBF functions. 
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Approach 

Finite Element Model Development 

Significant Model Features and Capabilities 

To support the needs of this research effort, a method is needed to model a Rotordynamic 

system including a shaft with both flexibility and distributed mass, the influence of elastic and asymmetric 

bearing supports, damping, geometric variance along the length of the system, multi-body connections 

and the addition of point masses and rigid disks.  The prediction of the following criteria is sought: 

• Critical speed frequencies 

• Stability and direction of whirl for critical speed events 

• Flexural deformations 

• Reaction force response of spring and damper elements 

The Rotordynamic Equation of Motion (EOM) is fundamental to all these outputs.  As discussed 

elsewhere in this document, 2 primary analysis methods are used: 1) eigenanalysis to predict the Critical 

Speed frequencies, stability and whirl directions and 2) transformation of the EOM to a Steady-State 

component equation (in sin and cos) to determine flexural characteristics.  A ‘fully featured’ and correct 

definition of the EOM then is key to developing a Rotordynamic model capable of supporting the needs of 

this study. Since this analysis includes a rotating shaft within a non-rotating housing, a fixed reference 

frame is required.66  Other key considerations for this model include: 

• Model based on 3-dimensional beam elements 

• Rotatory effects on system stiffness 

• Gyroscopic effects of the rotating elements including lumped mass and disk parameters 

• Consistent mass, stiffness and damping models 

• Timoshenko shear effects 

• Axial force effects on system stiffness 

• Symmetric / asymmetric bearing stiffness and damping effects 

• Internal material damping effects (viscous coefficient and hysteretic loss factor) 
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• Consideration for both stepped and linearly varying (conic) hollow / solid shaft elements 

• Multi-body connectivity such as rotating shaft supported within an exterior housing 

It should be noted that although not all features are included in the subsequent optimization study 

of this project, the presence and capability of these features were believed to be important for potential 

future applications and therefore included as part of this development work.   

 

General Programmatic Flow 

As described later in this section, various resources were consulted in the development of the 

Rotordynamic EOM.  However, multiple of these resources had conflicts (likely typographical errors) that 

raised concern in their direct usage.  Therefore, the EOM was derived in this work ‘from scratch’ by 

deriving shape functions and implementing them to obtain the EOM with guidance from the various 

references. The mathematical process was conducted using MATLAB and the source-code is presented 

in Appendix E of this document.  Key variable definitions are identified in the header of that code listing.  

 

Shape Function, EOM and Matrix Development 

As described later in this section, various resources were consulted in the development of the 

Rotordynamic EOM.  However, multiple of these resources had conflicts (likely typographical errors) that 

raised concern in their direct usage.  Therefore, the EOM was derived in this work ‘from scratch’ by 

deriving shape functions and implementing them to obtain the EOM with guidance from the various 

references. The mathematical process was conducted using MATLAB and the source-code is presented 

in Appendix E of this document.  Key variable definitions are identified in the header of that code listing.  

 

Shape Function Equation Development: 

In general, shape functions were derived with consideration for Timoshenko Shear effects and 

used as input to a Lagrangian derivation for the EOM.  Consideration for the various elements of the 

model (rotatory, gyroscopic, internal material shear, etc.) are defined as part of the kinetic and potential 

energy functions.  A 2-node element model was incorporated for this work and, although some references 
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utilized a 6-DOF model (by separating nodal rotations due to bending and shear effects), a 4-DOF model 

(combining rotational effects) was selected for this work to improve computational efficiency while 

retaining the needed functionality of 2 translational and 2 rotational DOF per node.  The nodal 

deformations are illustrated in the figure below with definitions provided in the following table.  In the 

illustration, total nodal rotation (𝜃 ) is the sum of bending effects (𝑣′) and shear effects (𝛽 ).  

 

Figure 2-1 Nodal DOF (XY plane only) 

 

Table 2-1 Nodal displacement vector definition 

{𝑞} =

𝑣
𝑤
𝜃

𝜃

=

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝑈𝑌
𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝑈𝑍

𝑅𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑦 − 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠
𝑅𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑧 − 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠

 

Shape function development is made for a 3D beam element with inclusion of Timoshenko shear 

effects67.  The functions are built upon a 3rd order translational displacement equation (Eq. 13) to support 

interelement continuity of slope (C1 element).68    

𝑣(𝑥) = 𝑎 + 𝑎 𝑥 + 𝑎 𝑥 + 𝑎 𝑥  (13) 

  
Shear strain is assumed to be independent of ‘x’ and constant along the element length 

𝛾 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 = 𝛾  and combines with the bending rotation to establish the total slope at the node per Eq. 

(14).67  The bending rotation can then be shown as Eq. (15).  The bending moment (𝑀 ) is related to the 

shear force 𝑄  as shown in Eq. (16) and the moment-curvature relation by Eq. (17). Shear force is 
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related to transverse shear strain by Eq. (18) where the shear correction factor (𝑘) represents the 

Timoshenko shear coefficient and accounts for the non-uniform distribution of shear stress over the 

cross-section.67  

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑥
=

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑥
+

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑥
= 𝜃 + 𝛾  (14) 

𝑠𝑢𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡: 
𝜃 = 𝑎 + 2𝑎 𝑥 + 3𝑎 𝑥 − 𝛾  

(15) 

𝜕𝑀

𝜕𝑥
− �̇� = 0 (16) 

𝑀 = −𝐸𝐼
𝜕𝜃

𝜕𝑥
 (17) 

𝑄 = 𝑘𝐺𝐴𝛾  (18) 

By manipulation of these equations, a definition for Shear Strain can be developed as shown in 

Eq. (19) and, given definition of a shear ratio term (Λ ) per Eq. (20), can be simplified and substituted into 

Eq. (13) and Eq. (15) together with the 4 fundamental (deformation) boundary conditions to develop the 

system of equations shown in Eq. (21).  These simultaneous equations can then be solved to determine 

the values of the four coefficients. 

𝛾 = −
𝐸𝐼 6𝑎

𝑘𝐺𝐴
 (19) 

Λ =
𝐸𝐼

𝑘𝐺𝐴
 (20) 

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

𝑣(𝑥 = 0) = 1 = 𝑎 + 𝑎 (0) + 𝑎 (0) + 𝑎 (0)

Θ(𝑥 = 0) = 0 = 𝑎 + 2𝑎 (0) + (3(0) + 6Λ )𝑎

𝑣(𝑥 = 𝐿) = 0 = 𝑎 + 𝑎 (𝐿) + 𝑎 (𝐿) + 𝑎 (𝐿)

Θ(𝑥 = 𝐿) = 0 = 𝑎 + 2𝑎 (𝐿) + (3(𝐿) + 6Λ )𝑎 ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 (21) 

  
The coefficients (a0 thru a3) are then substituted into the deformation equations (Eq. 13 and 15) 

and coefficients extracted for the nodal DOF 𝑣, 𝑤, 𝜃 , 𝜃  to obtain the coefficients (𝜓 , 𝜓 , 𝜓 , 𝜓 ) for 

each respectively.  Upon mathematical simplification, the shape functions for translation and rotation for a 

single element (nodes ‘𝑖’ and ‘𝑗’) is as shown in Appendix G. 67, 69, 8  Note that the sign of translation in ‘𝑣’ 

and ‘𝑤’ and rotation in ‘𝛽’ and ‘Γ’ are adjusted to account for the right-hand rule according to the plane of 
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action.  The term Φ used in the development of these equations (Appendix G) represents the ratio 

between bending and shear stiffnesses.67  It should be noted that axial warping during torsion is neglected 

in the development of these shape function equations.67 

The (Timoshenko) shear effects upon bending strain are included in the model to accommodate 

that plane cross-sections not be constrained to remain planar and perpendicular to the neutral axis under 

bending for beams of low aspect ratio.67  In addition, the shear correction is useful in extending the theory 

of flexural vibration of beams to accommodate higher frequencies than possible with Euler-Bernoulli 

theory.70, 71, 72  The shear correction factor ‘𝑘’ is described as ‘a ratio of average shear stress on a section 

to the product of shear modulus and angle of shear at the neutral axis’.70  Numerical values for the shear 

correction factor are described as a function of the cross-sectional shape in multiple references with a 

numerical value of approximately 0.85~0.93 cited as appropriate for circular beams.70, 73 , 74, 75  Note that 

by using a shear correction factor (𝑘) value of ‘1.0’, the Timoshenko shear effects can be removed from 

the model (Eq’s. 18-20). 

 

EOM Development: 

 The EOM was derived from the shape functions using the Lagrangian approach (Eq. 22) 

(MATLAB source code provided in Appendix E).  Through this process, consistent matrices were 

developed for mass, damping and stiffness characteristics.  Consistent matrices were desired to create a 

more accurate model than is possible with a ‘lumped parameter’ model.   

𝜕

𝜕𝑡

𝜕𝐾𝐸

𝜕�̇�
−

𝜕𝑃𝐸

𝜕�̇�
−

𝜕𝐾𝐸

𝜕𝑥
−

𝜕𝑃𝐸

𝜕𝑥
= 0 (22) 

  
The Kinetic Energy term is assembled in Eq. (23) with consideration for mass translation and 

rotary inertia (1st term), gyroscopic coupling (2nd term) and rotatory (spin-axis) effects(3rd term).8, 69, 76 

𝐾𝐸 =
1

2
{�̇�} {[𝑀 ] + [𝑀 ]}{�̇�} − Ω{�̇�} [𝐺]{�̇�} +

1

2
Ω̇ 𝐼𝜌 (23) 
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The Potential Energy term is assembled in Eq. (24) with consideration for internal damping due to 

elastic bending (1st term), Timoshenko shear (2nd term) and axial load (3rd term) effects.8, 69, 76, 77, 78  

𝑃𝐸 =
1

2
{𝑞} 𝐸𝐼

𝜂 + 1

1 + 𝜂
𝐵 𝐵 𝑑𝑠 + 𝑘𝐴𝐺𝐵 𝐵 𝑑𝑠 + 𝑃𝐵 𝐵 𝑑𝑠 {𝑞} 

𝐵 =

𝜕
Γ(𝑠)

𝛽(𝑠)

𝜕𝑠
 

 

𝐵 =
Γ(𝑠)

𝛽(𝑠)
− 𝐵  

𝐵 =

𝜕
𝑣(𝑠)

𝑤(𝑠)

𝜕𝑠
 

 

(24) 

  
In addition to the ‘basic’ EOM developed thru the Lagrangian process above, material effects 

known to add instability to the system are incorporated.  Both factors are added directly to the EOM after 

Lagrangian operations.  The Internal damping circulation matrix provides for instability associated with 

internal material damping and is given by Eq. (25).79, 76    

𝐾 = 𝐸𝐼
0 −1
1 0

𝐵 𝐵 𝑑𝑠 

 

(25) 

  
Internal viscous material damping also provides energy dissipation and is accounted for as a 

Dissipation Energy term applied to the EOM as part of the overall Damping matrix.  The Dissipation 

Energy term is given by Eq. (26).76  

𝐸𝐷 =
1

2
𝜂 {�̇�} 𝐸𝐼𝐵 𝐵 𝑑𝑠 {�̇�} (26) 

  
An additional feature desired of this project is the ability to model geometries that vary linearly 

along the length (such as conical features); including consideration for hollow elements.  In this way, 

more realistic models can be developed, and non-linear variations can be approximated using the linear 

elements by faceting with appropriate element lengths.  This was accomplished with guidance from 

Greenhill76 and is an additive step to the EOM derivation described above.  However, as described 

above, Greenhill’s approach used a nodal model with 6-DOF (2 translational, 2 rotational due to bending 

effects and 2 rotational due to Timoshenko shear effects).  A decision was made to reduce the model to 
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4-DOF per node (to improve computational efficiency), therefore the geometric equations provided in 

Greenhill76 were re-derived for this 4-DOF approach.  Appendix F contains the MATLAB source codes 

used to both develop and integrate the linearly varying geometry considerations into the distributed 

matrices developed above.     

A challenge was encountered in efficiently using these geometric equations as input to the 

matrices developed in the ‘EOM_derivation’ code (of Appendix F).  This was due to the complexities 

involved in the integrations with respect (primarily) to the Λ  function (shear ratio term for Timoshenko 

properties).  The problem is that, due to the size of the equations being integrated, an error occurred 

within the MATLAB process.  A solution was identified to simplify the equations by maintaining key 

properties 𝐴, 𝐼, 𝐽 , 𝐽  𝑎𝑛𝑑 Λ  as independent variables during the equation and matrix development 

(Appendix F and G).  These terms are then computed numerically during the FEA matrix ‘build’ within the 

main code based on the elemental geometry and then implemented during the global matrix assembly.  In 

this way, the equations are dramatically simplified, and the MATLAB error avoided. 

The resulting EOM then is shown in its assembled form in Eq. (27) and includes all the desired 

effects described above.  Note that this EOM does not include external damping or stiffness 

considerations from bearing and other system supports.  These external elements are added to the EOM 

during matrix assembly for the full model. A full listing of the matrices is provided in Appendix G.   

 [𝑀]{�̈�} + [𝐸𝐷] + Ω[𝐺] {�̇�} + [𝐾] + Ω[𝐾 ] {𝑞} = {𝑄 } 
 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 
𝐸𝐷 = 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 𝑑𝑢𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 
𝐺 = 𝐺𝑦𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑐 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 
𝐾 = 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑐 𝑆𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 (𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔, 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙, 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟, 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠) 
𝐾 = 𝑆𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝐷𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 
𝑞 = 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 

(27) 

  
The above development of the EOM and consistent matrices considers a single element with 2 

end nodes.  A final step then toward creating a useable EOM is the matrix assembly with respect to a 

multi-element model, including external damping and stiffness considerations due to system supports. 

System definition is provided by the user in a formatted ‘System Data’ file.  Appendix I contains 

an example System Data file for the dual-shaft example problem described previously.  Definition of the 
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system is made through a ‘Super Node’ and ‘Super Element’ description process.  That is, geometry is 

defined in terms of major (axial) geometric events and then later subdivided to ‘actual’ nodes and 

elements within the main code to the desired level of discretization. The ‘Super Node’ definition method is 

useful to minimize complexity in general model definition while allowing for a convenient method to 

identify varying geometry, material properties, application of loads and boundary conditions, support 

connections, etc.    

Each Super Element is discretized to FEA elements according to the user-defined parameter in 

the System Data file.  System matrices are developed per above on an elemental level and standard 

matrix assembly techniques are used to develop the Global Matrices.80  As part of this process, mass 

eccentricities defined for each Super Element in the System Data File are converted to nodal force inputs 

according to the element discretization.  The eccentricity is assumed to act at the center of mass of the 

FEA element and nodal forces (normalized by rotational speed) are calculated based on the center of 

mass location for the element with respect to the end nodes as shown in Eq. (28).  The resulting 

normalized nodal forces (𝐹 ) are applied against the shaft rotational speed during execution of the main 

program to obtain true load values.   

𝐹 = (𝑚 𝑒) 1 −
𝑦

𝐿
 

𝐹 = (𝑚 𝑒)
𝑦

𝐿
 

 
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 
𝑚 = 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 
𝑒 = 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 
𝑦 = 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐶𝐺 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑖 
𝐿 = 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 

 

(28) 

System definition allows for the addition of lumped mass parameters (Mass and Rigid Disk); 

defined by Super Node location and each with a specified mass-eccentricity.  For each, values of mass 

and inertia (both polar and transverse) are either specified directly in the System Data file by the user 

(lumped mass) or calculated based on specified diameter and thickness (Rigid Disk).  Normalized 

eccentricity forces are applied to the nodal locations of the lumped feature in a manner like that described 

previously for elemental mass eccentricity. 
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Supports to the system are defined by Super Node location in the System Data file with user-

specified stiffness and damping properties.  Bearing and stiffness properties are assumed constant; 

however, non-isotropic properties are accepted with values specified in both ‘𝑦’ and ‘𝑧’ lateral directions 

as well as ‘𝜃 ’ and ‘𝜃 ’ rotations.  Stiffness and damping parameters are added to the elemental matrices 

directly for rollup to the Global matrices.    

External forces acting on the system are applied in 2 parts; loads derived from mass 

eccentricities (applied radially as function of rotating speed) and steady-state loads (forces and torques 

applied directly against a DOF) directly applied to a Super Node.  These loads are used only for the 

computation of Frequency Response characteristics since Eigenanalysis leading to Critical Speed 

characteristics does not consider external loading. 

Boundary Conditions (constraints) are applied to the model in the System Data file in 2 ways; 

explicit constraints on given Super Nodes (against any or all the 4-DOF) and constraints to all nodes 

against planar motion.  Both work in the same way but allow convenience to the user in the identification 

of nodes involved. Constraint application is ‘standard’ in that matrix calculations are based on ‘Free’ or 

unconstrained nodes only.68  

 

Eigenvalue Analysis – Critical Speed Characteristics 

As discussed previously, this work requires the prediction of both Critical Speed frequencies and 

Whirl stability and direction characteristics.  As an alternative to a computationally intensive time-based 

solution of the EOM, Eigenvalue analysis provides an efficient means of obtaining these parameters as 

reported by multiple researchers.  For general matrix structural analysis, Przemieniecki describes the use 

of Eigenvalue analysis to evaluate vibration based on stiffness and mass matrices81 and more generally 

for a geared set of parallel shafts with coupled torsional and lateral loads.82   Whirl analyses were also 

conducted using Eigenvalue techniques.77, 76 In addition to Critical Speed values, Eigenvalue analysis is 

used to obtain whirl stability and whirl direction information.1  As a result, Eigenvalue analysis is 

incorporated in this work to predict Critical Speed characteristics and the major steps involved are 

identified below: 
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1. Eigenvalue analyses of the system EOM are conducted for a user-defined speed range 

and steps to define natural frequencies and Lambda values.1, 8  The complex eigenvalue 

is shown in Eq. (29) and provides 2 key pieces of information; the damped circular 

natural frequency (𝜔 ) and the reciprocal of the time constant of decay (𝜆).  

𝑠 = 𝜆 + 𝑖𝜔  
 

(29) 

2. Non-rotating natural frequencies and mode shapes (if allowed by the speed range set by 

the user) are extracted.  Mode shapes are plotted and useful for supporting correctness 

of boundary conditions applied to the model. 

3. Eigenvalue analysis results from Step 1 are used to develop ‘mode curves’ as a function 

of shaft speed.  Mode curves relate the natural frequency response of the system at each 

of the operational speeds in preparation for identification of Critical Speeds and graphical 

display (Campbell plots).     

4. The mode curves of Step 1 and 3 are evaluated against the synchronous curve to identify 

the speed range studied that ‘spans’ the synchronous curve.  Additional points are then 

evaluated (Eigenvalue analysis) within this range so that a polynomial of user-specified 

order can be fit and compared to the synchronous curve to identify the Critical Speed.  

Quality of the polynomial fit is evaluated and reported in terms of both correlation 

coefficient (R2) value and Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE-%).  Eq. (30) 

and Eq. (31) identify these evaluations.  

𝑅 = 1 −
∑(𝑓 − 𝑓 )

∑(Ω − Ω)
 (30) 

𝑁𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
∑(𝑓 − 𝑓 )

𝑓̅
 (31) 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 

𝑓 = 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝐸𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑠 
𝑓 = 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙  
Ω = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑠 𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 
𝑓̅ = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙 
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5. The Critical Speed is defined as the frequency at which the mode curve and synchronous 

curves intersect. This is accomplished algebraically, and the smallest real root identified 

as the Critical Speed.  Re-evaluate the Eigenvalue analysis with the Critical speed value 

to obtain the appropriate 𝜆 value.1, 7 

6. Whirl direction is identified for each node along each beam through Eigenvalue analysis.  

As reported by Vance1, the only way to definitively tell if a given shaft is whirling Forward, 

Backward, or both is through analysis.  Mixed modes (both FW and BW whirl on a given 

shaft) frequently occur on rotors supported by fluid film bearings.  At the transition, the 

rotor whirl ‘orbit’ becomes a straight line.1  The whirl orbit analysis is based on the 

complex Eigenvalue result of Eq. (29) and the complex Eigenvector result for all nodal 

DOF at the selected CS.  From the mode shape matrix, the UY and UZ deformations for 

each node (at the CS) are extracted and the phase angle and magnitude computed as 

the angle or vector sum of the real and imaginary components.  The deformation 

magnitude then of the node (as a function of time through a single whirl orbit and for a 

given plane) is provided by Eq. (32).1   Shape functions are used to convert these nodal 

results to more refined displacements for plotting. 

𝑥(𝑡) = 𝑒 𝑋 cos(𝜔 𝑡 − Φ) (32) 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 
𝜆, 𝜔  𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝐸𝑞. (30) 
𝑋, Φ 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥 𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 
 

 

7. The direction of whirl orbit rotation is evaluated per node and CS by computing the 

angular relationship of successive whirl orbit points.  By means of Eq. (33) for each of the 

successive planar (UY, UZ) deformations of Eq. (32), the positive or negative direction of 

whirl (𝛼) around the orbit can be identified.  If some nodes on a given beam rotate in one 

direction and 1 or more in the opposite, then the beam’s whirl direction is ‘mixed’.  

𝛼 = tan
𝑈𝑌

𝑈𝑍
 (33) 
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Steady-State Component Analysis – Flexural Response Characteristics 

A computationally expensive time-based solution of the EOM can also be used to evaluate the 

flexural response of the beams.  However, a more efficient method is to convert the EOM to a Steady-

State Component analysis equation (in sin and cos) and solve the determinant for both Eigenvalue and 

Eigenvector complex results.8, 83  Development of equations to convert a generic EOM to the Component 

equation is presented in Appendix J.  The solution for a n-DOF problem is developed and shown as Eq. 

(34).   

⎩
⎪
⎨
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⎧

𝑋
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⎬

⎪
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𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 
𝑠 = sin 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 
𝑐 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 
 

(34) 

FRP results are calculated for both beam (nodal) lateral deformation (UY and UZ) and support 

reaction force for a user-defined frequency step across the range of shaft speeds studied.  The load 

vector (as discussed previously) is composed of both mass-eccentricity and externally-applied constant 

forces.   

Bearing reaction forces are defined as a function of nodal displacement, support spring stiffness 

and damping parameters and shaft spin speed as shown in Eq. (35).1     

𝐹 = 𝑈𝑌 𝐾 _ + 𝜔𝐶 _ + 𝑈𝑍 𝐾 _ + 𝜔𝐶 _𝑧  (35) 
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Optimization Method Development 

A second key part of the research supporting this work is development of an optimization 

methodology that meets the following requirements: 

 Appropriate for expensive, black-box function generators with high-modality responses 

 Appropriate for non-self-adjoint systems including Rotordynamic EOM’s 

 Appropriate for systems with both input- and results-based constraints 

 Ability to consider multiple design objectives 

 Ability to provide robustness information about the identified optimums 

Literature describes RBDO optimization solutions that meet several of these requirements 

(discussed previously), including the ability to provide robustness information about the optimums.  

However, these methods are also described as computationally intensive and with limited 

appropriateness to HEB functions and therefore not identified as an optimal solution to the needs of this 

work.  Rather, this research effort focuses on adaptation of a deterministic method shown to be effective 

for HEB systems to also provide robustness information useful to the designer.   

A deterministic optimization method focused on HEB systems was developed as part of the 

author’s work toward the degree of Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering at UTA (2015), toward 

optimization of non-rotating structural dynamic systems.  Specifically, that work derived a deterministic, 

hybrid methodology useful for constrained optimization of HEB systems.   In addition to the Master of 

Science (MSME) Thesis84, the work also resulted in the peer-reviewed, published paper61 of Appendix A.   

The deterministic methodology of that previous effort is leveraged toward this Ph.D. research and 

the requirements listed above.  A second paper85 published by the author (Appendix B) discusses this 

and compares the its effectiveness and efficiency with a Rotordynamic system (non-self-adjoint system 

with high response modality) against other, more conventional methodologies.  In addition to the Journal 

publication (Appendix B), this work was also accepted for poster presentation to the World Congress of 

Structural and Multidisciplinary Optimization in 2019 (WCSMO13).   

This deterministic method then is further expanded under this research to include the desired 

ability to provide robustness information as part of the optimization process. The remaining sections of 
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this Chapter provide 1.) a summary of key elements of the deterministic hybrid methodology from 

Appendix A and B and 2.) added methodologies to address robustness as part of the solutions. 

The deterministic aspect of the proposed optimization method is a Combined or Hybrid 

Optimization Algorithm; comprised of an initial survey of the entire design space using a Global 

Optimization tool followed by a more efficient Local Optimization tool to refine the potential solutions for a 

more accurate Global Optimum.  The proposed method then first uses a derivative of the first-order 

method of Steepest Descent (SD), termed Steepest Feasible Descent (SFD), making it effective for 

constrained searches, and useful for the global survey.  Once identified, the solution(s) of the global 

search become the starting point for local search(es) using the more efficient SQP methodology.   Key 

aspects of the proposed hybrid methodology are summarized in the following sub-sections.  For more 

detail, the reader may reference the MSME Thesis84 or the published papers of Appendix A61 and 

Appendix B85. 

 

General Programmatic Flow 

The general functionality starts with (potentially many) user-defined start points throughout the 

design space.  From each start point, a Search Vector (direction) is identified via Finite Difference (FD) 

methodology as the steepest descent vector into feasible design space based on finite difference 

methodology.  Using this vector orientation, the distance to the nearest input constraint bound is 

computed and used as the length of a 1-D line search.  A Polynomial 1-D line search identifies and 

evaluates points along the vector to derive an optimum.  The process from start point evaluation to ID of 

the 1-D line search optimum is identified as a ‘jump’.  The 1-D optimum from the first ‘jump’ then is used 

as the start point for a second ‘jump’ and so on until either convergence is achieved or a maximum user-

defined number of ‘jumps’ is achieved.  This process is illustrated for a 2-DOF design space in the figure 

below.  MATLAB’s ‘fmincon’ implementation of the SQP process is then used from the final SFD 1-D 

optimum to conclude the process. 
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Figure 2-2 Steepest Feasible Descent Methodology 

 

Search Vector direction – Finite Difference and Magnitude Sensitivity 

The gradient for the search vector definition is based on a Finite Difference approach because of 

the use of FEA as a BB function generator.  It is recognized that analytical methods, such as the Adjoint 

method86, 87, 88 and others offer significant computational efficiencies to the proposed FD technique.  

However, as with Othmer89, the problem to be solved involves the use of FEA as a Black Box function 

generator which precludes use of the Adjoint method.  It is recognized by the author that the special 

purpose FEA tool developed in this research could be modified to export data useful to an Adjoint 

method.  However, a goal of the optimization methodology is intended to be representative of (and useful 

with) a commercial FEA program.  For commercial FEA programs, the source code is commonly 

unavailable to the optimization routine; precluding effective use of the Adjoint method.  Therefore, the FD 

approach is utilized with modifications for orientation to feasible space, etc. as discussed in this section. 

A challenge to the FD method is that the Rotordynamic problem under study demonstrates a 

class of problems where the design variables may have significantly different orders of magnitude (length 
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vs. spring stiffness for example).  This can lead to sensitivity error in the search vector when this method 

is employed.  That is, if a common step size were computed as appropriate to a variable with smaller 

magnitude, and subsequently applied to all design variables, then the step size could be so small as to 

have an insignificant effect upon a variable of larger magnitude.   

An option (to the common step size) explored here is to define the step size for each design 

variable individually based upon the magnitude of the variable at its lower and upper (side) bounds.  In 

this way, the step sizes used in the FD evaluation of the Search Vector would be more numerically 

appropriate to each variable.  This is given in equation below and provides both a numerical solution to 

this challenge and the benefit of a ‘generalized’ nondimensionalization technique within the code for user 

convenience. 

∆ = 𝛼
𝑥  − 𝑥  

2
 

 
            Where: 

𝛼 = percentage of average 

(36) 

 
A numerical example of this technique is presented in the published paper of Appendix B which 

illustrates the benefits of the method. 

 

Search Vector Limitation within Feasible Design Space  

A common method of constraint handling with respect to search vector direction is the Method of 

Feasible Directions (MFD)55.  Here, an offset of ‘push-off factor’ is applied to the search vector to avoid a 

constraint bound.  In cases of nonlinear constraint bounds however, this process is less effective and an 

additional ‘optimization exercise’ is needed to avoid infeasible space.   

The proposed method of SFD is intended to be used in circumstances where multiple linearities 

exist including the high modality responses and other effects.  Therefore, a programmatic implementation 

of MFD is incorporated to avoid a potentially large subproblem for a more conventional implementation of 

MFD.  In general, the methodology evaluates the distance from the start point to the nearest (input) 

constraint bound against a user-defined minimum (as a percentage of distance across the design space).  

If shorter than allowable, that vector component that ‘points’ most directly into the nearest constraint 
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bound is converted to ‘0’ in order to reorient the vector more directly into feasible space.  The figure below 

illustrates this process in a conventional flowchart format. 

 

Figure 2-3 Flowchart – Feasible Sn Selection 

 

Line search – Considerations for Constraints and High Modality Response  

As with conventional SD methods, the proposed SFD method uses a 1-D line search along a 

given Sn vector to identify a given iteration’s optimum.  Various methods for such searches have been 

developed over the years but given consideration for use with high modality responses a polynomial 

search is implemented in the proposed SFD method. 

Conceptually, the polynomial 1-D search is computed based on an initial sampling of points along 

the length of the Sn vector, from which a regression coefficient is computed and compared to a 

predetermined acceptance criterion.  If unacceptable, additional points are programmatically selected 

near the anticipated minima and the order of the polynomial increased (up to a user-defined maximum) to 

improve the curve fit.  For responses of low or moderate modality, acceptance by this method can 

generally be achieved relatively quickly.  However, for high modality responses convergence can be 

challenging.  In this event, the strategy shifts from that of adding points near the anticipated minima to 
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that of eliminating points far from the observed minimum (along the 1-D search).  In this way, the quality 

of the curve fit can (potentially) be improved near the observed minimum. 

As with determination of the descent vector Sn, constraints (both input and results-based) must 

be considered in the line search algorithm.  Multiple methods exist to apply penalties to an unconstrained 

search methodology and make it useful as a constrained tool.  Chen and Chi90 for example utilize a 

penalty function to improve their particle swarm algorithm by applying a penalty to particles that are at the 

upper or lower bound of the design variable definition. Another researcher explored an interior penalty 

(IP) method91 as a type of discontinuous Galerkin method for the spatial discretization of elliptic partial 

differential equations.  As discussed by that author however, a notable drawback of the IP method is that 

if the user-selected penalty parameter is not sufficiently large, the approximate solution is unstable. 

In the development of the proposed SFD method, feasibility with respect to constraint(s) is 

considered during the execution of the line search in multiple ways.  First, the length of the line search is 

limited by design variable constraint bounds (both side bounds and other, discussed previously).  

Secondly, as proposed by Vanderplaats55, an external penalty term is combined with the function value 

𝑓(𝑥)  to form a penalized function value 𝑓(𝑥)  to be used as the objective function.  This is shown in the 

equation below. 

𝑓(𝑥)𝑝𝑒𝑛 = 𝑓(𝑥) +∝𝑝 𝑚𝑎𝑥 0, 𝑔
𝑗
(𝑥)

2
𝑛

𝑗=1

 (37) 

 

As shown, the penalty function is a second-order function.  This is selected so that the penalty value at 

the constraint bound has a slope of zero; ensuring a continuous slope of the penalized function value 

through this region.  If only a linear form were used, a discontinuity is possible at the constraint bounds 

adding risk of numerical ill-conditioning.  Additionally, a penalty multiplier (𝛼 ) is included to aid the 1-D 

line search by scaling the effect of the penalty to preclude minima from being identified within infeasible 

space.  That is, a multiplier value that is too weak can limit the penalty value such that the penalized 

function value remains as infeasible.  If too strong however, the minima could artificially be ‘pushed’ away 

from the constraint bound.  The figure below illustrates these concepts. 
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Figure 2-4 Use of Penalty Function in 1-D Line Search 

 

Although helpful in tailoring the penalty function, optimal selection of the penalty multiplier can be 

problem dependent; the risk of an improperly selected value being that the resulting minima could either 

remain within infeasible space or be pushed artificially ‘far’ from the constraint bound.    

To address this, a programmatic element is incorporated to the SFD method in the event that the 

penalized minimum (fpen) is identified as being infeasible.  In this case, the function values at the 

bounding constraints are evaluated and the appropriate minimum identified (such as the right-most 

constraint bound of Figure 2-4).  In this way a minimum 𝑓(𝑥)  is precluded from being identified within 

infeasible space during the line search; allowing that a penalty value can be selected conservatively small 

while avoiding excessive ‘pushout’ without risk of finding an infeasible result.  It is recognized that this 

programmatic search could be avoided by incorporating a sub-problem to optimize the penalty multiplier 

such that the ‘0’ of the penalized function value’s derivative coincides with the constraint bound.  

However, this requires computations potentially adding significant encumbrance to the overall problem.  

The proposed combination of penalty multiplier and programmatic consideration then is theorized to 

achieve the desired constraint-handling effects acceptably with improved computational efficiency. 
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Use of a Single Objective Tool for Multi-Objective Optimization 

The algorithms described here (both Steepest Feasible Descent and SQP) are Single-Objective 

Optimization tools.  That is, they are appropriate for optimization of a single objective.  They can, 

however, be utilized for Multi-Objective Optimization by combining the elements of various ‘individual’ 

single objectives into a single ‘combination’ objective function55.  One method of ‘consolidating’ these 

objectives is to create one objective function is to simply scalar versions of the component results.  As 

described by Vanderplaats however it may also be necessary to consider weighting factors for the 

components of this multi-faceted optimization function; especially if the magnitudes of the components 

are significantly different55.  Otherwise, the optimization algorithm would disproportionately ‘focus’ its 

efforts to minimize the larger magnitude response at the expense of the other. Normalization of constraint 

functions should also be considered for similar reasons.   

 

Robustness Assessment 

Robustness, in terms of this discussion, is defined in the classical sense as the quantified 

variation in response(s) as a function of variation in the input.  It can be argued that by identifying and 

minimizing sensitivity (of the response) as part of the optimization process then robustness is thereby 

inherently addressed.  Although this is true and is inherently included in the deterministic optimization 

processes described in this work, it does not address the goal with regards to the classical definition of 

robustness given above.  That is, by including sensitivity in the Objective Function, it is actually 

addressing the sensitivity in a deterministic fashion rather than addressing Robustness over the full 

design space.  Therefore, an additional function to address Robustness is needed beyond minimization of 

sensitivity. 

The literature review discussed previously describes a direct application of RBDO methods 

towards rotordynamic and HEB systems as being effective at considering robustness in the optimization 

process (with respect to the design space), but at the same time being computationally intensive and/or 

inefficient.  Because of this, an alternate approach is identified in this Rotordynamic work.  That is, rather 

than a direct application of RBDO methods as part of the optimization process, the approach pursued in 
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this work attempts compute the robustness of interim solutions over the design space and add that to 

consideration for the Optimal Result as part of the overall process.   The following Pseudo-Code 

describes this at a high level for the proposed Hybrid SFD/SQP search methodology. 

 

Figure 2-5 Pseudo-code – Robustness Application to Proposed SFD/SQP Optimization Process 

a) Identify a discrete starting point ‘X0’ 
b) Perform a search using SFD with defined number of ‘jumps’ 

1. Establish search vector ‘Sn’ (maximum descent = maximum design variable sensitivity) 
2. Compute distance along Sn from X0 to nearest constraint bound 
3. Compare distance to user-defined min allowable (%) 
4. If distance < min allowable, identify Sn vector component that points most directly to the 

constraint bound & convert Sn component to ‘0’ 
5. Compare distance along new Sn to nearest constraint bound – repeat #4 as needed to 

achieve min allowable search distance (%) 
 If successful, conduct line search with revised Sn to identify a potential ‘optimum’ for 

this SFD ‘jump’ 
 If not successful, report search as ‘in a constraint corner’ and stop – point becomes a 

potential ‘optimum’ for this SFD ‘jump’ 
6. After the defined maximum number of ‘jumps’, assess the Robustness of the potential 

optimum 
 Discretize each DOF (input variable) using stated +/- tolerance around the potential 

optimum to form a ‘grid’ in n-DOF. 
 Evaluate the response at each of the grid points. 
 Compute a response function thru the grid points using multinomial expansion with 

optimization of least squares response to create term coefficients. 
 Use the response equation to Iteratively evaluate the design space surrounding the 

potential optimum to identify a maximum and minimum response value. 
7. Report the Robustness for each potential Optimum as an aid to identifying the Optimal 

Solution among the various X0 potential Optimums.  The overall result with the minimal 
deterministic Objective Function result and minimal result variation over the toleranced 
design space (Robustness about the potential Optimum) is identified as the overall 
Optimal Solution from the SFD process.  

c) From the SFD’s Optimal Solution, conduct an SQP search as described elsewhere for the 
proposed Hybrid methodology. 
1. Assess the Robustness of the resulting SQP search and report. 
2. The user may select from the potential optimums for the desired Optimal Solution as a 

function of trade-off between Objective Function value and Robustness at each point. 
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A key aspect of the proposed Robustness assessment is the ability to compute a polynomial 

response equation through discretely evaluated Response Points with acceptable accuracy and with 

acceptable computational burden.  Doing so for linear responses or for non-linear responses limited to 1- 

or 2-DOF is somewhat trivial.  However, the goals of this study require that a response be formulated for 

an n-DOF problem with high modality.  Unfortunately, at the time of this study MATLAB (the programmatic 

language used for these algorithms) does not include a function to directly fit a nonlinear response to 

more than 2 independent variables.  Therefore, a methodology is created based on multinomial 

expansion of a sinusoidal response that is continuously differentiable as shown in the following equation.  

𝑦 = 𝐴 (cos 𝑥𝑖 ∗ sin 𝑥𝑖)

𝑖=1

 

 
Where: 

𝑛 = 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 
𝑚 = 𝐷𝑂𝐹 
𝐴 = 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 

(38) 

 

The classical Multinomial Theorem describes how to expand a power of a sum of terms to yield a 

summation of powers of the terms in that sum as given by the following equation.   

(𝑥 + 𝑥 + ⋯ + 𝑥 ) =
𝑛

𝑘1 + 𝑘2 + ⋯ + 𝑘𝑚
𝑘1+𝑘2+⋯+𝑘𝑚=𝑛

𝑥  

Where: 
 

(39) 

𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 =  
𝑛

𝑘1 + 𝑘2 + ⋯ + 𝑘𝑚
=

𝑛!

𝑘 ! ∗ 𝑘 ! ∗ … ∗ 𝑘 !
 

 

The result is a complete polynomial (as might be obtained using Pascal’s Triangle for 2DOF or 

Pascal’s Pyramid for 3DOF) for a power ′𝑛′ of a collection of ′𝑚′ DOF.  Application of the Multinomial 

Theorem for expansion in this study however differs in that the multinomial coefficients need to be 

computed alternatively in order to fit the resulting polynomial to the observed responses.  This is 

accomplished by formulating an optimization problem to identify a set of term coefficients (𝐴 ) for Eq. (38) 

according to the Least Squares method where the Sum of the Squared Residuals is used to formulate the 
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Objective Function.  Accuracy of the response equation is assessed as the classical Root Mean Square 

Error (RMSE), normalized on the mean of the responses to produce the classical Normalized Root Mean 

Square Error (NRMSE) as given by the following equation.  

𝑁𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 (%) =

∑ 𝑦 − 𝑦
2𝑁

𝑁

𝑦𝑜

 

Where: 
𝑦 = 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 
𝑦 = 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 
𝑦 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 
𝑁 = 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 

 

(40) 

An alternative to the multinomial expansion technique may be to use a Taylor series expansion to 

approximate the response.  An advantage of this approach is that Taylor series is known to approximate 

the response with very small error in the local area of the point where it is computed. However, as 

distance extends from that point, the error grows.  In this way, a Taylor series can be thought of as a 

‘local’ approximation method.  By comparison, this work seeks a polynomial that will represent the 

response over a defined design space whose size may vary considerably from problem-to-problem or 

use-to-use.  Therefore, the multinomial expansion is deemed to be more appropriate for this application 

than Taylor series expansion. 

MATLAB features a variety of curve and surface fitting tools as part of their Curve Fitting Toolbox 

including Linear and Nonlinear Least Squares, Weighted Least Squares and Robust techniques to 

produce polynomial equations to fit known data points.  Unfortunately, none of these methods allow the 

use of more than 2 independent variables and are therefore insufficient to fit the needs of the n-

dimensional design spaces of this study.  Therefore, a programmatic solution is included in this work 

based on the Multinomial Expansion theorem of Eq. (39). 

Application of the Multinomial Expansion theorem to this problem requires a 2-step approach; a 

programmatic method for determining the terms (variables and powers involved) and a means of 

determining the various term coefficients necessary to predict the response.  A goal of the expansion is to 

produce a complete polynomial that includes all combinations of variables as would be produced by a 
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‘manual’ expansion.  By Eq.(39), it is known that a component of this is that the sum of the powers among 

the variables of any given term equates to the raised power of the base equation.  The process for 

programmatic expansion of the terms of Eq. (38) then is provided in the Pseudo-Code of the Figure 

below.  

 

Figure 2-6 Pseudo-code – Programmatic Term Expansion – Response Equation 

 

Optimization of the coefficients to complete the multinomial response fit is an unconstrained 

problem in that neither side bounds or other constraints apply to the coefficient values being optimized 

nor are there constraints on the result.  Therefore, optimization tools within MATLAB hold potential for use 

including fminunc and fmincon.  Since both fmincon and GA can consider multiple types of constraints, 

each is setup for this problem without consideration for constraints.  A side-by-side comparison of the use 

of these tools is explored in a later section in order to identify which is most appropriate in terms of both 

effectiveness and efficiency.  

Once the vector of coefficients is identified to complete the numerical equation, the design space 

surrounding the potential optimum is surveyed using this equation and MATLAB’s Optimization function to 

determine a maxima and minima in addition to the value for the proposed optimum (at the center of the 

local design space).  These values subsequently are used to form the Robustness statement for the 

design space (within declared DOF tolerances) surrounding the potential optimum.  Since this search is 

a) Create a matrix of powers for each variable by term for numerical expansion. 
‘exp’ = [rows = terms, columns = powers for each independent variable] 
 
     𝑦 = (∑ 𝐴 (cos 𝑥𝑖 ∗ sin 𝑥𝑖)𝑖=1 ) = 𝐴1

2(cos 𝑥1 ∗ sin 𝑥1)2(cos 𝑥2 ∗ sin 𝑥2)0 +

2[𝐴1(cos 𝑥1 ∗ sin 𝑥1)1𝐴2(cos 𝑥2 ∗ sin 𝑥2)1] +

(cos 𝑥1 ∗ sin 𝑥1)0𝐴
2

2
(cos 𝑥2 ∗ sin 𝑥2)2 

exp=[2 0;    
            1 1; 
            0 2]; 
 

b) Create a vector of coefficients for each term 
 For convenience, redefine coefficients such that coef1=𝐴 , coef2=2𝐴 𝐴 , coef3=𝐴 , etc. 

c) Optimize vector of coefficients by minimizing Least Square residuals 
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within a bounded design space, MATLAB’s fmincon (only) is considered.  As with the optimization routine 

to define the equation coefficients, a side-by-side comparison of both effectiveness and efficiency of 

these 2 tools is presented in a later section; supporting a decision as to which is more appropriate to 

include in the Optimization program.  

The resulting source code for the robustness evaluation as applied to a ‘toy problem’ using 

Rastrigin’s function (in n-DOF) is presented in Appendix H.  Performance of the code, appropriateness of 

the Rastrigin’s function as an evaluation tool and key conclusions are presented in a later section of this 

report. 
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Confirmation Challenges for Developed Software and Results 

Rotordynamic Finite Element Model  

At the time that this document is written, a working draft of the Rotordynamic FEA code is 

completed at version 1.5 (Flexible_Rotordynamics_v1_5.m).  Correctness checks of the various elements 

supporting development of that code as well as high-level functionality of the FEA code are discussed in 

this Chapter. 

    

Correctness Checks - Shape Function Equations: 

Shape function equations were derived with particular guidance from Bazoune and Khulief.67  In 

addition, the developed shape functions were compared against the following resources and found to be 

consistent.  These references were selected because of their included reference to Timoshenko shear 

coefficients and other pertinent commonalities: 

Table 3-1 Literature references used to confirm shape function equation correctness  

 Nelson and McVaugh77 Kosmatka92 Bazoune and Khulief93 

Zorzi and Nelson79 Choi et. al.78 Dong and Taciroglu73 

Nelson69 Yokoyama94 Mindlin and Deresiewicz70 

Greenhill et. al.76 Friedman and Kosmatka95 Labuschagne et. al.72 

Childs8   
 

Correctness Checks - EOM Matrix Equations: 

Matrix confirmations are implemented against published literature within the MATLAB code used 

to develop the equations ‘EOM_derivation_01Sep.m ‘(Appendix E).  As noted, the Matrices provided by 

the various references provide ‘components’ of the assembled matrices used in this work.  That is, some 

references might include Timoshenko shear effects, but not internal material damping characteristics, etc.  

The comparison to a given reference then is made by setting the features not considered by the reference 

to ‘0’ in the developed matrix and then subtracting the reference matrix from the developed matrix.  For 

example, in the case that internal material damping is not considered in the reference matrix, the 

appropriate material damping constants are set to ‘0’ in the developed matrix prior to the matrix 
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comparison.  A result of ‘0’ from the matrix comparison (subtraction) supports that the developed matrix 

matches the reference matrix.  A list of the references used to evaluate the correctness of the developed 

matrices, together with the features included in each is provided in the Table below.  All comparisons 

support that the developed matrices match the reference matrices.  Note that some typographical errors 

were identified in the references.  Correctness of the developed matrices with respect to the identified 

typo are confirmed by inspection of the matrix development via Lagrangian technique and comparison 

with other references with similar features.  Comments detailing these observations and confirmations are 

embedded within the EOM development code provided in Appendix E. 

Table 3-2 Literature references used to confirm EOM matrix correctness  

Reference Matrices Confirmed Key Components 

Nelson and McVaugh77 
Mass 
Gyroscopic 
Stiffness 

Euler-Bernoulli Beam 

Zorzi and Nelson79 

Mass 
Dissipation Energy 
Gyroscopic 
Stiffness 
Internal Damping Circulation 

Euler-Bernoulli Beam  
Internal Material Damping 

Nelson69 
Mass 
Gyroscopic 
Stiffness 

Timoshenko shear 

Greenhill et. al.76 

Mass 
Dissipation Energy 
Gyroscopic 
Stiffness 
Internal Damping Circulation 

Euler-Bernoulli Beam  
Internal Material Damping 

 

Correctness Checks - Linearly Varying Geometry: 

Correctness of the equations for mass properties of the linearly varying geometry features were 

confirmed both by comparison of the developed equations to conventional closed form equations (limited 

to solid cylinders and cones) and numerically to results for a set of example models using the commercial 

CAD software Creo 3.0 (PTC, Inc.).  Equation comparisons were embedded within the MATLAB code 

used to develop the inertia equations (Appendix F).  Additionally, numerical confirmation tests for non-

prismatic geometries are presented in this section and include definition of a (single) linearly-varying 

element with both solid and hollow, conic and cylindrical configurations and with variation in the direction 
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of taper applied to both ID and OD.  The figure below illustrates a typical element modeled in Creo.  The 

tables below summarize results of the comparison. As shown, a maximum error of 0.00153% was 

measured.  This result confirms for the intended use of this software that the equations adequately predict 

the geometric mass properties of linearly varying solid and hollow, cylindrical and conic elements.  

 

Figure 3-1 Linearly varying conic element used for correctness checks – Creo 

 
 

Table 3-3 Confirmation Data – Geometric Mass Calculations  

Interior (r) and Exterior (R) Radii Creo Code Calculations 

ri 

(m) 
rj 

(m) 
Ri 

(m) 
Rj 

(m) 
Mass 
(kg) 

Ip 
(kg*m2) 

It 
(kg*m2) 

Mass 
(kg) 

Ip 
(kg*m2) 

It 
(kg*m2) 

0 0 1.32E-03 1.32E-03 2.7261E-04 2.3779E-10 1.0349E-09 2.7261E-04 2.3779E-10 1.0349E-09 
0 0 6.35E-04 1.32E-03 1.5556E-04 8.9240E-11 5.0472E-10 1.5556E-04 8.9240E-11 5.0473E-10 

2.54E-04 0 6.35E-04 1.32E-03 1.5220E-04 8.9175E-11 4.8143E-10 1.5220E-04 8.9175E-11 4.8144E-10 
0 2.54E-04 6.35E-04 1.32E-03 1.5220E-04 8.9175E-11 4.9698E-10 1.5220E-04 8.9175E-11 4.9699E-10 

2.54E-04 2.54E-04 6.35E-04 1.32E-03 1.4548E-04 8.8915E-11 4.6520E-10 1.4548E-04 8.8915E-11 4.6521E-10 
2.54E-04 2.54E-04 1.32E-03 1.32E-03 2.6253E-04 2.3746E-10 1.0009E-09 2.6253E-04 2.3746E-10 1.0009E-09 
2.54E-04 0 1.32E-03 6.35E-04 1.5220E-04 8.9175E-11 4.9698E-10 1.5220E-04 8.9175E-11 4.9699E-10 
2.54E-04 5.08E-04 1.32E-03 1.32E-03 2.4909E-04 2.3577E-10 9.5158E-10 2.4909E-04 2.3577E-10 9.5159E-10 

Note:  all cases Le=6.35e-3 m, Density=7833.4 kg/m3 
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Table 3-4 Error Results – Geometric Mass Calculations  

Interior (r) and Exterior (R) Radii Error 

ri 

(m) 
rj 

(m) 
Ri 

(m) 
Rj 

(m) 
Mass 
(%) 

Ip 
(%) 

It 
(%) 

0 0 1.32E-03 1.32E-03 0.00054% 0.00054% 0.00150% 
0 0 6.35E-04 1.32E-03 0.00054% 0.00054% 0.00152% 

2.54E-04 0 6.35E-04 1.32E-03 0.00054% 0.00054% 0.00152% 
0 2.54E-04 6.35E-04 1.32E-03 0.00054% 0.00054% 0.00153% 

2.54E-04 2.54E-04 6.35E-04 1.32E-03 0.00054% 0.00054% 0.00151% 
2.54E-04 2.54E-04 1.32E-03 1.32E-03 0.00054% 0.00054% 0.00149% 
2.54E-04 0 1.32E-03 6.35E-04 0.00054% 0.00054% 0.00152% 
2.54E-04 5.08E-04 1.32E-03 1.32E-03 0.00054% 0.00054% 0.00149% 

 

Correctness Checks - Assembled FEM Results – Static Deformations: 

The correctness of the FE code, including the shape function equations, was confirmed in part 

through a static load-case analysis of a simple cylindrical beam.  Four load cases were evaluated; Simply 

Supported - Simply-Supported, Clamped – Simply Supported, Clamped - Clamped and Clamped - Free.  

The beam is illustrated in the figure below. For these static load tests, the beam was defined to be 

OD=0.00127 m, Length=0.1270 m and constructed of steel (E=200 MPa). Loading is applied to the model 

including both a vertical force and moment at a midspan node (as illustrated below) in both the XY and 

XZ planes.  Magnitude and direction of both force and moment are indicated in the header of the output 

plots. The static load FEM results are compared against deformations calculated via Castigliano’s 

theorem.  Results for the 4 boundary conditions are shown in the figures of Appendix K and support good 

subjective correlation of the results.  Therefore, the FEM code is determined to be acceptable with 

respect to static deformations and interpolation of deformations via the shape function equations. 
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Figure 3-2 Example Beam Loading for Static FEM Confirmation 

 

Correctness Checks - Non-Rotating Natural Frequencies and Mode Shapes: 

The non-rotating natural frequencies and mode shapes were used to test the FEM code results to 

known values.  As with the static deflection tests, multiple end configurations were evaluated for a 

prismatic cylindrical beam.  The baselines for the evaluation were based on equations provided by 

Blevins96 for Clamped-Free, Clamped-Simply Supported and Clamped-Clamped configurations.  

Calculations for natural frequency using Blevins’ data are provided in Appendix L as are tabular results of 

frequency for the first 4 modes for a range of beam lengths; yielding beam aspect ratios ranging from 5:1 

to 50:1. Also provided in Appendix L are the tabulated results from the FEM code for frequencies 

including a range of Timoshenko shear coefficients ranging from 0.85 to 1.0 as well as error values with 

respect to Blevins equations.  Note that the shear coefficient value of 1.0 effectively inactivates shear 

compensation and is useful as a direct comparison to Blevins’ equations since the Blevins reference is for 

Euler-Bernoulli beams only.  Also provided in Appendix L are representative mode shape plots produced 

by the FEM code for shear coefficient values of 1.0.   
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This non-rotating natural frequency data (provided in Appendix L) supports 3 conclusions as 

follows.   

 First, the FEM results (with shear factor of 1.0) compare favorably to Blevins equations 

for all aspect ratios greater than approximately 10:1 for fundamental modes and greater 

than 30:1 for all modes through mode 4.  This indicates that for ‘long’ aspect ratio beams, 

appropriate to Euler-Bernoulli theory that the developed FEM code provides appropriate 

prediction of non-rotating natural frequencies. 

 Secondly, natural frequency values show significant sensitivity to Timoshenko shear 

coefficient variation for beam aspect ratios less than approximately 30:1, with increased 

error with respect to a Euler-Bernoulli beam for the higher modes.  This illustrates that the 

developed FEM code is sensitive to the additional shear influence in a manner consistent 

with expectations from literature (discussed previously). 

 Finally, inspection of the mode shape plots compares favorably (from a subjective 

evaluation) to mode shapes commonly understood for prismatic beams with these 3 end 

configurations.   

These results support that the FEM code performs acceptably with respect to prediction of non-

rotating natural frequencies and mode shapes.   

 

Correctness Checks - Rotordynamic Results vs. Literature: 

Confirmation of high-level functionality of the Rotordynamic FEM code is evaluated by 

comparison to results published in literature.  Two key works were used to study the code’s ability to 

predict both damped and undamped system behavior; Zorzi & Nelson79 and Vance et al1.  Both involve 

‘single-shaft’ models and are illustrated in the figure below.  Among the 2 models, a total of 5 case 

comparisons are made.  Results are provided in the table below.  Sample output plots are provided in 

Appendix M. 
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Figure 3-3 FEM models from literature used for code confirmation 

Table 3-5 Confirmation data – rotordynamic results vs literature  

Reference Test Case 

CS Mode 1  
(RPM) 

CS Mode 2 
(RPM) 

CS Mode 1 
FW 

(RPM 

CS Mode 
2 FW 
(RPM BW FW BW FW 

Zorzi, Nelson79 

1) Undamped 

Literature 

  

16512 18200 46900 50500 

FEM Code 
17702 18004 58447 65887 

Error (%) 
+ 7.2% -1.1% +24.6% +30.5% 

2) Damped 

Literature 

  

17070 18600 48300 51800 

FEM Code 
17707 18010 58953 67067 

Error (%) 
+ 3.7% -3.2% +22.1% +29.5% 

Vance et al1 

1) K=1.751e6 
N/m 

    

Literature 
1400 3100 

FEM Code 
1354.6 3189.2 

Error (%) 
-3.2% +2.9% 

2) K=1.751e7 
N/m 

    

Literature 
3900 4900 

FEM Code 
3884.0 4857.7 

Error (%) 
-0.4% -0.9% 

3) K=1.751e8 
N/m 

    

Literature 
5100 8000 

FEM Code 
5304.0 7909.0 

Error (%) 
+4.0% -1.1% 
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All the Vance comparisons and the Mode 1 comparisons against Zorzi & Nelson showed error of 

less than ±7.5% with most being less than ±4% and the Mode 2 results against Vance showed error of 

less than ±3%.  The Mode 2 results from Zorzi & Nelson however showed higher error with the FEM code 

overpredicting the frequencies in all cases.  

The reason for this increased error is attributed to a tendency of the FEM code to overpredict 

higher modes for short L/D ratios.  As noted with the non-rotating natural frequency evaluations described 

above (data in Appendix L), short L/D ratios are noted to produce errors in this range.  Given that the 

focus of this work is on rotating equipment of long aspect ratios, this is determined to be acceptable.  

Therefore, these results support that the FEM code performs acceptably with respect to prediction of 

Critical Speed frequencies, FW/BW CS relationships and damped/non-damped performance with respect 

to literature comparisons.  

 

Optimization Methodologies 

Deterministic Functionality – Non-Rotating Structural Dynamic Model 

The Deterministic Optimization method is evaluated for both effectiveness and efficiency against 

other common optimization methodologies researched and reported in literature.  Fundamentally, the 

Optimization code is tested against 4 test functions from literature ranging from unimodal to highly modal 

and including an example of the Rosenbrock’s Valley function which challenges optimization methods 

regarding convergence.  These mathematical test functions are illustrated in the figure below. 
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Figure 3-4 Optimization test functions in 2D 

Both effectiveness and efficiency of the Deterministic code for non-rotating systems are 

discussed in the technical paper61 presented in Appendix A.  These challenges confirm that the proposed 

method identifies appropriate global optimum values for both unconstrained and constrained systems for 

a variety of modalities and does so with acceptable efficiency.   

 

Deterministic Functionality - Rotordynamic Model 

The Deterministic code is evaluated with Rotordynamic systems as reported in the technical 

paper85 presented in Appendix B (also accepted for poster presentation to WCSMO13).  This work 

challenges the code against additional ‘common’ optimization methods including Genetic Algorithm and 

Particle Swarm, concluding that the proposed method has comparable effectiveness and significantly 

improved efficiency in identifying a global optimum for Rotordynamic, HEB functions. 

As noted in the technical paper of Appendix B, both GA and PSO are potentially useful both as 

singular optimization solutions and as part of hybrid solutions.  The investigations reported (Appendix B) 

are for use of GA and PSO as ‘singular’ methodologies.  Considerations for use as part of a Hybrid 

methodology are discussed in a later section of this report. 
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Also, both GA and PSO as used in this report (and the investigation reported in Appendix B) are 

for constrained problems.  MATLAB’s ‘ga’ tool is used for this study ‘as is’ in that it includes capability to 

consider constraints.  However, MATLAB’s particle swarm tool is limited to unconstrained searches, 

therefore, an alternative PSO routine97 was used which allows for nonlinear constraints.  In this way, PSO 

can be compared directly with the other methodologies for the constrained searches of this study.  

 

Deterministic Functionality – Proposed Method with Rotordynamic Model 

Hybrid optimization methodologies are well researched with references discussed both in other 

areas of this report and in the author’s journal paper provided in Appendix B.  An advantage of hybrid 

methods is that they potentially can be used to leverage the benefits of the component methodologies 

while limiting key disadvantages.  This is the intent behind the proposed combined (or hybrid) 

methodology (SFD followed by SQP) of this work. 

To challenge the functionality of the proposed hybrid methodology against other methods 

(including both individualistic and hybrid methods) in terms of deterministic effectiveness and efficiency, a 

suite of comparisons is made and discussed in this section.  These comparisons are identified in Table 

3-7, each attempting to solve the constrained Rotordynamic problem of Figure 1-3 (defined by Table 1-1) 

by minimizing the Objective Function of Eq. (1) subject to the Constraints of Eq. (2) and Eq. (3). 

The optimization methods of Table 3-7 involve different starting point schemes.  The Proposed 

Hybrid, SFD and SQP searches for example require specification of discrete start point locations from 

which to begin the study whereas both GA and PSO require definition of design space regions and a 

quantity of start points (which the program distributes across the specified region) due to the evolutionary 

nature of their algorithms.  In order to challenge the various methods for effectiveness (given the multi-

modal nature of the response) with consideration for computational efficiency, the design space is divided 

into 9 regions (shown inFigure 3-5) to facilitate survey of the full design space.  For the Proposed Hybrid, 

SFD and SQP methods, 1 start point in the approximate center of each region (or 9 total start points) are 

used.   
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Figure 3-5 Start Locations for Optimization 

Rather than an array of discrete starting points, both GA and PSO utilize identified starting 

regions and a defined quantity of points to apply to each region.  The same start regions then (Figure 3-5) 

are used for GA and PSO evaluations with a total of 9 points being utilized per region.  Definition of these 

starting regions is given in Table 3-6.  For GA and PSO alike, this start region strategy results in an 

effective starting population across the entire design space of 81 points (9 regions x 9 points per region) 

whereas only 9 discrete starting points are specified for the Proposed Hybrid, SFD and SQP methods.  In 

order that this variation dies not inadvertently skew the study (either toward excessive function 

evaluations for the GA/PSO routines or reduced probability of success for the others, additional studies 

were made with GA and PSO utilizing 9 points across a single region spanning the entire design space.  

In this way, the (previously unstated) assumption that results of an optimization are to some degree 

influenced by the start point location strategy is equally challenged for all methods. 
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Table 3-6 Starting Region Definitions  

Start 
Region 

LM1 

(m) 
LM2 

(m) 

1 0.0 – 0.0339 0.1016 – 0.1863 

2 0.0 – 0.0339 0.1863 – 0.2710 

3 0.0 – 0.0339 0.2710 – 0.3556 

4 0.0339 – 0.0678 0.1016 – 0.1863 

5 0.0339 – 0.0678 0.1863 – 0.2710 

6 0.0339 – 0.0678 0.2710 – 0.3556 

7 0.0678 – 0.1016 0.1016 – 0.1863 

8 0.0678 – 0.1016 0.1863 – 0.2710 

9 0.0678 – 0.1016 0.2710 – 0.3556 

 

Test ID #1 (Table 3-7) then is the Proposed Hybrid method and component methods (SFD & 

SQP), each using 9 start points distributed across the 2-DOF design space (per Figure 3-5).  Test ID #2 

and #3 use GA and PSO (respectively) to identify the optimum as individualistic methods each starting 

from 2 scenarios; a) 9 regions each with 9 starting points and b) a singular region over the entire design 

space with 9 starting points.   

Test ID #4 and #5 convert the individualistic GA and PSO methods (of Test ID #2 and #3) into 

hybrid searches by adding subsequent searches using a) SFD, b) SQP and c) the Proposed Hybrid 

starting from the local design space surrounding the optimum identified from the GA (or PSO) base 

routine.  In this context, the ‘local design space’ is defined as the region surrounding the base method’s 

optimum bounded by the design tolerances for each input variable (per Table 1-1).  A total of 5 start 

points are used then for the subsequent study including the center point and 4 corner points. 

Test ID #6 is a hybrid leveraging the optimal result (GCO) of the Constrained Mapping Survey 

(Figure 1-6) with subsequent searches using a) SFD, b) SQP and c) the Proposed Hybrid. As with the GA 

and PSO hybrids (ID #4 and 5), the subsequent searches start from the local region surrounding the GCO 

and include a total of 5 start points each.  

Finally, Test ID #7 is similar to #1 except that the Design Space is initially surveyed by 100 

randomly generated points, the best 10 of which are used as discrete start points for a) SFD, b) SQP and 
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c) the Proposed Hybrid searches. (This as compared to Test ID#1 where 9 starting points are used, each 

defined as the approximate center of the 9 evenly divided regions.)  In this case, only the discrete 10-best 

solutions are used as subsequent start points to mimic the process of Test ID #1, but with starting points 

established from a more complete initial survey of the design space.  The 100 randomly generated survey 

points (x’s) and resulting 10 best results used as start points (o’s) for Test ID #7 are illustrated in Figure 

3-6 along with the Response Contours, GUO and GCO as presented previously (Figure 1-4 and Figure 

1-6).   

 

 

Figure 3-6 Start Locations 100-Pt Haltonset Trials (Test ID # 7) 
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Table 3-7 Deterministic Functionality – Rotordynamic Optimization Test Cases  

Test 
ID 

Optimization Method Initial Search Subsequent Search Start Points 
(Ttl - Design Space) 

1 

(a) SFD Only SFD  9 

(b) SQP Only SQP  9 

(c) 
Proposed 

Hybrid 
SFD SQP 9 

2 GA Only GA  
(a) 9 regions / 81 pts Ttl 

(b) 1 region / 9 pts Ttl 

3 PSO Only PSO  
(a) 9 regions / 81 pts Ttl 

(b) 1 region / 9 pts Ttl 

4 
GA-Based  

Hybrid 
GA 

(Test 4) 

(a) SFD 

5-pt Tol Bounds1 surrounding best 
result of GA (Test ID 4) 

(b) SQP 

(c) 
SFD/SQP 

Hybrid 

5 
PSO-Based 

Hybrid 
PSO 

(Test 5) 

(a) SFD 

5-pt Tol Bounds1 surrounding best 
result of PSO (Test ID 5) 

(b) SQP 

(c) 
SFD/SQP 

Hybrid 

6 
Mapping Survey 

Based Hybrid 

Constrained 
Mapping Survey 

(Figure 1-6) 

(a) SFD 
5-pt Tol Bounds1 surrounding 
GCO of Constrained Mapping 

Survey (Figure 1-6) 
(b) SQP 

(c) 
SFD/SQP 

Hybrid 

7 
Random  

Start Points 

Random 100 
points over 

design space 

(a) SFD 

Best 10 results of initial random 
100 points 

(b) SQP 

(c) 
SFD/SQP 

Hybrid 

1.) ‘5-pt Tol Bounds’ equals 5 points defined as design space center plus min/max corners of each of 2-DOF. 
 

Results of the Deterministic Optimization Challenge tests are provided in Table 3-8.  Comparison 

of the results against baseline values are presented in Table 3-9.  More specifically, effectiveness 

comparisons are made for each method against the Global Constrained Optimum (GCO) function value 

and efficiency comparisons relate the Total Function Evaluations against the function evaluations 

required by the Proposed Hybrid (Test ID #1c) method.    
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Table 3-8 Deterministic Functionality – Rotordynamic Optimization Test Results  

Test 
ID 

Optimization Method 

Optimum 
Location Minimum 

Function 
Value 

Total 
Function 

Evaluations 
 2 LM1 

(m) 
LM2 
(m) 

GCO from Mapping Survey (Figure 1-6) 0.07398 0.19768 0.730384 387500 

1 

a) SFD Individually 0.07759 0.20384 0.740436 304 

b) SQP Individually 0.08890 0.31270 0.750859 484 

c) Proposed Hybrid (SFD + SQP 0.07828 0.20411 0.735935 358 

2 
 a) GA Individual – 9 regions / 81 Ttl start points 0.07398 0.19768 0.730406 4824 

b) GA Individual – 1 regions / 9 Ttl start points No Feasible Result Found 

3 
a) PSO Individual – 9 regions / 81 Ttl start points 0.04806 0.19613 0.734185 3446 

b) PSO Individual – 1 regions / 9 Ttl start points 0.08593 0.19469 0.736278 666 

4 

a) GA opt + SFD from ‘5-pt Tol Bounds’ 0.07398 0.19768 0.730406 4933 

b) GA opt + SQP from ‘5-pt Tol Bounds’ 0.07397 0.19770 0.730586 5086 

c) GA opt + Proposed Hybrid from ‘5-pt Tol Bounds’ 0.07399 0.19768 0.730492 4954 

5 

a) PSO opt + SFD from ‘5-pt Tol Bounds’ 1 0.04806 0.19613 0.734186 3546 

b) PSO opt + SQP from ‘5-pt Tol Bounds’ 1 0.04798 0.19625 0.731987 3689 

c) PSO opt + Proposed Hybrid from ‘5-pt Tol Bounds’ 1 0.04805 0.19611 0.735492 3574 

6 

a) GCO opt + SFD from ‘5-pt Tol Bounds’ 0.07400 0.19771 0.731033 387169 

b) GCO opt + SQP from ‘5-pt Tol Bounds’ 0.07398 0.19768 0.730430 387760 

c) GCO opt + Proposed Hybrid from ‘5-pt Tol Bounds’ 0.07395 0.19769 0.730741 387659 

7 

a) 100 pt. + SFD from 10 best survey results 0.06947 0.22255 0.736935 299 

b) 100 pt. + SQP from 10 best survey results 0.02837 0.33764 0.743008 870 

c) 100 pt. + Proposed Hybrid from 10 best survey results 0.06947 0.22257 0.736989 320 

1) Optimum from PSO with 9 regions (81 total start points) used as starting point for Test ID # 7. 
2) Total Function Evaluations of Hybrid include both Initial and Follow-on searches 
 
 
The results of Table 3-8 illustrate that all methodologies which completed successfully identified a 

function value within approximately 2.8% of each other.  However, the location of the optimal value (LM1 & 

LM2) differed among the solutions. A subjective inspection of the Constrained Mapped results (Figure 1-6) 

supports that several locations across the design space have similar objective function values with 

respect to the various local maximas of the system.  It is not surprising then that the different numerical 

optimization schemes might identify multiple locations with similar, minimal function values; particularly 

with consideration for the different start position schemes.   
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Table 3-9 Deterministic Functionality – Rotordynamic Optimization Result Comparisons  

Test 
ID 

Optimization Method 

Minimum Function 
Value 

(Baseline =  
GCO = 0.730384) 

Total Function 
Evaluations 

(Baseline = Proposed 
Hybrid SFD+SQP) 

1 

a) SFD Individually + 1.38% - 15.1% 

b) SQP Individually + 2.80% + 35.2% 

c) Proposed Hybrid (SFD + SQP + 0.76 % Baseline 

2 
 a) GA Individual – 9 regions / 81 Ttl start points < 0.01% + 1247.5% 

b) GA Individual – 1 regions / 9 Ttl start points No Feasible Result Found 

3 
a) PSO Individual – 9 regions / 81 Ttl start points + 0.52% + 862.6% 

b) PSO Individual – 1 regions / 9 Ttl start points + 0.81% + 86.0% 

4 

a) GA opt + SFD from ‘5-pt Tol Bounds’ < 0.01% + 1277.9% 

b) GA opt + SQP from ‘5-pt Tol Bounds’ + 0.03% + 1320.7% 

c) GA opt + Proposed Hybrid from ‘5-pt Tol Bounds’ + 0.01% + 1283.8% 

5 

a) PSO opt + SFD from ‘5-pt Tol Bounds’ + 0.52% + 890.5% 

b) PSO opt + SQP from ‘5-pt Tol Bounds’ + 0.22% + 930.4% 

c) PSO opt + Proposed Hybrid from ‘5-pt Tol Bounds’ + 0.70% + 898.3% 

6 

a) GCO opt + SFD from ‘5-pt Tol Bounds’ + 0.09% + 108173.5% 

b) GCO opt + SQP from ‘5-pt Tol Bounds’ + 0.01% +108212.8% 

c) GCO opt + Proposed Hybrid from ‘5-pt Tol Bounds’ + 0.05% +108184.6% 

7 

a) 100 pt. + SFD from 10 best survey results + 0.90% - 16.5% 

b) 100 pt. + SQP from 10 best survey results + 1.73% + 143.0% 

c) 100 pt. + Proposed Hybrid from 10 best survey results + 0.90% - 10.6% 

 

Table 3-8 identifies that the lowest function values (fobj) were produced by the GA-based 

processes (Test ID #2 and 4) using 9 starting regions each with 9 start points per region (total 81 start 

points).  Here, the lowest function value was achieved with the standalone GA process (Test ID #2a) and 

then replicated with follow-on SFD search (Test ID #4a).  For these, the function value was approximately 

equal to the GCO result (0.7304).  The GA method using a starting population of 9 across a single region 

(full design space) failed to identify feasible options from which to continue and therefore failed in-

process.  It is recognized that an initial starting population of 9 is lower than considered ‘normal’ for GA 

but is comparable to the 9 start points used with the SFD, SQP and proposed Combination methods 

studied here.  
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The least effective results were obtained with the SFD and SQP methods applied independently 

(Test ID 1a & 1b); with errors of 1.38% and 2.80% respectively to the GCO.  

The 2 PSO methods (Test ID #3a & 3b) and the proposed Combined (Test ID #1c) method were 

similar in their objective function accuracy with errors of 0.52%, 0.81% and 0.76% respectively.    

Optimization searches starting with the 100-pt survey of the design space (Test ID #7) had similar 

effectiveness to the Proposed and SFD/SQP methods applied independently (Test ID #1) with error 

ranges of 0.90~1.73% and 0.76~2.80% respectively.  This is attributed to the fact that the 100-pt survey 

searches are basically the same as those of Test ID#1 except that more start positions are considered 

from which to begin the searches. The additional starting points is attributed to the lower ‘maximum error’ 

of the 100-pt survey (1.73% - SQP) as compared to that of Test ID #1 (2.80% - SQP). 

Test ID #6 effectively addresses the accuracy of the discretized mapping survey’s GCO due to 

the selected step size.  As shown, the 3 searches (Test ID #6a-6c) resulted in very similar results to the 

GCO with only improvements of between 0.01~0.09% identified.   

Efficiencies of the methods (in terms of the number of function evaluations required) provide the 

greatest variability among the results.  For this metric, all methods are compared against the proposed 

Combined method which required 358 function evaluations.   

Although the GA method found the most accurate function value (< 0.01% error) it required 

significantly more function evaluation than the proposed Combination method (+1247%).  GA-based 

hybrid methods (Test ID #4a-c) similarly required high function value counts ranging from 1278%~1321% 

above that of the proposed Hybrid method (Test ID #1c).   

Both PSO individual methods (Test ID #3a, b)  and hybrids (Test ID #5a-c) also required 

significantly greater function evaluations than the Proposed Hybrid method ranging from +86% to +930% 

among the variations.  These data support statements made in literature55, 58, 59 that GA and PSO 

methods can require a high number of function evaluations, causing challenges when applied to multi-

modal responses.   
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When used individually, the SQP solution identified an optimum with approximately 2.8% error to 

the GCO but required approximately 35% more function evaluations than the proposed combined 

method.   

The SFD method when used individually found an optimum a little closer to the GCO (+1.4%) and 

used the fewest function evaluations of any tested method compared to the proposed Combination 

method (-15.1% for the 9-point start of Test ID #1a and -16.5% for the 100-pt start of Test ID #7a).  

Another interesting comparison from Table 3-8 is that the individual SFD and proposed Hybrid (Test ID 

#1a & 1c) found optimums with locations very close to each other and the GCO with LM1 and LM2 within 

3.1~5.8% of the GCO.  The individual SQP (Test ID #1b) identified an optimum significantly more distant.   

These results support that the use of SQP is more effective as a local search tool (as with the 

Proposed Hybrid method) as compared to SQP used alone.  That is, SQP is less effective as a global 

search tool in terms of both efficiency and effectiveness.   

The SFD routine when used individually (for either 9-pt or 100-pt start scenarios) found an 

optimum that differs by 0.6% or less from the proposed Combined solution, yet improved efficiency by 

15.1~16.5% (by omitting the ‘follow-on’ SQP local search).  This supports that the SFD routine as an 

individual technique has merits when compared with SQP, GA and PSO for use on BB functions where 

evaluations are expensive, and response modality is high. 

Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8 provide a graphical view of the convergence behavior of the methods 

of Test ID #1; illustrating their ability to travel across a design space with high-modality response.  Figure 

3-7 illustrates the results of the SFD (individual) and proposed Hybrid methods.  Given that the proposed 

Hybrid method and SFD are identical except for the addition of a single SQP optimization at the end of 

the SFD, both results are plotted together.  (As shown in Table 3-8, the resulting optimum location from 

SFD and the proposed Hybrid are slightly different, but close enough for common illustration in Figure 

3-7.)   This data shows that the SFD / proposed Hybrid and SQP process from some start points travelled 

significantly across the design space and local maxima/minima in search of a global optimum.  

Importantly, the methods are observed to ‘jump’ the major local ridge. As evidenced by the number of 
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function evaluations (Table 3-8), the SQP process is observed to ‘wander’ more than the SFD / proposed 

Hybrid methods. 

 

Figure 3-7 Optimization Paths – SFD & Proposed Hybrid (Test ID #1a, 1c) 

 

 

Figure 3-8 Optimization Paths – SQP (Test ID #1b) 
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Figure 3-9 illustrates summary information for both GA and PSO searches.  Both are observed to 

traverse significant distance over the design space, but none are observed to jump the major ridge in 

search of a feasible optimum.  

 

Figure 3-9 Optimization Path Summary – PSO and GA Methods 

 
 

Robustness Assessment 

The Robustness code (described in a previous section of this report and provided in Appendix H) 

is challenged for both effectiveness and efficiency in this section against 2 function generators.  The initial 

challenge uses Rastrigin function61, a well-known test function for optimization algorithms at 3 different 

locations to test different regions of the response modality.  Rastrigin function is a non-convex function in 

n-DOF with high modality that has similarity to the Rotordynamic response of the problem at hand.  The 

response for Rastrigin function in 2-DOF is illustrated in Figure 3-4 as compared to the mapping results 

for the Rotordynamic problem illustrated in Figure 1-2.  A second challenge tests the Robustness code 

against the Rotordynamic function generator at both the GCO (Figure 1-7) and GUO (Figure 1-5) 

locations. 
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In general, the challenges described in this section are focused on comparisons of performance 

for different optimization methodologies using the Rastrigin equation as a ‘toy problem’ or ‘test bed’, and 

then confirmation of the selected method using the actual Rotordynamic FEA code for the problem at 

hand at both GCO and GUO locations.  The challenges are as follows: 

 

 Optimization of coefficients for the multinomial expansion equation 

 Identification of local minima/maxima in the toleranced design space using the resulting 

equation 

Both effectiveness (accuracy) and efficiency aspects are considered as discussed in the 

remainder of this section. 

 

Optimization of Equation Coefficients 

This first-aspect of the Robustness code seeks to optimize the multinomial expansion equation 

for accuracy to the known data thru Least Squares Regression of the term coefficients.  The ‘known data’ 

is established by direct solution of the function solver for a variety of input points.  In the case of this 

challenge (‘toy’) problem, Rastrigin’s equation is used as the function solver for the ‘known’ data.  In the 

eventual application of this code to the Rotordynamic optimization, the FEA code is used as the function 

solver.  In either case, the input points are distributed about the potential optimum point (resulting from 

the deterministic optimization routine) and span the tolerance bounds established by the user for each 

DOF.  The routine searches from among a user-defined range of maximum polynomial orders, optimizing 

the term coefficients via Least Squares to achieve either a user-defined threshold for equation quality 

(NRMSE, Eq. (40)), or if not achievable within the orders surveyed a minimum NRMSE.  The number of 

points used along each DOF is dependent upon the equation order and is user-specified to be at least 

one greater than the polynomial order of that optimization loop.  This process is described in the following 

Pseudo Code. 
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Figure 3-10 Pseudo-code – Optimization of Multinomial Expansion Coefficients 

This challenge considers the response of multiple optimization tools (MATLAB’s fminunc and 

fmincon) in terms of equation fit (quality achieved) and efficiency of the process (number of function 

evaluations required).  In this case, the term ‘function evaluations’ refers to the Least Squares objective 

function comparing the quality of the curve fit for a given set of equation coefficients (X0 values) to the 

known (exact) responses.  Since the location of a potential optimum with respect to the multimodal 

response in an actual Rotordynamic use case is likely to vary (not always exactly at a local minima), the 

challenge considers response equation scenarios for 3 different regions of Rastrigin’s equation, centered 

on a local minima, local maxima or transition region. For each, the DOF tolerances are set large enough 

so as to span more than a ‘2nd-order response’.  In this way, the ability of the Robustness code to fit the 

coefficients to the various shapes is challenged.  Also, 2-, 3- and 4-DOF design spaces are considered.  

The fminunc algorithm was set to ‘quasi-Newton’ and fmincon to ‘sqp’ for these challenge trials and the 

point discretization is set to ‘1’ more than the equation order under evaluation. 

Three key output parameters are considered in this challenge; the selected multinomial order 

(that either achieves the user-desired NRMSE threshold or minimum among the equation orders 

considered), the total number of function evaluations (Least Squares computations) in the optimization 

effort, and the resulting equation quality (NRSME) of the selected multinomial order and coefficients.  The 

following table summarizes these results. Note that all runs were conducted with a 16c, Xeon E5-2667 v3, 

a) Create input data matrix centered on potential optimum and spanning range of 
symmetric tolerances. 

b) Create vector of responses (knowns) for input data matrix using function solver 
c) Loop thru user-defined vector of maximum multinomial orders, optimizing 

coefficients via Least Squares Regression to define the coefficients for each 
multinomial order. 

d) Compare among the responses for the minimum and/or acceptable equation 
quality (NRMSE). 

e) Use selected equation order and coefficients in subsequent evaluations of the 
design space to identify minima / maxima for robustness statement. 
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3.20 GHz CPU.  Parallel processing was enabled for both optimization functions and key calculation 

loops. 

Table 3-10 Robustness Challenge Results (Rastrigin) – Equation Coefficient Determination  

Design 
Space 

Number of 
DOF 

Optimization 
Method 

Selected Equation Total 
Function 

Evaluations Equation 
Order 

NRMSE 
(%) 

Local   
Minima1,4 

2 
(Figure 3-11) 

fminunc 12 0.3985 4661 

fmincon 12 0.0840 3493 

3 
fminunc 14 0.4576 68846 

fmincon 10 0.0924 10217 

4 
fminunc 8 0.7488 38003 

fmincon 9 0.1206 27600 

Local 
Maxima2,4 

2 
(Figure 3-12) 

fminunc 15 34.7530 10584 

fmincon 15 34.7396 7133 

3 
fminunc 11 28.9200 76940 

fmincon 15 28.3850 25852 

4 
fminunc 9 22.8923 55878 

fmincon 9 22.1325 25813 

Transition3,4 

2 
Figure 3-13) 

fminunc 2 2.6832 10808 

fmincon 15 2.2158 7787 

3 
fminunc 2 0.7725 71534 

fmincon 2 0.7725 31103 

4 
fminunc 2 0.2038 40415 

fmincon 2 0.2038 24352 
Notes: 
1. Local Minima design space centered at (0,0), (0,0,0), (0,0,0,0)  
2. Local Maxima design space centered at (0.5,0.5), (0.5,0.5,0.5), (0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5) 
3. Transition design space centered at (0.25,0.25), (0.25,0.25,0.25), (0.25,0.25,0.25,0.25) 
4. All DOF tolerances = ±0.50 

 

Identification of Local Minima / Maxima in the Toleranced Design Space 

The second challenge to the Robustness code evaluates the ability of the code to use the defined 

equation and identify the local minima / maxima of the toleranced design space.  This is an extension of 

the challenge described previously for equation accuracy using Rastrigin’s equation.  Key output includes 

the DOF-location of both Exact and Equation-based minima / maxima, the value of the response at these 

locations, response error and the time (mins) required by the code to conduct the searches.   For 

purposes of this evaluation, Response error is normalized against the average of Exact Minima and Exact 
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Maxima responses.  Data is provided in the following tables.  In addition, Figure 3-11 thru Figure 3-13 

illustrate the minima / maxima determined from the response equation as compared to the Exact Rastrigin 

surface. 

Table 3-11 Robustness Challenge Results (Rastrigin) –Minima / Maxima Locations 

Design 
Space 

Number of 
DOF 

Coefficient 
Optimization 

Method 

Location 
Minima 
Maxima 

Exact Calculated 

Local 
Minima1,4 

2 
(Figure 3-11) 

fminunc (0, 0) 

(±0.50, ±0.50) 

(0, 0)  
(-0.5000, -0.5000) 

fmincon (0, 0)  
(+0.5000, +0.5000) 

3 
fminunc (0, 0, 0) 

(±0.50, ±0.50, ±0.50) 

(-0.4e-3, -0.4e-3, -0.4e-3)  
(+0.50, +0.50, +0.50) 

fmincon (05e-3, 0.5e-3, 0.5e-3)  
(-0.50, -0.50, -0.50) 

4 
fminunc (0, 0, 0, 0) 

(±0.50, ±0.50, ±0.50, ±0.50) 

(-4.6e-3, -4.6e-3, -4.6e-3, -4.6e-3)  
(+0.50, +0.50, +0.50, +0.50) 

fmincon (+6.6e-3, +6.3e-3, +6.3e-3, +4.9e-3)  
(-0.50, -0.50, -0.50, -0.50) 

Local 
Maxima2,4 

2 
(Figure 3-12) 

fminunc (0, 0) 

(±0.5025, ±0.5025) 

(0, 0.7854)  
(+0.4054, +0.4054) 

fmincon (0.7854, 0.7854)  
(+0.4065, +0.4065) 

3 
fminunc (0, 0, 0) 

(±0.5025, ±0.5025, ±0.5025) 

(+4.3e-3, +4.3e-3, 0.7854)  
(+0.4149, +0.4149, +0.4149) 

fmincon (0.7584, 0.7584, 0.7584)  
(+0.4068, +0.4071, +0.4071) 

4 
fminunc (0, 0, 0) 

(±0.5025, ±0.5025, ±0.5025, ±0.5025) 

(+3.0e-3, +5.2e-3, 0.7854, 0)  
(+0.4173, +0.4342, +0.4316, +0.3991) 

fmincon (0, 0, 0, 32.6e-3 )  
(+0.3989, +0.4727, +0.727, +0.3478) 

Transition3,4 

2 
Figure 3-13) 

fminunc (0, 0) 

(±0.5025, ±0.5025) 

(-0.6e-3, -0.6e-3  
(+0.4859, +0.4859) 

fmincon (+4.5e-3, +4.5e-3)  
(+0.5032, +0.5032) 

3 
fminunc (0, 0, 0) 

(±0.5025, ±0.5025, ±0.5025) 

(5.5e-3, 2.3e-3, 2.5e-3)  
(+0.4844, +0.4802, +0.4805) 

fmincon (-9.8e-3, -9.7e-3, -9.9e-3)  
(+0.4944, +0.4943, +0.4944) 

4 
fminunc (0, 0, 0, 0) 

(±0.5025, ±0.5025, ±0.5025, ±0.5025,) 

(+1.7e-3, +1.7e-3, +1.7e-3, +1.7e-3)  
(+0.4577, +0.4577, +0.4578, +0.4577) 

fmincon (+1.1e-3, +0.9e-3, +0.8e-3, +0.8e-3)  
(+0.4791, +0.4786, +0.4789, +0.4791) 

Notes: 
1. Local Minima design space centered at (0,0), (0,0,0), (0,0,0,0)  
2. Local Maxima design space centered at (0.5,0.5), (0.5,0.5,0.5), (0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5) 
3. Transition design space centered at (0.25,0.25), (0.25,0.25,0.25), (0.25,0.25,0.25,0.25) 
4. All DOF tolerances = ±0.50 
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Table 3-12 Robustness Challenge Results (Rastrigin) –Minima / Maxima Response Values 

Design 
Space 

Number of 
DOF 

Optimization 
Method 5 

Response Value 
Minima 
Maxima 

Error (%) 6 
 

Minima 
Maxima 

Min/Max 
Search 
Time 

(mins) Exact Calculated 

Local 
Minima1,4 

 

2 
(Figure 3-11) 

U / C 0.0000 
40.5000 

-0.1314 
40.6101 

- 0.65 % 
+ 0.54 % 0.0048 

C / C 0.0292 
40.5105 

+ 0.14 % 
+ 0.05 % 0.0051 

3 
U / C 0.0000 

60.7500 

-0.2747 
61.0654 

- 0.90 % 
+ 1.04 % 0.0157 

C / C 0.0188 
60.7588 

+ 0.06 % 
+ 0.03 % 0.0170 

4 
U / C 0.0000 

81.0000 

-0.5191 
81.6050 

+ 1.28 % 
+ 1.48 % 0.0189 

C / C -.0522 
81.0288 

- 1.288 % 
+ 0.07 % 0.0182 

Local 
Maxima2,4 

2 
(Figure 3-12) 

U / C 0.0000 
40.5025 

7.2508 
37.7369 

+ 35.80 % 
- 13.66 % 0.0043 

C / C 15.8816 
37.7881 

+ 78.43 % 
- 12.95 % 0.0043 

3 
U / C 0.0000 

60.7538 

6.2634 
52.3805 

+ 20.62 % 
- 27.56 % 0.0188 

C / C 23.4575 
56.4086 

+ 77.22 % 
- 7.72 % 0.0189 

4 
U / C 0.0000 

81.0051 

6.4860 
68.7501 

- 16.01 % 
- 30.26 % 0.0221 

C / C -0.6546 
71.9199 

-1.62% 
- 22.43 % 0.0212 

Transition3,4 

2 
Figure 3-13) 

U / C 0.0000 
40.5025 

0.6631 
41.1643 

+ 3.27 % 
+ 3.27 % 0.0035 

C / C -0.3561 
41.3298 

- 1.76 % 
+ 4.09 % 0.0046 

3 
U / C 0.0000 

60.7538 

0.9891 
61.5237 

+ 3.26 % 
+ 2.53 % 0.0205 

C / C -0.1933 
62.0072 

- 0.64 % 
+ 4.13 % 0.0242 

4 
U / C 0.0000 

81.0051 

-2.8752 
78.6041 

- 7.10 % 
- 5.92 % 0.0485 

C / C 1.2383 
82.1205 

+ 3.10 % 
+ 2.75 % 0.0206 

Notes: 
1. Local Minima design space centered at (0,0), (0,0,0), (0,0,0,0)  
2. Local Maxima design space centered at (0.5,0.5), (0.5,0.5,0.5), (0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5) 
3. Transition design space centered at (0.25,0.25), (0.25,0.25,0.25), (0.25,0.25,0.25,0.25) 
4. All DOF tolerances = ±0.50 
5. Optimization method = ‘Coefficient method / Design Space Search method’, ‘U’=fminunc, ‘C’=fmincon 
6. Error normalized to mean of Exact values (Exact mean = (Exact Max – Exact Mean)/2) 
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Figure 3-11 Robustness Code Response – Equation Fit to Rastrigin Centered on Local Minima 
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Figure 3-12 Robustness Code Response – Equation Fit to Rastrigin Centered on Local Maxima 
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Figure 3-13 Robustness Code Response – Equation Fit to Rastrigin in Transition Region 

 

Confirmation – Challenge against Rotordynamic Problem 

In addition to the Rastrigin’s test function, a confirmation challenge of the Robustness code is 

conducted using the Rotordynamic FEA code developed under this work as an example of the intended 

use.  The purpose of this challenge is to determine if the Robustness code can effectively predict the 

maxima and minima of the response within the toleranced design space surrounding a defined optimum.  

Key output includes accuracy assessment of the Robustness Response Equation and also that of the 

local maxima / minima predictions themselves.  Response Equation accuracy is determined by comparing 

fminunc coefficient search fmincon coefficient search 
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the actual (FEA solve) and predicted (Robustness Equation) values of the response at each of the 

locations used to create the Response Equation as normalized to the actual (FEA solve) values.  

Accuracy of the maxima / minima predictions is determined by comparison of the predicted values from 

the Robustness process against results from a Mapped Survey of the design space, normalized against 

results of the Mapped Response Survey.  Both GCO (Figure 1-7) and GUO (Figure 1-4) locations are 

included for this challenge and both ‘fminunc’ and ‘fmincon’ optimization routines are considered as part 

of the Robustness methodology.  Data resulting from the evaluations is presented in Table 3-13.   

 

Table 3-13 Robustness Challenge Results (Rotordynamic) 

Design 
Space 

Method 

Points 
Greater 

than 
Equation 

Order 

Total 
Function 

Evals 

Selected 
Equation 

Order 

Equation  
Accuracy 

Robustness 
Prediction vs FEA 

Solve 2 

NRMSE 
(%) 

 

Max 
Equation 

Error 
(%) 1 

Maxima 
(%) 

Minima 
(%) 

GCO 

fminunc 

1 604 8 0.25 - 0.80 + 0.73 - 0.15 

2 573 7 0.24 - 0.80 - 0.15 + 0.24 

3 496 6 0.24 - 0.80 -0.16 + 0.26 

4 470 5 0.25 - 0.77 - 0.12 + 0.21 

fmincon 

1 1204 8 0.11 - 0.36 + 0.30 + 0.15 

2 1020 7 0.11 - 0.36 + 0.29 + 0.15 

3 851 6 0.11 - 0.36 + 0.30 + 0.15 

4 603 5 0.11 - 0.41 + 0.24 + 0.19 

GUO 

fminunc 

1 1205 4 1.77 - 98.98 - 196.68 - 3.20 

2 960 3 1.77 - 77.63 - 195.54 - 2.05 

3 740 2 1.96 - 98.28 - 196.67 - 3.14 

4 503 3 4.74 - 78.34 - 195.56 - 2.12 

fmincon 

1 1265 4 1.77 - 98.96 - 196.68 - 3.20 

2 1076 3 1.77 - 77.60 - 195.53 - 2.05 

3 799 2 1.82 + 3235.06 - 89.00 + 104.23 

4 506 3 4.74 - 78.32 - 195.56 - 2.12 

1) Computed as max error among data points used to develop response equation – predicted value from 
resulting equation vs actual (function solve) value normalized to function solve value. 

2) Computed as error of maxima/minima predicted within toleranced design space using equation developed 
from Robustness effort vs maxima/minima obtained from FEA mapping survey of toleranced design space, 
normalized to maxima/minima from FEA mapping survey. 
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The data of Table 3-13 indicates good Robustness Equation Accuracy for the local design space 

centered on the GCO with NRMSE generally less than 0.25% and Maximum Equation Error less than 

±0.8%.  The Equation Accuracy was poor however for the design space centered at the GUO with 

NRMSE as high as 4.74% but more importantly Maximum Equation Error up to ±3235%.  This is 

attributed to the form of the response surfaces at the 2 locations (Figure 1-7 for GCO and Figure 1-4 for 

GUO) where the GCO design space is more conducive to a multinomial fit than that of the GUO.  This 

indicates a limitation of the Robustness methodology in that a local modality such as GUO may not be 

accurately modeled by the process.  Effectiveness of the prediction of the local maxima / minima within 

the toleranced design space follows similarly with acceptable results for the GCO space (less than ±0.73) 

and unacceptable results for the GUO space (error up to -197%).     

 

Conclusions – Robustness Code Challenges 

The data of Table 3-10 indicates that the Robustness code fits the case of a toleranced space on 

Rastrigin centered at a local minima the best of the 3 scenarios.  For this case, a maximum NRMSE of 

0.75% was achieved among the various DOF challenges.  For a transition region spanning (potentially) 

both local minima and local maxima, the code results in reduced, but acceptable accuracy with maximum 

NRMSE of 2.68%.  The code behaved worst for Rastrigin in the case of a toleranced space centered on a 

local maximum with a maximum NRMSE of 34.75% being achieved among the multiple DOF challenges.  

Inspection of the 2-DOF response surfaces (Figure 3-11 thru Figure 3-13) using Rastrigin illustrate that for 

the case where the design space is centered on a local maximum, the tolerances selected (± 0.50) are 

large enough to cause curvature of higher order than design spaces centered at either a local minimum or 

a transition.  This infers that if the studied design spaces were smaller (i.e.; tolerances were <  ± 0.50) 

then the resulting fits would be more accurate.  A separate study (results not presented here) confirms 

this and supports that a design space centered on a local minimum, local maximum or transition can be 

created with significantly improved accuracy simply by limiting the design tolerances and therefore the 

complexity of the response.  This of course supports general expectations given that the code is 

attempting to fit the response to a multinomial of limited maximum order. 
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 The data of Table 3-10 (Rastrigin) and Table 3-13 (Rotordynamic Problem) also supports that 

use of ‘fmincon’ (as an unconstrained tool) is, in general, more effective than use of ‘fminunc’ at deriving 

the appropriate multinomial coefficients.  (This is, in large part, attributed to the use of the ‘sqp’ search 

algorithm available in MATLAB’s ‘fmincon’ tool.)  For both cases, the NRMSE achieved (for a particular 

design space and number of DOF) is the same or better when using ‘fmincon’ and for the Rastrigin 

challenges the Total Function Evaluations (optimization effort) are reduced where ‘fmincon’ is used.  It 

should be noted here that ‘Total Function Evaluations’ is the effort given to optimization of the multinomial 

coefficients and not to the number of primary function evaluations (Rastrigin’s Equation solves or FEA 

evaluations in the full embodiment).  This is important because the optimization functions for the 

coefficient search occur quickly (on the order of milliseconds per evaluation) whereas the primary function 

evaluations to generate the known responses may take up to several minutes or longer depending on the 

FEA model  being considered.   

The data of Table 3-11 and Table 3-12 (Rastrigin) and Table 3-13 (Rotordynamic Problem) 

compare use of the selected (optimal) multinomial coefficients to identify the known maximum and 

minimum response within the tolerance bounds.  As with the identification of coefficients (Table 3-10), the 

most accurate response with Rastrigin is for design spaces centered at a local minima (max error = 

1.48%) with worst response for a design space centered on local maxima (max error = 78.4%).  The 

transition space resulted in max error of 7.10%.  The Rotordynamic Problem (Table 3-13) resulted in the 

most accurate prediction for the GCO design space (max error = 0.73%) but poor predictive capability for 

the GUO design space (max error = -197%).   Both Rastrigin and Rotordynamic challenges support that 

use of ‘fmincon’ to search the design space using the selected multinomial coefficients is generally more 

effective than use of ‘fminunc’.  Some discrepancies do exist however with Rastrigin; most notably with 

the design space centered on a local maxima where the tolerances result in a more complex response 

than the other 2 cases.  Also, the data indicates (not presented here) that the optimization effort to 

determine the multinomial coefficients can take on the order of a few minutes with the follow-on search of 

the design space (with optimal multinomial) happens quickly and within several milliseconds.  This is 
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acceptable given the intended use of the robustness code as a periodic evaluation within the larger 

optimization. 

As a result of these findings, the following key conclusions regarding the Robustness 

methodology are made. 

 The multinomial method to develop a predictive equation of the Response within a local 

design space is acceptable in terms of accuracy and effectiveness for the intended 

application.  ‘Smooth’ test functions using Rastrigin for local minima and transition 

regions and ‘Actual’ use for a bowl-shaped minima like GCO resulted in both acceptable 

equation accuracy and prediction of known maxima / minima.   

 The local maxima (Rastrigin) and ‘valley-shaped’ response of GUO was not well 

predicted by the method.  However, equation fit metrics correlate well to the ability to 

predict accurate maxima / minima.  They can therefore be used as a flag to the user as to 

whether the Robustness prediction is acceptable for the local design space of the 

identified optimum.   

 The ‘fmincon’ tool is selected for use in the Robustness code application to the full 

Optimization program for both multinomial coefficient search and search of the design 

space with the multinomial for minima and maxima.   
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Demonstration of Practical Uses of Design Tool 

Description of Demonstration Studies 

The programmatic elements discussed earlier in this report are combined and used for a series of 

demonstration events in this section.  The purpose of these studies is to demonstrate the capabilities of 

the Rotordynamic FEA and Optimization with Consideration for Robustness software programs toward 

the goal of demonstrating that they are a practical design tool for a Rotordynamic Designer.  A total of 4 

demonstrations are provided here as follows: 

a) Extension of one example from the Deterministic Optimization study (discussed in an earlier 

section) to demonstrate the results of Robustness evaluation.   

b) Optimization with Robustness considerations for a Rotordynamic system which includes the 

effects of internal material damping; as might prove detrimental to stability of the system.   

c) Optimization with Robustness considerations for a Rotordynamic system which includes non-

isotropic support parameters; as might affect the precession characteristics. 

d) Optimization with Robustness considerations for a Rotordynamic system which includes negative 

stiffness elements (conceptually); as might prove beneficial to stability of the system. 

For case (a), the purpose of the demonstration is to compare the study including effects of the 

Robustness evaluation against that of the (previous) study which did not include Robustness.  For cases 

(b) thru (d), comparisons among the Optimization methods developed in this study are included (i.e.; 

SFD, SQP and SFD+SQP hybrid) including the effects of the Robustness study; this as a means of 

demonstrating and comparing the effectiveness and efficiencies of the developed full optimization 

method.  Since GA and PSO methods do not include Robustness information, they are not included in 

this demonstration. 

 

Extension of Deterministic Optimization Study 

Table 3-7 through Table 3-9 present details regarding a number of deterministic optimization 

comparisons for the example Rotordynamic problem of this study (Figure 1-1).  These comparisons are 
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made regarding both effectiveness and efficiency among the systems.  None of these methods however 

provide information concerning Robustness of the solution(s) with respect to input variation.  

In this section, one example from the deterministic optimization is extended to demonstrate the 

Robustness evaluation developed as part of this work.  More specifically, Test ID #1c (Proposed Hybrid of 

SFD + SQP methods) is used to illustrate the benefits and costs of the Robustness study. Geometric 

input tolerances are applied to support locations LM1 and LM2 as specified in Table 1-1.   Note that in the 

Deterministic results for this test (Table 3-8) only the optimal solution is reported to the user.  The 

Robustness methodology however considers a Robustness evaluation of each of the potential optimums 

and reports all to the user.  For this example (using Test ID #1c) the reported output is expanded to 

include the potential optimum identified from each of the 9 start points as well as that resulting from the 

follow-on SQP search.  These 10 potential optimums then are used as the input to the Robustness study 

demonstrated in this section.  The starting points and corresponding function values are shown in the 

following table.  Results of the Robustness evaluation are presented and discussed later in this chapter. 

 

Table 4-1 Robustness Input Parameters from Test ID #1c Results  

Start 
Point 

LM1 
(m) 

LM2 
(m) 

Minimum 
Function 

Value 

1 0.01745 0.14162 0.7451 

2 0.01700 0.22870 0.7510 

3 0.02686 0.31961 0.7481 

4 0.04821 0.14111 0.7788 

5 0.06804 0.22200 0.7450 

6 0.07759 0.20384 0.7404 

7 0.03487 0.20199 0.7420 

8 0.08501 0.22850 0.7441 

9 0.08527 0.31356 0.7515 

Post-
SQP 

0.07828 0.20411 0.7359 
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Optimization of Systems with Internal Material Damping 

This section compares output of the developed optimization methods (including Robustness) 

where the model includes material damping; specifically, a hysteretic loss factor for the rotating shaft.  

The goal of this demonstration is 2-fold; 1) to illustrate that inclusion of a hysteretic loss factor can be 

detrimental to the stability of the system as discussed in literature and 2) that the optimization 

methodologies can be sensitive to stability as part of an overall Objective Function. 

To accomplish this, input from Test ID #1a,1b and 1c (Table 3-7) are considered by adding 

stability as part of the Objective Function to form a new test series for this section termed Test ID #8a, 8b 

and 8c (SFD, SQP and Hybrid methods).  Material Hysteretic Damping Loss Factor (𝜂 ) ranging from 0.0 

~ 0.0500 is included for the rotating shaft to represent a range from ‘no material loss factor’ to an 

‘excessively large’ material loss factor of 5% as applied to steel for this example problem.  Literature 

varies significantly in the valuation of Loss Factor for steel, but a generally accepted bound is less than 

1% depending upon the hardness of the steel. 98, 79  The value of 5% is selected as a maximum bound for 

this exercise solely to test the responsiveness of the code to Hysteretic Damping.  It is recognized that 

this range does not match the expected range for Hysteretic Damping of steel in ‘the real world’.  

The Objective Function is modified from the basic form of Eq. (1) to include Stability of the system 

as output by the Rotordynamic program.  The stability output is provided to the user as a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for 

each of the Critical Speeds within the operational range.  This output is also provided to the user as part 

of the overall numerical output package as a ‘0’ (not stable) or ‘1’ (stable).  For this demonstration, the 

stability values for all Critical Speeds, both Forward and Backward, are summed to optimize the system 

toward improved stability.  Since the Optimization method seeks to minimize the Objective Function, the 

summed stability value is inverted so that a reduced value indicates improved convergence.  Additionally, 

the inverted stability sum is normalized to a factor of ‘4.0’ in order to adjust its overall magnitude such that 

it is of the same order of magnitude as the other components of the Objective Function.  In this way, the 

added Stability term is neither overpowering nor lost in the overall Objective Function.  The resulting 

Objective Function then is provided as Eq. (41). 
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𝑓 = 𝑓 _ + 𝑓 _ + 𝑓 _  
 

where: 

𝑓 _ =
𝐹   

1𝑒4
 

 

𝑓 _ = (𝛿 ) + (𝛿 )  

 

𝑓 _ =
∑ 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦

4
 

 
 

(41) 

This demonstration then seeks to minimize the Objective Function of Eq. (41) subject to the 

‘standard’ Constraints of Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) by modifying the Design Variables LM1 and LM2 (Table 1-1) 

plus the material Hysteretic Damping Loss Factor (𝜂 ) ranging from 0.0 ~ 0.050.  Note again that both this 

range of loss factor and this optimization demonstration are not intended to demonstrate a practical 

method of system optimization; since material loss factor is generally not a factor that can be adjusted in 

the way that it is being used here.  Rather, this demonstration exercise is intended to illustrate that the 

Optimization method developed under this work is sensitive to material damping properties given a 

starting point of 𝜂 = 0.0002 (79) with a range varying from ‘no damping loss factor’ to an excessively large 

damping loss factor.   As stated in literature, the addition of material Hysteretic Damping Loss Factor can 

cause instability79 as opposed to reduced or no material Hysteretic Damping Loss Factor. Also, it is well 

known that the addition of damping to a vibrating system is the sole means of reducing resonant flexural 

values.  

It is expected then that the optimization of Eq. (41) in this exercise may tend to favor designs 

minimizing flexural response (both bearing reaction force and tip deflection terms) due to increased 

system damping while potentially also influencing stability due to the inclusion of  Hysteretic Damping 

Loss Factor for the rotating shaft.   
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Optimization of Systems with Internal Material Damping  and Non-Isotropic Supports 

This section demonstrates use of the developed Rotordynamic code where the model includes 

non-isotropic support stiffnesses as well as internal material damping as discussed in the previous 

section.  The goal of this demonstration is 2-fold; 1) to illustrate the effects of non-isotropic supports upon 

precession characteristics using the developed Rotordynamic code and 2) illustrate potential influence 

over the precession characteristics using the developed Optimization methodologies with consideration 

for Robustness. 

As with the material damping demonstration previously discussed, Test ID #8a,8b and 8c (Table 

3-7) are expanded here to also include the effects of non-isotropic support stiffnesses. The new studies of 

this section then are termed Test ID #9a, 9b and 9c (SFD, SQP and Hybrid respectively).  For all 

evaluations of this section, a constant Material Hysteretic Damping Loss Factor (𝜂 ) of 0.02% is 

assumed.  This is the ‘start point’ value of the ‘damping optimization’ conducted previously.  As shown in 

Table 1-1 and discussed previously for the ‘basic’ problem in this report, the stiffness of support mounts 

KM1 & KM2 are symmetric, each with a stiffness of  2.627e4 N/m in both ‘Y’ and ‘Z’ directions.  For the 

demonstration of this section however, the stiffness values are modified to be significantly non-isotropic 

where each mount has a stiffness in the ‘Y’ direction of 2.627e4 N/m (unchanged from the base model) 

and 2.627e7 N/m (increase of 3 orders of magnitude) in the ‘Z’ direction. 

Non-isotropic support stiffnesses are anticipated from literature to create non-isotropic precession 

characteristics such as elliptical orbits1, 79.  In addition, it is possible that ‘mixed’ precession results might 

be achieved1 where some Super Nodes of the beam(s) are observed to precess in the same direction as 

shaft spin (FW) and others (on the same beam) are observed to precess in the opposite direction (BW).  

Appendix N provides Damped Eigenvalue Mode Shape Plots resulting from this non-isotropic support 

stiffness exercise.  As a baseline, Figure App-N-1 illustrates deflections for the first 4 Critical Speeds of 

both Beam 1 (tube) and Beam 2 (rotating shaft) for mount locations LM1 and LM2 located at the 

geometric center of Region 5 (Table 3-6); the starting point resulting in optimums identified later in this 

section.  As shown, multiple of the plots show ‘mixed’ precession.  As an example, beam flexure of the 

rotating shaft is illustrated in Figure 4-1 for the 3rd Critical Speed of the rotating shaft (Beam 2).  In this 
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particular response, the flexural shape of the rotating shaft is of a higher order and differs as the shaft 

rotates thru the (horizontal) X-Y plane (illustrated by solid Black mode shape line) as compared to the 

(vertical) X-Z plane (illustrated by dashed Red mode shape line).  In this case, the precession at the distal 

end of the rotating shaft is near isotropic (circular) but is somewhat elliptical at the proximal end.  At the 

proximal end (x=0) however the precession is Forward (red solid ‘ellipse’) whereas the distal end (x = 0.5 

m) precession is in the Backward direction (red dotted ‘circle’).  The precession trace near midspan also 

shows Backward precession but in a more pronounced elliptical shape which is also in alignment with the 

non-isotropic mount stiffnesses.  

  

Figure 4-1 Mode Shape Plots – Non-Isotropic Behavior – Start Point #5 
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A key challenge offered by the system illustrated in Figure 4-1 is to reduce the radial 

deformations of the spinning shaft along its length and thereby reduce the reaction forces of the bearing 

supports.  The developed Optimization code with considerations for Robustness is demonstrated for this 

purpose here by modifying the Objective function from that of Eq. (41), where Stability was added, to a 

form that focuses on bearing reaction force (Bearing B2 – of the base problem) plus deformation of the 

rotating shaft along its length.  The resulting Objective Function is provided as Eq. (42) where bearing 

B2’s reaction force (per Eq. (1)) is added to an average of the grand vector sum of nodal radial 

displacements along the rotating shaft.   

 

𝑓 = 𝑓 _ + 𝑓 _  
 

where: 

𝑓 _ =
𝐹   

1𝑒4
 

 

𝑓 _ = (𝛿 ) + (𝛿 )

_

 

 
 

(42) 

This demonstration then seeks to minimize the overall rotating shaft deformation and distal 

bearing (B2) reaction force by minimizing the Objective Function of Eq. (42) subject to the ‘standard’ 

Constraints of Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), by modifying the Design Variables LM1 and LM2 (Table 1-1).  

Robustness information is based upon the local toleranced design space around the potential optimums 

based on the design tolerances of Design Variables LM1 and LM2 (Table 1-1).  Note that this demonstration 

is not intended to explicitly tune the system to avoid ‘mixed’ precession, but rather to illustrate that the 

ability to improve key operating outcomes like rotating shaft deformation (magnitude) and bearing 

reaction force with consideration for Robustness. 

   

Optimization of Systems with Negative Stiffness 

This section demonstrates use of the developed Rotordynamic code where the model includes a 

negative stiffness element in combination with non-isotropic support stiffnesses and material Hysteretic 
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Damping Loss Factor in the rotating shaft.  The use of negative stiffness elements is explored here as a 

potential mitigation for rotordynamic flexure as reported in some literature references discussed 

previously32, 31, 33, 34, 34.  The negative-stiffness configuration utilized in this section is based upon the 

concept presented by Yao, et. al.32 of a cylindrical magnet attached to the rotating shaft and positioned 

between 2 fixed, non-rotating cylindrical magnets (attached to the non-rotating tube).  Figure 4-2 

illustrates a 3D view of the system as well as a schematic view. 

 

Figure 4-2 Illustration of Negative Stiffness Element Applied to Rotordynamic System 

 

The purpose of this exercise is to demonstrate the usefulness of the developed software tools to 

the Rotordynamic Designer in exploration of ‘unconventional design alternatives’ as well as the more 

conventional design methodologies discussed thus far.  It is recognized that in practice, the designer 

sometimes needs to explore conceptual solutions in order to determine whether it is appropriate to move 

forward with a more detailed, exacting study.  The addition of Robustness information is intended to 

support this effort by providing sensitivity information to the designer regarding design influencers on the 

response.  This demonstration exercise is conceptual only.  The proposed configuration by Yao32 is that 

of a negative stiffness system that varies with distances between magnets and eccentricity and as such is 

nonlinear.  A current limitation of the Rotordynamic code developed under this work is that stiffness 

characteristics remain liner.  Therefore, this demonstration exercise is limited to a linearized evaluation of 
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a single magnet configuration (conceptual).  From Yao32 and as applied to the system of this work, the 

additional elements of the negative system are defined as follows in addition to that of Table 1-1. 

Table 4-2 Model Parameter Definitions – Negative Stiffness Demonstration  

  
Fixed 

Parameter 
Value 

Design Variable 

Value 
Tolerance 
(± 0.25%) 

LK_Neg (m)  0.1016 – 0.3556 ± 0.00025 

KNeg (N/m) -1.751e4   

mmagnet (kg) 7.072e-5   

Ipolar_magnet 
(kg-m2) 

1.114e-10   

Itrans_magnet 7.053e-11   

 

The Objective Function for this Demonstration exercise remains the same as for the non-isotropic 

stiffness study discussed previously.  As defined in Eq. (42), this is a combination of the reaction force of 

the distal bearing ‘B2’ and the grand average of nodal lateral deformations of the rotating shaft over all 

frequencies studied.  The Constraint functions are as defined previously with the exception that the 

negative stiffness element is constrained to be between bearing ‘B1’ and bearing ‘B2’.  As a result of the 

Super Node definition of the model then, 2 optimization runs are considered; a first with the negative 

stiffness element between bearing ‘B1’ and mount ‘M2’ and a second with it contained between mount 

‘M2’ and bearing ‘B2’.  Two constraint equation sets are used to accomplish this and are provided as Eq. 

(43) (negative stiffness element between ‘B1’ and ‘M2’) and Eq. (44) (bounded by ‘M2’ and ‘B2’). The 

Output Constraint remains unchanged as defined in Eq. (3). 

   𝑔 = 1 −
𝐿

0.0127
 

(43) 

   𝑔 =
𝐿

(𝐿 − 0.0127)
− 1 

  𝑔 = 1 −
𝐿 _

(𝐿 + 0.0127)
 

   𝑔 =
𝐿 _

(𝐿 − 0.0127)
− 1 

  𝑔 = 1 −
𝐿

(𝐿 _ + 0.0127)
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   𝑔 =
𝐿

(𝐿 − 0.0127)
− 1 

 

 

   𝑔 = 1 −
𝐿

0.0127
 

(44) 

   𝑔 =
𝐿

(𝐿 − 0.0127)
− 1 

  𝑔 = 1 −
𝐿

(𝐿 + 0.0127)
 

  𝑔 = 1 −
𝐿 _

(𝐿 + 0.0127)
 

   𝑔 = 1 +
0.0127 − 𝐿

(𝐿 _ )
 

 

For all evaluations of this section, a constant Material Hysteretic Damping Loss Factor (𝜂 ) of 

0.02% is assumed and non-isotropic support stiffnesses are defined for mounts KM1 & KM2 as 2.627e4 

N/m in the ‘Y’ direction and 2.627e7 N/m in the ‘Z’ direction.  These values are unchanged from the non-

isotropic demonstration discussed in the previous section. 

This demonstration then seeks to minimize the overall rotating shaft deformation and distal 

bearing (B2) reaction force by minimizing the Objective Function of Eq. (42) subject to the Input 

Constraints of Eq. (43) and Output Constraint of Eq. (3), by modifying the Design Variables LM1, LM2 and 

LK_Neg (Table 1-1 and Table 4-2).  Robustness information is based upon the local toleranced design 

space around the potential optimums based on the design tolerances of the Design Variables.   

 

Results of Demonstration Studies 

Results of the Demonstration Studies include the effects of internal material damping and non-

isotropic support parameters on the example Rotordynamic system as well as the (conceptual) effects of 

negative stiffness elements as a potential mitigation to Rotordynamic flexure.  These results also 

demonstrate the usefulness of Robustness information in the Optimization process.  Two primary types of 

output are provided by the Robustness study; design space definition and feasibility of the local 
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toleranced spaces studied and the range of function value variance across each space.  These are 

discussed in the context of each of the 4 demonstration studies of this section.   

 

Extension of Deterministic Optimization Study 

The data of Table 4-3 provides the definition of the local design spaces studied in terms of the 

input variables.  Here, support locations LM1 and LM2 define the system and the table provides both center 

point and symmetric tolerance definitions for each space.  An important aspect of these space definitions 

is that potential optimum locations are the input to the Robustness evaluation.  However, regions 

centered on these locations but bounded by the tolerances may not lie fully within feasible space.  The 

Robustness code addresses this by first evaluating the toleranced design space for feasibility to input 

constraints, adjusting as needed to abut the feasibility bounds.  In cases where the design space may not 

be as wide as the tolerances allow, adjustment to both center point and tolerance are possible for a given 

DOF.  Consideration for results-based feasibility is given in the Robustness output (Table 4-4).  As 

shown, all of the Local Design Spaces were feasible with respect to input conditions and therefore are 

unchanged from the Center Point input data of Table 4-1 and original tolerance specification of Table 1-1. 

 

Table 4-3 Design Space Definition Considering Feasible Space 

Start 
Point 

Potential Optimum 
Center Location Tolerances 

LM1 
(m) 

LM2 
(m) 

LM1 
(m) 

LM2 
(m) 

1 0.01745 0.14162 0.00025 0.00025 

2 0.01700 0.22870 0.00025 0.00025 

3 0.02686 0.31961 0.00025 0.00025 

4 0.04821 0.14111 0.00025 0.00025 

5 0.06804 0.22200 0.00025 0.00025 

6 0.07759 0.20384 0.00025 0.00025 

7 0.03487 0.20199 0.00025 0.00025 

8 0.08501 0.22850 0.00025 0.00025 

9 0.08527 0.31356 0.00025 0.00025 

Post-
SQP 

0.07828 0.20411 0.00025 0.00025 
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The data of Table 4-4 provides a summary of the data resulting from the Robustness study.  Note 

that the data is sorted (top to bottom) from smallest to greatest ‘Xopt’ value; or potential optimum function 

(optimization results from each of the starting points).  Note for example that the resulting ‘Xopt’ value of 

‘Post-SQP’ (first row) matches that of the optimum for Test ID #1c in Table 3-8.  The ‘Solve Count’ is the 

number of design space locations solved by the Rotordynamic FEA code to determine the coefficients for 

the response equation.  NRMSE and Maximum Equation Error are quality metrics comparing the resulting 

response equation to FEA data and in general, those cases where higher function evaluations were 

needed resulted in poorer quality of the response equation.  This is not unexpected since the algorithm 

loops in increasing complexity in search of a suitable equation.  Note that most cases resulted in an 

acceptable fit with only 9 function evaluations, a minimum for this study including 2 input variables and 

minimum 2nd order polynomial (3 points required).  Primary output of the Robustness routine is prediction 

of minimum and maximum function value within the toleranced design space.  The ‘Mid-Range’ function 

value is also given in order to have a rough comparison against the Xopt value from the optimization 

conclusion for each start point.  The function value range is also given as normalized to the Mid-Range as 

another indication of the variability of the response within the local space.  Finally, a feasibility statement 

is made based upon FEA solves of the various points used for both input and output constraints of Eq. ( 

2) and Eq. (3) respectively. 
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Table 4-4 Results of Extended Robustness Study for Test ID #1c 

Start 
Point 

Function Evaluations 
NRMSE 

(%) 

Max 
Equation 

Error 
(%) 

Robustness Output 

Xopt 
Function 

Value 

Solve 
Count 

Max 
Mid 

Range 
Min Range 

(%) 
Space 

Feasible 

Post-
SQP 

0.7359 9 0.229 0.46 0.74111 0.73939 0.73768 0.47 yes 

6 0.7404 9 0.178 -0.33 0.74320 0.74199 0.74077 0.33 yes 

7 0.7420 9 0.033 0.06 0.74336 0.74185 0.74035 0.41 yes 

8 0.7441 71 0.464 -2.40 0.75681 0.74989 0.74298 1.86 yes 

5 0.7450 127 0.505 -2.74 0.75409 0.74819 0.74228 1.59 yes 

1 0.7451 9 0.094 -0.18 0.74713 0.74614 0.74514 0.27 yes 

3 0.7481 9 0.129 -0.22 0.75127 0.74901 0.74674 0.61 yes 

2 0.7510 127 0.757 -4.98 0.77155 0.75926 0.74697 3.27 yes 

9 0.7515 9 0.226 -0.39 0.75470 0.75197 0.74925 0.72 yes 

4 0.7788 9 0.016 0.03 0.77932 0.77887 0.77841 0.12 yes 

 

In general, the Robustness function values increase from top to bottom as do the Xopt values 

resulting from the Optimization studies.  Subtle differences do exist however that may or may not be 

important to the Rotordynamic Designer.  Of more importance perhaps is comparison of these Mid-Range 

function values in combination with the Range across the Toleranced space.  For example, the optimum 

presented by the Optimization routine (row 1) does show the lowest Mid-Range value of the Robustness 

output; yet its Maximum value is only slightly below that of Start Point 1 which has a Range of 0.27% 

compared to the Row 1 ‘optimum’s’ range of 0.47%.  Starting point 4 on the other hand has the highest 

Xopt function value, but also has the smallest Range.  These comparisons are illustrative of the 

usefulness of Robustness information in the overall design of Rotordynamic systems even though the 

design differences may (or may not) be practically significant in this example.   

In this example, the cost of the Robustness evaluation is significant with a total of 388 (FEA) 

function solves required for this purpose as compared to the 358 solves for the Optimization effort of Test 

ID #1c (Table 3-8).  Table 4-4 identifies that approximately 68% of these Robustness function evaluations 

occurred in the study of just 2 of the 10 toleranced design spaces; and approximately 84% if a third space 

is considered as well.  For these 3 design spaces, the data indicates that the response was more 
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complicated than for the other design spaces; requiring many more FEA solves in search of an 

acceptable equation fit but ultimately resulting in poorer equation error than the other 70% of toleranced 

spaces studied.  The input data provided for this Robustness demonstration allowed for the algorithm to 

build and evaluate polynomials up to 10th order (as was done for the Rastrigin’s-based challenges 

discussed earlier).  The 3 toleranced spaces with lowest Xopt and Mid-Range function values were 

solved with only 9 FEA solves each for the Robustness effort as were the 2 toleranced spaces with the 

lowest Range.  With experience, it may be shown that an upper limit of significantly lower equation order 

can be effective in the Robustness effort.  In this approach, an unsuccessful equation fit (poor error) 

would identify more complicated areas of response and the user could then choose whether to disregard 

those areas or repeat the Robustness evaluation with more complicated polynomials in an attempt to 

more accurately describe them.    

    

Optimization of Systems with Internal Material Damping 

The data of Table 4-5 provides the definition of the starting locations for supports LM1 and LM2 

(from starting region definitions of Table 3-6) as well as material Hysteretic Damping Loss Factor for the 

rotating beam.  Also shown are the tolerances for each Design Variable used in the subsequent 

Robustness evaluation. Tolerances applied to the support locations are as given in Table 1-1.  

Tolerances applied to the Loss Factor however are artificial here but include a range of +/- 5% of the 

range’s mean (0~0.05 = +/- 0.0013) for the purpose of this demonstration.  Output for the Optimization 

studies are presented in Table 4-6 and Table 4-7.  Robustness results are provided in Table 4-8. 
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Table 4-5 Design Variable Definition for Material Hysteretic Loss Factor Demonstration 

Start 
Point 

Starting Point Value Tolerances 
(± 0.25% per Table 1-1) 

LM1 
(m) 

LM2 
(m) 𝜂  

LM1 
(m) 

LM2 
(m) 𝜂  

1 0.01700 0.14400 0.00020 ±0.00025 ±0.00025 ±0.0013 

2 0.01700 0.22870 0.00020 ±0.00025 ±0.00025 ±0.0013 

3 0.01700 0.31330 0.00020 ±0.00025 ±0.00025 ±0.0013 

4 0.05090 0.14400 0.00020 ±0.00025 ±0.00025 ±0.0013 

5 0.05090 0.22870 0.00020 ±0.00025 ±0.00025 ±0.0013 

6 0.05090 0.31330 0.00020 ±0.00025 ±0.00025 ±0.0013 

7 0.08470 0.14400 0.00020 ±0.00025 ±0.00025 ±0.0013 

8 0.08470 0.22870 0.00020 ±0.00025 ±0.00025 ±0.0013 

9 0.08470 0.31330 0.00020 ±0.00025 ±0.00025 ±0.0013 

 

The data of Table 4-6 illustrates that all test runs moved the Hysteretic Damping Loss Factor from 

a starting value of 0.0002 to at or very near the maximum allowed value of 0.05.  However, the stability 

term result of the Objective Equation did not change as a result of the optimization (Table 4-7).  Rather, 

the bearing force and tip deflection terms of Eq. (41) changed significantly, supporting the design’s 

convergence.  Comparison of the starting locations (Table 4-5) against the potential Optimum location 

(Table 4-6) shows that the location of LM1 and LM2 did not change at all for Test ID #8a and changed very 

little for Test ID #8b and 8c.  Therefore, it can be concluded that the major contributor to the function 

value decrease for each run is due to increased Hysteretic Loss Factor and not change in location for the 

mounts.  This is reinforced visually in Figure 4-3 where the convergence paths of the design variables are 

plotted for Test ID #8c. 

Also, these data support that the 3 optimization techniques (SFD-Individually, SQP-Individually 

and the proposed Hybrid) perform very similarly in terms of the minimum function value achieved (0.7% 

total range), but SQP requires approximately 2x the number of function evaluations of either of the other 2 

methods. 
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Table 4-6 Optimization Results of Material Hysteretic Loss Factor Demonstration  

Test 
ID 

Optimization Method 

Start 
Point 

of 
Opt. 

Result 

Optimum Location Minimum 
Function 

Value 

Total 
Function 

Evaluations 
 1 LM1 

(m) 
LM2 
(m) 𝜂  

8 

a) SFD Individually 3 0.0170 0.3133 0.0500 0.368281 220 

b) SQP Individually 8 0.0117 0.2551 0.0494 0.365640 524 

c) Proposed Hybrid (SFD + SQP) 3 0.0192 0.3161 0.0499 0.368280 278 

1) Total Function Evaluations of Hybrid include both Initial and Follow-on searches 
 

 

Table 4-7 Objective Function Movement of Material Hysteretic Loss Factor Demonstration  

Test 
ID 

Optimization Method 

Start 
Point 

of 
Opt. 

Result 

Components of Eq. (41) 

Starting Value Potential Optimum 

𝑓 _  

(𝐵𝑟𝑔 𝐹. ) 

𝑓 _  

(𝑇𝑖𝑝 𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑙) 
𝑓 _  

(𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦) 
𝑓 _  

(𝐵𝑟𝑔 𝐹. ) 
𝑓 _  

(𝑇𝑖𝑝 𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑙) 
𝑓 _  

(𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦) 

8 

a) SFD Individually 3 1.02432 0.48738 0.35000 0.00853 0.00975 0.35000 

b) SQP Individually 8 0.76729 0.91464 0.35000 0.00757 0.01006 0.35000 

c) Proposed Hybrid (SFD + SQP) 3 1.02432 0.48738 0.35000 0.00828 0.00974 0.35000 

 

 

 

Figure 4-3 Design Variable Convergence Paths – Test ID #8c, Hysteretic Damping 
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Figure 4-4 through Figure 4-7 illustrate the frequency response plots of (distal) bearing ‘B2’ 

reaction force and the rotating shaft tip deflection for the starting and optimal points from Test ID #8c.  As 

illustrated with the data of Table 4-7, a primary effect of the change in Hysteretic Loss Factor was the 

reduction in magnitude of rotating shaft flexure; resulting in more than 2 orders of magnitude reduction in 

bearing ‘B2’ reaction force and also the shaft’s lateral tip deflection.  These results support the general 

expectation that the addition of damping to the system is key to amplitude reduction at resonance 

conditions.  These results also support that the optimization attempt did not modify the stability 

characteristics among the Critical Speeds.  It would then be left to the designer to determine whether 

this resulting design was acceptable given frequency characteristics of the instable speeds, the degree of 

instability, ability to control a ‘rapid’ transition through those regions, etc. 
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Figure 4-4 FRP Bearing 2 Reaction Force – Test ID #8c, Hysteretic Damping – Start 

 

Figure 4-5 FRP Bearing 2 Reaction Force – Test ID #8c, Hysteretic Damping – Optimum 
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Figure 4-6 FRP Shaft Tip Deflection – Test ID #8c, Hysteretic Damping – Start 

 

Figure 4-7 FRP Shaft Tip Deflection – Test ID #8c, Hysteretic Damping - Optimum 
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Table 4-8 Robustness Results of Material Hysteretic Loss Factor Demonstration 

 

Start 
Point 

Function 
Evaluation 

Solve 
Count 

NRMSE 
(%) 

Max 
Equation 

Error 
(%) 

Robustness Output 

Max 
Mid 

Range 
Min Range 

(%) 
Space 

Feasible 

S
F

D
 O

n
ly

 

3 28 0.008 -0.010 0.369200 0.368720 0.368240 0.260 yes 

9 27 0.006 -0.010 0.368720 0.368570 0.368410 0.083 yes 

8 28 0.002 0.000 0.369300 0.369030 0.368760 0.144 yes 

5 28 0.016 0.030 0.370900 0.370670 0.370440 0.123 yes 

2 28 0.009 -0.020 0.371880 0.371620 0.371360 0.141 yes 

6 28 0.024 -0.060 0.373690 0.372540 0.371400 0.616 yes 

4 28 0.004 -0.010 0.434970 0.434340 0.433710 0.292 yes 

1 28 0.006 -0.010 0.525270 0.524790 0.524300 0.185 yes 

7 28 0.124 -0.230 0.731610 0.721450 0.711300 2.82344 yes 

 251  

S
Q

P
 O

n
ly

 

8 27 0.005 0.010 0.365890 0.365760 0.365630 0.071 yes 

5 28 0.002 0.000 0.365950 0.365840 0.365740 0.059 yes 

9 28 0.011 -0.020 0.367800 0.367720 0.367640 0.042 yes 

7 27 0.014 -0.040 0.368320 0.368020 0.367730 0.160 yes 

2 28 0.007 -0.020 0.368180 0.367990 0.367800 0.102 yes 

3 28 0.008 0.010 0.368880 0.368430 0.367980 0.244 yes 

1 27 0.006 -0.010 0.373780 0.373250 0.372710 0.286 yes 

4 28 0.004 -0.010 0.375730 0.375330 0.374920 0.216 yes 

6 28 0.008 -0.020 0.392600 0.392330 0.392050 0.141 yes 

 249  

H
yb

ri
d

 (
S

F
D

 +
 S

Q
P

) 

Post-
SQP 

28 0.008 0.010 0.368880 0.368430 0.367980 0.244 yes 

3 28 0.008 -0.010 0.369200 0.368720 0.368240 0.260 yes 

9 27 0.006 -0.010 0.368720 0.368570 0.368420 0.083 yes 

8 28 0.002 0.000 0.369300 0.369030 0.368760 0.144 yes 

5 28 0.016 0.030 0.370900 0.370670 0.370440 0.123 yes 

2 28 0.009 -0.020 0.371880 0.371620 0.371360 0.141 yes 

6 28 0.024 -0.060 0.373690 0.372540 0.371400 0.616 yes 

4 28 0.004 -0.010 0.434970 0.434340 0.433710 0.292 yes 

1 28 0.006 -0.010 0.525270 0.524790 0.524300 0.185 yes 

7 28 0.124 -0.230 0.731610 0.721450 0.711300 2.823 yes 

 279  
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Table 4-8 illustrates the Robustness results of this demonstration exercise.  As with the study 

reported in Table 4-4, trade-offs exist between the Mid-Range function values and the Range of function 

values across the toleranced design space.  Also, the cost of the Robustness exercise in terms of the 

number of function (FEA) evaluations is high when compared to the number of function evaluations of the 

basic optimization (Table 4-6).  This of course can be significantly modified by not conducting a 

Robustness evaluation at the result from each starting point as was done in this demonstration. 

In general, the data of Table 4-8 supports that the Robustness considerations provided by the 

program can provide significant input to the designer in selection of a ‘preferred optimum’, including those 

cases where internal material damping is included. 

It should be reiterated that this demonstration exercise is not intended to suggest that an optimal 

outcome can be obtained by simply modifying the material’s Hysteretic Loss Factor.  Rather, this 

demonstration supports a conclusion that the Rotordynamic code and Optimization code can be effective 

at evaluating the effects of material Hysteretic Loss Factor among the considerations of a Rotordynamic 

System. 

 

Optimization of Systems with Internal Material Damping and Non-Isotropic Supports 

Starting locations for supports LM1 and LM2 (regions defined in Table 3-6) in this demonstration 

are the same as used for the previous Extension of Deterministic Optimization Study per Table 4-3.  

Optimization results are provided in Table 4-9 and Table 4-10.  Robustness results are provided in Table 

4-11. 

Table 4-9 General Optimization Results of Non-Isotropic Support Stiffness Demonstration  

Test 
ID 

Optimization Method 

Start 
Point 

of 
Opt. 

Result 

Optimum 
Location Minimum 

Function 
Value 

Total 
Function 

Evaluations 
 1 LM1 

(m) 
LM2 
(m) 

9 

a) SFD Individually 5 0.08890 0.25579 1.113522 268 

b) SQP Individually 5 0.08538 0.29518 0.862283 523 

c) Proposed Hybrid (SFD + SQP) 5 0.08890 0.26331 1.034154 294 

1) Total Function Evaluations of Hybrid include both Initial and Follow-on searches 
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The data of Table 4-9 illustrates that all 3 test runs found the optimal solution as coming from 

Starting Point #5 to minimize distal Bearing Reaction Force (Brg B2) and overall rotating shaft flexure per 

Eq. (42).  As with previous results, the SQP method applied individually used significantly more function 

evaluations than did for either SFD Individually or the Hybrid.  However, in this study, SQP applied 

Individually found an improved solution compared to the other 2; by 22.6% against SFD Individually and 

16.6% against the Proposed Hybrid.   

The data of Table 4-10 compares the degree of improvement from each Starting Point among the 

different optimization methods.  For example, the SFD method applied individually (limited to 3 SFD 

‘jumps’) resulted in improvements in the overall objective function (by starting point) ranging from 

0~96.8%.  Interestingly, improvement in the objective function components were similar; indicating that 

the objective function was well ‘balanced’ and that one objective component did not significantly 

overshadow improvements in the other.  The SQP method applied individually resulted in improvements 

in the overall objective function ranging from 1.9~81.7% among the start points ,also having general 

‘balance’ in the objective function components.   

The proposed hybrid method (based on the SFD results and adding a follow-on SQP study from 

that interim optimum) resulted in an additional improvement in the objective function value of 7.1% over 

the SFD ‘interim optimum’, also generally balanced between the components.    

These results support that for this demonstration exercise, the SQP method applied individually 

found a lower function value (16.6% compared to the Hybrid) but required approximately 78% more 

function solves than the Hybrid.  The SFD applied individually was approximately 7.7% higher than the 

Hybrid but required 8.8% fewer function solves; and approximately 29.1% higher than the SQP 

(individually) but with 48.8% fewer function solves.  As with earlier conclusions, the proposed Hybrid 

and perhaps also the SFD may be a preferred approach compared to SQP applied individually; 

particularly for problems where the function evaluation is particularly costly. 
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Table 4-10 Objective Function Change - Non-Isotropic Support Stiffness Demonstration  

 

Start 
Point 

Starting Point Potential Optimum 
Improvement 

(%) 

𝑓 _  
(Brg B2) 

𝑓 _  
(𝛿 _ ) 

𝑓  
Eq. (42) 

𝑓 _  
(Brg B2) 

𝑓 _  
(𝛿 _ ) 

𝑓  
Eq. (42) 

𝑓 _  
(Brg B2) 

𝑓 _  
(𝛿 _ ) 

𝑓  
Eq. (42) 

S
F

D
 O

n
ly

 

1 1.64351 1.04871 2.69222 1.63469 1.02879 2.66348 0.5% 1.9% 1.1% 

2 1.34671 6.29657 7.64328 1.07972 4.68707 5.76679 19.8% 25.6% 24.6% 

3 1.02432 1.08906 2.11338 0.61668 0.69825 1.31493 39.8% 35.9% 37.8% 

4 2.26682 1.64622 3.91303 1.74577 1.36466 3.11044 23.0% 17.1% 20.5% 

5 1.13791 1.41122 2.54912 0.52057 0.59295 1.11352 54.3% 58.0% 56.3% 

6 1.38920 2.12175 3.51095 0.97093 0.69144 1.66238 30.1% 67.4% 52.7% 

7 33.81421 25.02568 58.83989 0.88169 0.99009 1.87178 97.4% 96.0% 96.8% 

8 0.76729 0.84362 1.61091 0.69349 0.78142 1.47491 9.6% 7.4% 8.4% 

9 0.79632 0.58829 1.38461 0.79632 0.58829 1.38461 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

S
Q

P
 O

n
ly

 

1 

Same as SFD Only Above 

1.62883 1.01216 2.64100 0.9% 3.5% 1.9% 

2 0.89777 0.63602 1.53379 33.3% 89.9% 79.9% 

3 0.90590 0.91836 1.82425 11.6% 15.7% 13.7% 

4 0.78262 1.08158 1.86420 65.5% 34.3% 52.4% 

5 0.44745 0.41484 0.86229 60.7% 70.6% 66.2% 

6 0.89755 0.63619 1.53374 35.4% 70.0% 56.3% 

7 6.24818 4.49190 10.74008 81.5% 82.1% 81.7% 

8 0.44621 0.41624 0.86245 41.8% 50.7% 46.5% 

9 0.49740 0.43947 0.93687 37.5% 25.3% 32.3% 

H
yb

ri
d

 (
S

F
D

 +
 S

Q
P

) 

1 

Same as SFD Only Above Same as SFD Only Above Same as SFD Only Above 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Post-
SQP 
from 
SFD 
#5  

0.52057 0.59295 1.11352 0.48159 0.55256 1.03415 7.5% 6.8% 7.1% 
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Table 4-11 Robustness Results of Non-Isotropic Support Stiffness Demonstration 

 

Start 
Point 

Function 
Evaluation 

Solve 
Count 

NRMSE 
(%) 

Max 
Equation 

Error 
(%) 

Robustness Output 

Max 
Mid 

Range 
Min Range 

(%) 
Space 

Feasible 

S
F

D
 O

n
ly

 

5 9 0.007 -0.010 1.123900 1.113610 1.103320 1.848 yes 

3 9 0.006 -0.010 1.324790 1.315010 1.305220 1.488 yes 

9 127 0.532 921.330 ***** ***** ***** ***** yes 

8 9 0.196 -0.380 1.484150 1.475810 1.467480 1.130 yes 

6 9 0.002 0.000 1.670640 1.662440 1.654230 0.987 yes 

7 9 0.012 -0.020 1.873490 1.871980 1.870470 0.161 yes 

1 9 0.072 0.120 2.671810 2.663850 2.655890 0.598 yes 

4 9 0.021 0.030 3.129240 3.111540 3.093830 1.139 yes 

2 9 0.059 -0.100 5.857450 5.767130 5.676810 3.132 yes 

 199  

S
Q

P
 O

n
ly

 

5 21 0.449 0.660 0.876350 0.868880 0.861400 1.734 yes 

8 21 0.434 0.620 0.874120 0.868150 0.862180 1.384 yes 

9 43 0.432 -1.480 0.959280 0.948910 0.938530 2.215 yes 

6 127 11.867 -69.190 ***** ***** ***** ***** yes 

2 127 9.450 2550.920 ***** ***** ***** ***** yes 

3 9 0.034 0.070 1.826590 1.825840 1.825100 0.081 yes 

4 9 0.316 -0.770 1.887940 1.868500 1.849050 2.086 yes 

1 9 0.110 0.190 2.649390 2.641630 2.633880 0.587 yes 

7 127 1.884 -7.040 13.244210 11.340160 9.436110 35.457 yes 

 493  

H
yb

ri
d

 (
S

F
D

 +
 S

Q
P

) 

Post-
SQP 

9 0.089 -0.180 1.041260 1.035160 1.029070 1.179 yes 

5 9 0.007 -0.010 1.123900 1.113610 1.103320 1.848 yes 

3 9 0.006 -0.010 1.324790 1.315010 1.305220 1.488 yes 

9 127 0.532 919.770 ***** ***** ***** ***** yes 

8 9 0.196 -0.380 1.484150 1.475810 1.467480 1.130 yes 

6 9 0.002 0.000 1.670640 1.662440 1.654230 0.987 yes 

7 9 0.012 -0.020 1.873490 1.871980 1.870470 0.161 yes 

1 9 0.072 0.120 2.671810 2.663850 2.655890 0.598 yes 

4 9 0.021 0.030 3.129240 3.111540 3.093830 1.139 yes 

2 9 0.059 -0.100 5.857450 5.767130 5.676820 3.132 yes 

 208  
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Table 4-11 illustrates the Robustness results of this demonstration exercise.  As with other 

demonstrations discussed in this report, tradeoffs appear between the lowest absolute function value and 

the range in output values across the local toleranced design spaces.  Also, the cost of the Robustness 

exercise in terms of the number of function (FEA) evaluations is generally high compared to the 

optimization effort if all potential optimums are studied.  However, the data also supports (as did the 

previous demonstrations) that practical benefit from the Robustness evaluation may be obtained from a 

relatively few potential optimum studies; making it much more attractive with respect to the cost of 

function evaluations. 

Damped Eigenvalue Mode Shape Plots for the optimums identified by the 3 techniques are 

illustrated in the figures of Appendix N as compared to the response of the starting point (#5) from which 

those optimums were identified.  Other than differences in deformation magnitude, as evidenced by the 

data of Table 4-10, the most striking difference among the results is the mode shape of Critical Speed 3 

for the rotating shaft.   

Figure 4-8 illustrates Critical Speed 3 results for the rotating shaft (repeated here from Appendix 

N for convenience) for the 3 Optimization methods as well as that of Starting Point #5.  Other than 

magnitude (per Table 4-10), the SFD result is generally similar to Starting Point #5 except for a slightly 

less elliptical FW orbit at the proximal end (x=0).  The Hybrid result (‘d’ of Figure 4-8) also has improved 

magnitudes per Table 4-10 but retains the elliptical FW orbit at the proximal end like Start Point #5.  

However, the magnitude of the displacement at that location is increased such that the overall radial 

deformation is reduced along the length (per data of Table 4-10) for an improved Objective Function 

value.  The SQP result however exaggerates these changes for a significantly more elliptical orbit at both 

proximal and mid-span nodes.  Perhaps more significantly though, the SQP result changes the flexure of 

the rotating shaft such that it is no longer a ‘mixed’ precession result but a BW precession at all locations.  

In addition to the improved optimum (Table 4-10) magnitudes, this could potentially be beneficial to the 

design in terms of reduced flexural stresses along the shaft.  This of course was not purposefully studied 

as part of this demonstration exercise since it was not part of Objective Equation Eq. (42), but certainly 

could be added as part of the overall optimization effort. 
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These data then support that the Rotordynamic model, Optimization method(s) and Robustness 

considerations provided by these tools can provide significant insight to the design behavior for cases 

where support stiffnesses are non-isotropic and the material includes non-zero Material Hysteretic 

Damping Loss Factor (𝜂 ). 

 

 

Figure 4-8 Mode Shape Plots – Optimization Results for Non-Isotropic Support Stiffness 

 

 

(a) Starting Point #5 (b) Optimum from SFD-Individually 

(c) Optimum from SQP-Individually (d) Optimum from Hybrid (SFD+SQP) 
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Optimization of Systems with Negative Stiffness 

Starting locations for supports LM1 and LM2 (regions defined in Table 3-6) in this demonstration 

are the same as used for the previous demonstration regarding non-isotropic stiffness and the starting 

point for the negative stiffness element location is either between bearing ‘B1’ and ‘M2’ or between ‘M2’ 

and ‘B2’ in order to cover the full range of negative stiffness element location between ‘B1’ and ‘B2’.  The 

starting points are shown in Table 4-12.  Optimization results are provided in Table 4-13 and Robustness 

results in Table 4-14. 

 

Table 4-12 Design Space Definition Considering Feasible Space 

Start 
Point 

LM1 
(m) 

LM2 
(m) 

LK_Neg 
(m) 

‘B1’ to ‘M2’ ‘M2’ to ‘B2’ 

1 0.01700 0.14400 0.12700 0.20320 

2 0.01700 0.22870 0.17800 0.25400 

3 0.01700 0.31330 0.22860 0.33020 

4 0.05090 0.14400 0.12700 0.20320 

5 0.05090 0.22870 0.17800 0.25400 

6 0.05090 0.31330 0.22860 0.33020 

7 0.08470 0.14400 0.12700 0.20320 

8 0.08470 0.22870 0.17800 0.25400 

9 0.08470 0.31330 0.22860 0.33020 
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Table 4-13 General Optimization Results of Negative Stiffness Demonstration  

Test 
ID 

Optimization Method 

Start 
Point 

of 
Opt. 

Result 

Optimum Location Minimum 
Function 

Value 

Total 
Function 

Evaluations 
 1 LM1 

(m) 
LM2 
(m) 

LK_Neg 
(m) 

10 

a) SFD Individually  
(B1 to M2) 3 0.01301 0.33525 0.17132 0.946008 228 

(M2 to B2) 1 0.01270 0.14133 0.20309 2.891052 208 

b) SQP Individually 
(B1 to M2) 3 0.08686 0.28957 0.17395 1.202743 978 

(M2 to B2) 4 0.01270 0.17040 0.18310 1.597210 399 

c) Proposed Hybrid 
(SFD + SQP) 

(B1 to M2) 3 0.01270 0.33513 0.16464 0.938098 291 

(M2 to B2) 1 0.01270 0.14922 0.21464 2.87720 249 

1) Total Function Evaluations of Hybrid include both Initial and Follow-on searches 
 

The data of Table 4-13 illustrates that all test runs found the optimal solution as coming from runs 

with the Negative Stiffness element constrained between bearing ‘B1’ and mount ‘M2’.  Of these, Starting 

Point #3 was common as the start point resulting in the minimum objective function.  This is similar to the 

finding from the Non-Isotropic study (Table 4-9) except that Start Point #5 applied to that study whereas 

Start Point #3 applies here.  This difference is attributed to the influence of the negative stiffness element 

in this study.   

The minimum function value for both SFD and Hybrid was lower for the negative stiffness study 

than for the results of Table 4-9 by approximately 15% (SFD Individually) and 9.3% (Hybrid).  The 

minimum function value from SQP Individually was approximately 39.5% higher for the negative stiffness 

study than for the non-isotropic.  Overall, the minimum for this negative stiffness study was approximately 

8.8% higher than for the non-isotropic study of Table 4-9.  This data indicates that, on the surface, the 

linear negative stiffness application is not as effective at minimizing the bearing ‘B2’ reaction force and 

overall rotating shaft flexure as simply adjusting the mount locations alone.   

As with previous studies, the SQP-Individual method (Test ID #10b) used many more function 

evaluations than either SFD-Individually or the Hybrid (Test ID # 10a and 10c), supporting earlier 

conclusions that SQP applied individually is less effective for high modality responses.  The effectiveness 

of the SQP-Individual methods to find the lowest function value for the non-isotropic study (Test ID # 9b) 
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yet the poorest among the negative stiffness results is attributed to this same fact; that SFD is a good 

local search tool but not as effective when needing to cross significant local maximas.  It is possible that 

for the non-isotropic study, the starting point was ‘within local maxima borders’ of the lower function value 

whereas that was not the case for the negative stiffness study.  The increased number of function values 

for the negative stiffness study relative to the non-isotropic study (+87%) also supports this assertion; that 

the starting point location relative to local maxima was significant for the SQP method applied individually.   

Even though the negative stiffness study included 3 design variables (as opposed to 2 for the 

non-isotropic study), the SFD and Hybrid methods required approximately the same number of function 

evaluations between the 2 studies.  Figure 4-9 provides a graphical display of the convergence paths for 

the SQP Individual and Hybrid methods for the negative stiffness study.  As shown, the SQP process did 

make major ‘jumps’ across the design space, but did so in a much less efficient and, what appears as a 

less direct effort, than did the Hybrid method. 

 

 

Figure 4-9 Optimization Convergence Paths – Negative Stiffness Study 

 

 These results support earlier assertions that the proposed Hybrid and perhaps also the 

SFD may be a preferred approach compared to SQP applied individually; particularly for problems 

where the function evaluation is particularly costly. 

Test ID #10c - Hybrid Test ID #10b – SQP Individually 
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Table 4-14 Robustness Results of Negative Stiffness Demonstration 

 

Start 
Point 

Function 
Evaluation 

Solve 
Count 

NRMSE 
(%) 

Max 
Equation 

Error 
(%) 

Robustness Output 

Max 
Mid 

Range 
Min Range 

(%) 
Space 

Feasible 

S
F

D
 O

n
ly

 

3 27 0.124 0.200 0.952280 0.947750 0.943220 0.957 yes 

8 199 57.290 9999.000 ***** ***** ***** ***** yes 

6 27 0.004 -0.010 2.304990 2.300960 2.296930 0.350 yes 

9 27 0.222 -0.820 3.128720 3.125830 3.122950 0.185 yes 

1 181 0.670 292.990 ***** ***** ***** ***** yes 

5 27 0.058 -0.140 6.206880 6.166250 6.125620 1.319 yes 

2 27 0.007 -0.010 7.027750 6.994770 6.961800 0.943 yes 

4 27 0.403 0.650 11.140700 10.999920 10.859150 2.574 yes 

7 27 0.355 -1.010 11.685070 11.488320 11.291560 3.440 yes 

 569  

S
Q

P
 O

n
ly

 

3 83 21.920 61.000 ***** ***** ***** ***** yes 

6 27 0.008 -0.020 2.267340 2.266950 2.266570 0.034 yes 

8 27 0.045 -0.180 2.278040 2.276710 2.275370 0.118 yes 

5 27 0.328 -1.440 2.320510 2.311160 2.301800 0.811 yes 

9 27 0.319 -1.400 2.320300 2.311120 2.301930 0.796 yes 

2 27 0.059 -0.210 2.334200 2.332240 2.330270 0.168 yes 

1 27 0.078 -0.240 2.345960 2.343170 2.340380 0.238 yes 

7 181 46.807 -1407.400 ***** ***** ***** ***** yes 

4 27 0.276 0.460 5.744800 5.692380 5.639960 1.850 yes 

 453  

H
yb

ri
d

 (
S

F
D

 +
 S

Q
P

) 

Post-
SQP 

27 0.025 -0.060 0.939450 0.938360 0.937260 0.233 yes 

3 27 0.124 0.200 0.952280 0.947750 0.943220 0.957 yes 

8 199 57.334 9999.000 ***** ***** ***** ***** yes 

6 27 0.004 -0.010 2.304990 2.300960 2.296930 0.350 yes 

9 27 0.222 -0.820 3.128720 3.125830 3.122950 0.185 yes 

1 181 0.670 292.990 ***** ***** ***** ***** yes 

5 27 0.057 -0.140 6.206910 6.166280 6.125650 1.319 yes 

2 27 0.007 -0.010 7.027750 6.994770 6.961800 0.943 yes 

4 27 0.403 0.650 11.140700 10.999920 10.859150 2.574 yes 

7 27 0.355 -1.010 11.685070 11.488320 11.291560 3.440 yes 

 596  
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Table 4-14 illustrates the Robustness results of the negative stiffness demonstration exercise.  As 

before, tradeoffs appear between the lowest absolute function value and the range in output values 

across the local toleranced design spaces; although benefits of tradeoffs from this study are much more 

restricted than previous studies.  The cost of the Robustness exercise for this 3-factor negative stiffness 

exercise is greater than for previous 2-factor studies, reinforcing that in practice a limited number of 

optimums are likely needed to gain the desired information.   

Another consideration in this study is the effectiveness of ‘negative stiffness’ as compared to 

conventional ‘positive stiffness’ for the added element.  As means of quick evaluation, the influence of 

‘negative stiffness’ as opposed to ‘positive stiffness’ (of the same absolute value magnitude and location) 

are evaluated by running the model with the 2 stiffness values (‘negative’ and ‘positive’) at locations as 

derived from the Hybrid optimization (Test ID #10c) above.  The data is provided in Table 4-15 and 

supports that the effect of a ‘negative stiffness’ element is not the same as a ‘positive stiffness’ element 

‘in reverse’.  Rather, the effect of the linearized negative stiffness bearing shows significant improvement 

compared to a conventional support in the same location with positive stiffness. 

 

Table 4-15 Negative vs Positive Stiffness Comparison  

Optimum Location 
(Test ID #10c) 

Stiffness 
of 

KNeg 
(N/m) 

Minimum 
Function 

Value LM1 
(m) 

LM2 
(m) 

LK_Neg 
(m) 

0.01270 0.33513 0.16464 
- 1.751e4 0.938098 

+ 1.751e4 6.810846 

 

Figure 4-10 illustrates a comparison among the mode shapes for the optimal Non-Isotropic 

Stiffness Study (Test ID #9b) as a baseline and the potential mitigations of an added element with 

Negative Stiffness and Positive Stiffness (per Table 4-15).  Although the objective function values are 

within approximately 8.8% for the Non-Isotropic baseline and Negative Stiffness design, the mode shapes 

are considerably different as are precession patterns for the Critical Speed at approximately 2200 RPM.  

Both mode shape and precession pattern are subjectively much more similar between the baseline and 
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Positive Stiffness alternative (for CS~ 2200 RPM) yet the objective function value is significantly higher for 

the Positive Stiffness design.  Note also that despite the Non-Isotropic stiffness properties of the 

moveable Mounts (‘M1’ and ‘M2’), precession pattern of the shaft’s distal tip appears round and 

symmetric.  This despite precession patterns elsewhere on the models that are markedly elliptical or even 

linear.  

 

Figure 4-10 Mode Shape Comparisons – Negative and Positive Stiffness Influence 

 

Optimum from Test ID #9b (f=0.8623) 
(Non-Isotropic Stiffness Study) 

Optimum from Table 4-15 (f=0.9381) 
(Negative Stiffness Element) 

Optimum from Test ID #10c (f=6.8108) 
(Positive Stiffness Element) 
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Figure 4-11 FRP Plot Comparisons – Negative and Positive Stiffness Influence 

FRP – Bearing ‘B2’ Reaction Force 
Test ID #9b – Non-Isotropic Stiffness 

FRP – Bearing ‘B2’ Reaction Force 
Table 4-15– Negative Stiffness 

FRP – Rotating Shaft Tip Deflection 
Table 4-15– Negative Stiffness 

FRP – Rotating Shaft Tip Deflection 
Test ID #9b – Non-Isotropic Stiffness 

FRP – Rotating Shaft Tip Deflection 
Table 4-15– Positive Stiffness 

FRP – Bearing ‘B2’ Reaction Force 
Table 4-15– Positive Stiffness 
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Figure 4-11 provides insight into these comparisons by confirming the appearance of ‘round’ or 

‘symmetric’ shaft tip precession in that UY and UZ FRP traces effectively overlap for all 3 designs.  The 

FRP trace for shaft tip displacement (right-most plots in Figure 4-11) are substantially similar among all 3 

designs.  However, the Bearing Reaction Force for ‘B2’ is significantly lower through the operating range 

for the Negative stiffness design compared to the Baseline; particularly in the upper 1/3 of the operating 

range.   

These observations support that in this case, the selected objective function (bearing ‘B2’ 

reaction force plus overall rotating shaft deformation may not fully describe an ‘optimal’ rotordynamic 

design and, because of this the Negative Stiffness design may be more attractive than the 8.8% 

difference might otherwise suggest.  This supports that the developed Rotordynamic FEA code and 

Optimization code with Robustness can be a meaningful tool for the designer with respect to conceptual 

analyses where a decision to invest further time on investigation is needed. 
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Summary and Conclusions 

Rotating machines are among the most common application of mechanical engineering, yet tools 

and methods available to the Rotordynamic Designer are too often limited in their capability as compared 

to tools and methods available for non-rotating systems.  This is particularly true when the rotating 

machine must operate through a wide speed range encompassing one or more resonant frequencies.  

This is increasingly the case given system requirements to minimize weight and footprint yet achieve high 

power densities; often as a result of increased speed range.  As a result, system response can have high 

modality, causing challenge to conventional optimization methods.  In addition, the inclusion of a rotating 

degree of freedom, gyroscopic moments, cross-coupled forces and the possibility of whirling instability all 

combine to make the systems non-self-adjoint where system matrices are asymmetric such that many 

Optimization methods appropriate for non-rotating systems are no longer appropriate. 

Additionally, Robustness information is seldom available as an output Rotordynamic Optimization 

tools.  This is important in that the Designer needs to understand the influence of input variation with 

respect to the responses of interest.  As such, the appropriateness of an ‘optimal’ solution is often 

unknown considering known geometric, material and other variation causing reduced certainty in the 

appropriateness of an identified solution.  

This work focuses on the development of tools to aid the Rotordynamic Designer in design 

evaluation and optimization, including Robustness considerations.  An example of a rotating shaft housed 

within a non-rotating outer housing with elastic bearings and external mounting supports is used to 

illustrate both effectiveness and efficiency of the developed tools.  Key objectives of this work include: 

 Development of a special purpose Finite Element Tool able to predict Critical Speeds and 

Frequency Response characteristics of a Rotordynamic system including consideration 

for Consistent Matrix development, Timoshenko shear effects, material damping and 

non-isotropic stiffness effects. 

 Development of an Optimization method that is effective for high-modality responses and 

efficient with respect to conventional methods such as GA, PSO and SQP. 
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 Development of an effective and efficient method of advising Robustness of the optimal 

design(s). 

A primary unique contribution resulting from this work is the development of an effective and 

efficient Optimization method for rotating systems where high modality and black-box function generators 

are commonly used, and the ability to provide Robustness information about the optimum(s) with respect 

to variation in the design variables.   

The significance of this work is development of design tools that allow for significant business 

impact by the Rotordynamic designer to achieve technical goals in a way that can be identified on the 

bottom line of a company’s financial Income Statement.   

Chapter 1 presents an Introduction for the work and includes description of the overhung rotor 

problem used as an example thru this work.  A review of Literature and State of the Art with respect to 

Rotordynamic systems, the principle of mass inversion, gyroscopic effects and potential methods of 

mitigating flexural vibrations and related outputs.  Optimization methods appropriate (and not appropriate) 

to Rotordynamic systems as well as Robustness and RBDO solutions are also discussed. 

Chapter 2 presents the technical approach for both the Rotordynamic Finite Element solution and 

Optimization methodology developed under this work.  Shape Functions, Consistent Matrix and EOM 

development are described as are the use of Eigenvalue analysis and Steady-State Component analysis 

in the development of Critical Speed and Flexural Response characteristics.  Development of a Hybrid 

optimization methodology including modification of the well-known first-order Steepest Feasible Descent 

methodology for use as both a Constrained and multi-objective search tool.  A method for Robustness 

assessment of the optimization results is also described. 

Chapter 3 presents the results of various challenges to the developed software tools.  

Correctness checks for the Finite Element code include comparison of developed Shape Function, Matrix 

and EOM equations to literature as well as the ability to correctly characterize the physical properties of 

linearly varying geometry.  Output of the FEA code with respect to static deformations under load, non-

rotating natural frequencies and mode shapes and rotordynamic results are made as a high-level 

demonstration of the effectiveness of the developed code.  In addition to mathematical test functions, the 
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Hybrid optimization methodology is challenged against non-rotating structural dynamic vibrations as well 

as Rotordynamic systems.  Finally, the developed Robustness method is assessed using both a 

mathematical test function and Rotordynamic model.   

Chapter 4 presents various demonstrations of the developed FE and Optimization codes 

including the effects of Robustness.  These demonstrations ‘build’ on each other, starting with 

Optimization and Robustness evaluation of the example overhung rotor system, Optimization and 

Robustness when Internal Material Damping is included in the rotating shaft, the same when Non-

Isotropic Supports are added, and finally the effects of a Negative Stiffness element as a potential 

mitigation to bearing reaction force and flexural deformations of the rotating shaft. 

Key conclusions of this work include: 

 The proposed Hybrid optimization methodology, comprised of a global SFD search 

followed by local SQP, is an effective tool in the search for global optimums of a 

constrained, high-modality response where cross-coupled matrices are asymmetric and 

non-self-adjoint as with the Rotordynamic problem. 

 The developed Rotordynamic FEA code was confirmed against numerous challenges 

including: 

o Shape function equations – 13 literature comparisons 

o EOM / matrix equations – 4 literature comparisons 

o Stepped / linearly varying geometry – Closed form equations and CAD geometry 

o FEM for static deformations – direct calculations using Castigliano’s (4 BC’s) 

o FEM for non-rotating Structural Dynamics – literature comparisons (3 BC’s) 

o FEM for rotating systems – literature comparisons (4 models) 

 GA-based optimization methods produced the lowest (most optimal) function values in 

deterministic use with errors against results of a constrained, mapped survey optimum of 

less than 0.1%.  The methods however used more than 1250% more function evaluations 

than the proposed Hybrid method. 
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 PSO-based optimization methods produced optimum function values in deterministic 

tests with errors between 0.2 ~ 0.8% against the Global Constrained Optimum from 

mapped survey results (GCO).  They used between 86 ~ 930% more function 

evaluations than the proposed Hybrid method. 

 The proposed Hybrid method (SFD + SQP) identified an optimum with 0.8% error to the 

mapped GCO. 

 Hybrid component methods used individually found an optimum within 1.4% and 2.8% of 

the mapped GCO for SFD and SQP respectively.  The SFD used individually however 

used 15% fewer function evaluations than the proposed Hybrid and SQP used 

individually used 35% more. 

 When starting from the mapped GCO and followed with SFD Individually, SQP 

Individually and the proposed Hybrid method, resulting optimums were within 0.1% of the 

mapped GCO result. 

 When using 100 ‘quasi-random’ starting points rather than the 9 starting points used in 

previous deterministic evaluations, the SFD and SQP (each used individually) resulted in 

optimums within 0.9% and 1.7% (respectively) of the mapped GCO.  The proposed 

Hybrid with 100 starting points also found a result within 0.9% of the mapped GCO.  

These results are little different from the tests using 9 starting points; indicating that the 

search methodology is effective as a Global search tool. 

 Based upon deterministic search challenges, the SFD routine used as an individual 

technique has merits when compared with SQP, GA and PSO for use on functions with 

high modality results; particularly where the cost of function evaluations is high. 

 The developed multinomial-based Robustness methodology was tested against 

Rastrigin’s function in 2-, 3- and 4-DOF for ability to predict minima and maxima on a 

local design space centered on a local minimum, a local maximum and a transition 

space.  The method identified results with error against exact results ranging up to 1.5% 

for design space centered on the local minima and up to 7% for transition space.  Design 
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space centered on a local maxima produced the greatest error (up to 78%) due to limited 

ability of the multinomial method to appropriately fit the complex curvature of the 

toleranced space. Error predictions within the Robustness code accurately predict the fit 

of the multinomial to the function data and, when included with the Robustness output 

results in an effective Robustness indication to the user. 

 When used against the mapped survey Global Constrained Optimum (a bowl-shaped 

section of the response), the Robustness methodology resulted in multinomial error of 

less than 0.5% between actual FEA data and the robustness response equation.  When 

tested against the mapped survey Global Unconstrained Optimum (a valley-shaped 

section of the response), the Robustness response equation had error of up to 197% 

against actual FEA data.  When coupled with predicted error values, the resulting 

Robustness output to the user is found to be effective for high modality use as with the 

example Rotordynamic system. 

 When the Optimization method including Robustness elements was applied to the 

example rotor system, an optimum was identified 0.8% error to the mapped GCO (as with 

the deterministic test) and Robustness was predicted among 10 identified potential 

optimums with robustness equation error of 0.5% for the identified optimum and ranging 

up to 5% for the other potential solutions.  This supports that the Robustness method can 

be effective for the intended use. 

 Use of the tools for a Rotordynamic system including Material Hysteretic Loss Factor was 

conducted as a demonstration to evaluate the influence of Loss Factor on the system.  In 

addition to Mount locations as with the basic example, Loss Factor was identified as a 

design variable with a modified objective function focused on improvement of system 

stability.  Results support that design variable movement was significant for the Loss 

Factor and almost non-existent for location of the Mounts.  Although not a practical study 

in that Loss Factor is not a ‘variable’, the demonstration does illustrate that the developed 

FEA code is sensitive to Loss Factor (in addition to ‘component-level’ equation 
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confirmations of code correctness against literature).  The demonstration results also 

support that the optimization did not significantly modify the stability characteristics of the 

system. 

 When demonstrated against a system including both Material Hysteretic Loss Factor and 

Non-Isotropic stiffness in the external mounts, the proposed Hybrid and perhaps also the 

SFD are shown to be preferred compared to the SQP applied individually.   Here, the 

SFD (applied individually) found an optimum approximately 7.7% higher than the 

proposed Hybrid but with 8.8% fewer function solves.  As with previous studies, the SQP 

(applied individually) found the lowest optimum (16.6% below the proposed Hybrid) but 

used 78% more function evaluations in the process. 

 The effects of a Negative Stiffness element when applied to a system including Material 

Loss Factor and Non-Isotropic External Mount stiffness show potential as mitigation 

against distal bearing reaction force and flexural vibrations of the rotating shaft.  The best 

optimum from this study was produced by the proposed Hybrid at approximately 9.3% 

higher than the best optimum (SQP individually) for the system without a Negative 

Stiffness Element, with a Robustness variation approximately 86.6% lower than that of 

the SQP solution without the Negative Stiffness element.  When a conventional positive 

stiffness element was placed in the same location as the optimized Negative Stiffness 

element and with a stiffness value matching the absolute value, the objective function 

response grew by approximately 626%.  Although purely conceptual, this demonstration 

exercise illustrates the intended significance of this work in the development of design 

tools that allow for significant business impact by the Rotordynamic designer to achieve 

technical goals in a way that can be identified on the bottom line of a company’s financial 

Income Statement 
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Recommendations for Further Work 

Following are areas where further research may yield significant improvement to the current work. 

 The current Robustness methodology involves the fit of a polynomial to known points 

developed from the FEA evaluations.  The existing method of identifying coefficients to 

polynomial terms through optimizations for a variety of polynomial powers is effective in 

basic functionality but results in significant error for more complex response ‘surfaces’.  In 

addition, the influence of the number of design variables is significant in this method.  An 

alternative equation-fit methodology could potentially be an improvement to this 

methodology.  Both effectiveness (error) and efficiency (time or number of FEA solutions 

required) are to be considered in an alternate approach. 

 The current Robustness methodology is currently not included as part of the optimization 

process.  That is, Robustness information does not inform the optimization search but 

instead is an evaluation attributed to the identified solutions in an attempt to minimize the 

number of function evaluations of the overall process.  A methodology the uses 

Robustness information to inform the optimization directly is preferred.  However as with 

conventional RBDO solutions the potential to greatly reduce the efficiency is high.  An 

efficient form of this solution is preferred. 

 The Rotordynamic FEA code developed under this work is effective but limited to linear 

representations of stiffness and damping.  In addition, the super-node concept aids 

simplicity of the user interface but serves as a challenge for optimizations where multiple 

super node configurations need to be considered.  Both challenges are exemplified in the 

‘negative stiffness demonstration’ of this work.  A modification to both areas would 

increase the scope of effectiveness for the Rotordynamic code. 
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Appendix A 

Technical Paper – Hauser, Wang, Structural and Multidisciplinary Optimization, 2018 
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Appendix B 

Technical Paper – Hauser, Wang, Structural and Multidisciplinary Optimization, 2019 
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Appendix C 

EOM Development and Steady-State Solution for Jeffcott Rotor System 
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EOM development and Steady-State 
solution for Jeffcott rotor begins here 
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Appendix D 

EOM Development for Modified Jeffcott Rotor System 
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Appendix E 

EOM Development for Finite Element Program – MATLAB Source Code 
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% FILE = EOM_derivation_01Sep.m 
clc; clearvars; close all hidden; close all force; 
format long; 
syms q vi wi thtayi thtazi vj wj thtayj thtazj  
syms qdot vidot widot thtayidot thtazidot vjdot wjdot thtayjdot thtazjdot  
syms qddot viddot widdot thtayiddot thtaziddot vjddot wjddot thtayjddot thtazjddot  
syms rho r A L s eta I Jt Jp G E omega etah etav k phi Lamz P  %Qf Qc Qs eta   
%% definition of variables 
%  coordinate system = x,y,z - x-axis = longitudinal axis of shaft 
%     v = translation in 'y' direction 
%     w = translation in 'z' direction 
%     i = node 1 
%     j = node 2 
%   rho = element density (mass/cu vol) 
%     r = element radius (sub with conical function in full program) 
%     A = element cross-section area (sub with conical function in full program) 
%     L = element length 
%     s = axial coordinate for purposes of integration, 's' ranges from '0' to 'L' 
%   eta = dimensionless axial coordinate, eta=s/L  
%     I = 2nd moment of area (stress calcs) 
%    Jt = Mass moment of Inertia (transverse about cg) - per unit length = rho*A*(r^2/4+L^2/12) 
%    Jp = Mass moment of Inertia (rotational/polar)    - per unit length = rho*A*r^2/2 
%     G = Shear modulus 
%     E = Modulus of elasticity 
% omega = rotating (spinning) speed of shaft 
%  etah = internal material hysteretic loss factor 
%  etav = internal material viscous damping factor 
%     k = shear correction factor (Timoshenko constant) 
%   phi = shear deformation parameter = ratio bending to shear stiffness 
%  Lamz = EI/(kGA)=phi*L^2/12 
%     P = applied axial force on element (for purposes of stiffening effects on lateral vibration only) 
  
%%  Header printout 
    disp(' ') 
    disp('############ Coordinate System ###########') 
    disp(' x,y,z - x-axis=longitudinal axis of shaft') 
    disp(' (i,j)=(node1, node2)') 
    disp('    v = translation in y') 
    disp('    w = translation in w') 
    disp(' ') 
    disp('  ---- Nodal DOF Sequence ---- ') 
    disp('  q=[vi wi thtayi thtazi vj wj thtayj thtazj]') 
    disp(' ') 
    disp('############  EOM  ###########') 
    disp(' [M]*[qddot] + [C]*[qdot] + [K]*[q] = forcing function') 
    disp('  ') 
    disp(' [M] = [M_trans]+[M_rotatory]') 
    disp(' [C] = [ED]+[G]*omega') 
    disp('     [ED] = dissipation energy due to material internal viscous damping') 
    disp('      [G] = gyroscopic matrix') 
    disp(' [K] = [K_bend_incl_int_damping]+[K_axial]+[K_shear]') 
    disp(' ') 
    disp(' -----------  Matrices and Confirmations to Reference Papers Follow -----------') 
    disp(' ') 
     
%% Define DOF vector & time derivatives 
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q=[vi;wi;thtayi;thtazi;vj;wj;thtayj;thtazj];   
qdot=[vidot;widot;thtayidot;thtazidot;vjdot;wjdot;thtayjdot;thtazjdot];  
qddot=[viddot;widdot;thtayiddot;thtaziddot;vjddot;wjddot;thtayjddot;thtazjddot];   
  
%% Create Shape Functions and Derivatives 
% follow method of Bazoune and Khulief (2002) for Beam with Timoshenko Shear (see notes pgs 123-124) 
%     Lamz=E*It/(k*G*A);            % Bazoune and Khulief (2002) Eq 23, Eq 163 of notes pg 124 
%     PHIz=12*Lamz/L^2;                % Bazoune and Khulief (2002) Eq 35, pg 125 et al of notes 
%     PHIzbar=1/(1+PHIz);              % Bazoune and Khulief (2002) Eq 34, pg 125 et al of notes 
    displ=[vi 0 0 0;   % diplacement values for 4 boundary conditions [vi thtai vj thtaj] 
           0 thtazi 0 0; 
           0 0 vj 0; 
           0 0 0 thtazj];close all hidden; close all force;  
    Coeffs=[1   0   0         0      ;  % coeffs for simultaneous equations (Eq 168 of notes pg 124) 
            0   1   0      6*Lamz    ; 
            1   L  L^2       L^3     ; 
            0   1  2*L  (3*L^2+6*Lamz)];  
    Coeffs_inv=inv(Coeffs);     
    a=Coeffs\[vi;thtazi;vj;thtazj];  % (inverse of Coefs)*dof  
    a0=a(1); a1=a(2); a2=a(3); a3=a(4);  % correspond to notes eq 168, pg 124 
    % -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------    
    % --- translational shape functions 
        v_temp=a0+a1*s+a2*s^2+a3*s^3;  % put [a] coefficients in to equation for v(s) (eq 153, notes pg 123) 
        % separate terms of 'a' into matrix based on displacement [vi,thtai,vj,thtaj]  
        [vd,v]=coeffs(v_temp,[vi,thtazi,vj,thtazj]); 
        %{q}=[  vi; wi;  thtayi; thtazi;   vj;  wj;  thtayj; thtazj] 
        N_v= [ vd(1) 0      0      vd(2)  vd(3)   0     0     vd(4)]; %XY plane  (y, thtaz) 
        N_w= [  0   vd(1)   -vd(2)    0      0   vd(3)  -vd(4)   0   ]; %XZ plane  (w, thtay=-thtaz) 
        N_trans=[N_v;N_w];  % shape function for beam translation 'V' & 'W' per Nelson 1980, Eq(1) 
        % substitute variables into f(phi,eta) for visualization & comparison to papers 
%             N_trans=expand(subs(N_trans,[(12*Lamz) (-12*Lamz) (6*Lamz) (-6*Lamz)],[(phi*L^2) (-phi*L^2) (phi/2*L^2)... 
%                      (-phi/2*L^2)])); 
%             N_trans=(subs(N_trans,[(L^3*phi+L^3) (L^2*phi+L^2) (L*phi+L)],[(L^3*(1+phi)) (L^2*(1+phi)) (L*(1+phi))])); 
%             N_trans=(subs(N_trans,[(s/L) s], [eta eta*L])); 
%             N_trans(1,:).'   %matches Bazounde/Khulief Eq 38  
%             N_trans(2,:).'   %matches Bazounde/Khulief Eq 44 
        % good to here.  N_v matches Bazounde/Khulief for translational shape function (see notes pg 125-126) 
    % --- rotational shape functions 
        thta_temp=a1+2*a2*s+(3*s^2+6*Lamz)*a3;  % put [a] coefficients in to equation for v(s) (eq 166, notes pg 124) 
        % separate terms of 'a' into matrix based on displacement [vi,thtai,vj,thtaj]  
        [vd,v]=coeffs(thta_temp,[vi,thtazi,vj,thtazj]); 
        %{q}=  [  vi; wi;   thtayi; thtazi;   vj;   wj;    thtayj; thtazj] 
      % per Childs Eq 2.98    
        N_Beta=[  0 -vd(1)  vd(2)     0        0   -vd(3)   vd(4)    0  ];   %XZ plane  Thtay=-dw/ds  (from N_trans) 
        N_Gamma=[vd(1)  0     0     vd(2)    vd(3)   0      0     vd(4)];   %XY plane  Thtaz= dv/ds  (from N_trans)  
        N_rot=[N_Beta;N_Gamma];   % per Childs Eq 2.98 
         
        % substitute variables into f(phi,eta) for visualization & comparison to papers 
%             N_rot=expand(subs(N_rot,[(12*Lamz) (-12*Lamz) (6*Lamz) (-6*Lamz)],[(phi*L^2) (-phi*L^2) (phi/2*L^2)... 
%                      (-phi/2*L^2)])); 
%             N_rot=(subs(N_rot,[(L^3*phi+L^3) (L^2*phi+L^2) (L*phi+L)],[(L^3*(1+phi)) (L^2*(1+phi)) (L*(1+phi))])); 
%             N_rot=(subs(N_rot,[(s/L) s], [eta eta*L]));  
%             N_rot(1,:).'   %matches Bazounde/Khulief Eq 41  
%             N_rot(2,:).'   %matches Bazounde/Khulief Eq 45  
        % good to here.  N_v matches Bazounde/Khulief for rotational shape function (see notes pg 126-127) 
    % -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------    
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    % confirmed that shape functions and components (vd(1), etc) match references: 
        %   - Childs Eq(2.79,2.97,2.98), Nelson(1980)Eq(1,2)&App, Nelson/McVaugh(1976)Eq(11,12,14),    
        %   - Zorzi/Nelson(1977)Ea(2,5)&App, Bazoune/Khulief(2002)Eq(38,41,44,45), Greenhill/Nelson(1985) App,  
        %   - Rouch/Kao(1978) Eq(5), Yokoyama(1987) 
        %   - some typos exist in some references - by derivation & comparison confirmed that this code (above) is good. 
    % -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------    
        % --- separate bending and shear components of N_trans & N_rot per Nelson (1980) 
        % --- split translational shape function 
            temp=subs(N_trans,[s Lamz],[eta*L phi*L^2/12]); 
            temp=simplify(temp*(1+phi));         % temporarily remove divisor of (1+phi) for easy comparison to papers 
            temp=expand(temp); 
%             N_trans=subs(N_trans,Lamz,phi*L^2/12);  % convert to function of phi,L 
            % phi=shear deformation parameter=ratio bend to shear stiffnesses 
            %     Bazoune/Khulief(2002)pg 477, Kosmatka(1994)pg 144, Yokoyama(1987) 
            N_trans_b_temp=subs(temp,phi,0);     % phi=shear deformation parameter=0 means due to bending only 
    %             N_trans_b_temp(1,:).'       % confirmed per Nelson(1980), pg794 & Appendix - 'alpha' terms = bending 
    %             N_trans_b_temp(2,:).'       % confirmed per Nelson(1980), pg794 & Appendix - 'alpha' terms = bending 
            N_trans_s_temp=temp-N_trans_b_temp;  %[N] due to bending (as function of eta=s/L) - less (1+phi) term 
    %             N_trans_s_temp(1,:).'       % confirmed per Nelson(1980), pg794 & Appendix - 'beta' terms = shear 
    %             N_trans_s_temp(2,:).'       % confirmed per Nelson(1980), pg794 & Appendix - 'beta' terms = shear         
            % --- translational shape functions - confirmed to Nelson (1980-pg794 & App) and notes pages 125-126 
          N_trans_b=subs(N_trans_b_temp,eta,s/L);             % [N_trans(b)] due to bending (as function of s, phi)  
          N_trans_b=N_trans_b/(1+phi);                      % replace divisor of (1+phi) for full function 
          N_trans_b=subs(N_trans_b,phi,(12*E*I/(k*A*G*L^2))); %[N_trans(b)] (as function of s,E,I,k,A,G,L)  
          N_trans_s=subs(N_trans_s_temp,eta,s/L);             % [N_trans(s)] due to shear (as function of s, phi)  
          N_trans_s=N_trans_s/(1+phi);                      % replace divisor of (1+phi) for full function 
          N_trans_s=subs(N_trans_s,phi,(12*E*I/(k*A*G*L^2))); %[N_trans(s)] (as function of s,E,I,k,A,G,L)         
        % --- split rotational shape function 
            temp=subs(N_rot,[s Lamz],[eta*L phi*L^2/12]); 
            temp=simplify(temp*(1+phi));         % temporarily remove divisor of (1+phi) for easy comparison to papers 
            temp=expand(temp);                       % ok per notes pg 126-127 
%             N_rot=subs(N_rot,Lamz,phi*L^2/12);  % convert to function of phi,L 
            N_rot_b_temp=subs(temp,phi,0);     % phi=shear deformation parameter=0 means due to bending only 
              N_rot_b=subs(N_rot_b_temp,eta,s/L)/(1+phi); % [N_rot] due to bending (fnctn of s/L, includes (1+phi) term) 
              N_Beta_b=N_rot_b(1,:); 
              N_Gamma_b=N_rot_b(2,:); 
    %             N_rot_b_temp(1,:).'       % confirmed per Nelson(1980), pg794 & Appendix - 'epsilon' terms = bending 
    %             N_rot_b_temp(2,:).'       % confirmed per Nelson(1980), pg794 & Appendix - 'epsilon' terms = bending 
            N_rot_s_temp=temp-N_rot_b_temp;  %[N] due to shear (as function of eta=s/L) - less (1+phi) term    
              N_rot_s=subs(N_rot_s_temp,eta,s/L)/(1+phi); % [N_rot] due to shear (function of s/L, includes (1+phi) term) 
    %             N_rot_s_temp(1,:).'       % confirmed per Nelson(1980), pg794 & Appendix - 'delta' terms = shear 
    %             N_rot_s_temp(2,:).'       % confirmed per Nelson(1980), pg794 & Appendix - 'delta' terms = shear         
            % --- rotational shape functions - confirmed to Nelson (1980-pg794 & App) and notes pages 125-126 
    % -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------              
  
%% KE & PE Computations  
  % ----- KE = translational, rotational, gyroscopic, spin terms 
    %      Per Nelson/McVaugh(1976), Nelson(1980), Childs, Greenhill/Nelson(1985)  
    mu=A*rho;  % mu[=] element mass/length  
%     Jt=rho*(A*s)*(r^2/4+s^2/12);            % diameteral (transverse) MMOI of the unit 
    Mt=int(mu*(N_trans.'*N_trans),s,0,L);         % mass/lngth - Greenhill/Nelson(1985) Eq(15a), Childs Eq 2.101 
    Mr=int(Jt*(N_rot.'*N_rot),s,0,L);          % Greenhill/Nelson(1985) Eq(15b), Childs Eq 2.101 
    N=int(Jp*N_rot(1,:).'*N_rot(2,:),s,0,L);     % Greenhill/Nelson(1985) Eq(15c) w/ mod, Childs eq 2.101 mod to taper  
    KEtrans_rot=1/2*qdot.'*(Mt+Mr)*qdot;          % Greenhill/Nelson(1985) Eq 14, Childs Eq 2.101, Nelson(1980) Eq 8 
    KEgyro=omega*qdot.'*N*q;                      % Nelson(1980) Eq 8, Childs Eq 2.101 
    KEspin=omega*int(2*rho*I,s,0,L)/2;            % Nelson(1980) Eq 8, Childs Eq 2.101 
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    % ----- sum for total 
    KE=KEtrans_rot+KEgyro+KEspin;                 % Nelson(1980), Greenhill/Nelson, Childs Eq 2.101 
  % ----- PE = elastic bending, shear, axial load 
    % ----- Per Nelson/McVaugh(1976), Nelson(1980), Childs, Greenhill/Nelson(1985), Kosmatka(1994) 
        Bb=diff(N_rot,s);                           % Childs Eq 2.102 
        KPEb=int(E*I*(Bb.'*Bb),s,0,L);              % Childs Eq 2.102 
        eta1=(etah+1)/sqrt(1+etah^2); 
        eta2=etah/sqrt(1+etah^2)+omega*etav;  % add with Kc skew-symmetric matrix directly to K_matrix later 
        PEB=int(E*I*eta1*Bb.'*Bb,s,0,L);   % int damping assoc. w/ bending (add skew-symmetric Kc directly to K_matrix) 
        Bs=[N_rot(2,:);-N_rot(1,:)]-diff(N_trans,s);   % solving for Gxy=Go (notes eq155,154,164, Choi (1992) Eq A1-A3) 
        KPEs=int(k*A*G*(Bs.'*Bs),s,0,L);   % Nelson Eq 6b, Greenhill/Nelson Eq 12b  (Timoshenko shear) 
        Ba=diff(N_trans,s);                % Nelson(1980) Eq 6 
        KPEa=int(P*(Ba.'*Ba),s,0,L);           % Nelson Eq 6c, Greenhill/Nelson Eq 12c   
    % ----- Internal Damping = Bending Potential Energy & Dissipation Function 
        %     Zorzi/Nelson(1977) & Greenhill/Nelson(1985) - w/ Internal Damping  
        %     Nelson/McVaugh (1976) & Nelson (1980) - no Internal Damping 
        N1=[0 -1;1 0].'; 
        Bc=diff(diff(N_trans_b,s),s); 
        Kc=int(E*I*((N1.'*Bb).'*Bb),s,0,L); % Zorzi/Nelson Eq13b, Greenhill/Nelson Eq18 - Int. Damping Circulation Mat. 
        ED=1/2*etav*qdot.'*KPEb*qdot;       % Greenhill/Nelson Eq 17b  
    % ----- sum for total PE 
        PE=1/2*q.'*(KPEs+KPEa+PEB)*q; 
         
%% LaGrangian EOM Derivation - d/dt[dKE/dXdoti-dPE/dXdoti]-dKE/dXi+dPE/dXi=0 
    % diff Ke/dXdoti 
        dKEdXdot=[]; 
        for ii=1:length(q) 
            dKEdXdot=[dKEdXdot;diff(KE,qdot(ii))]; 
        end 
    % diff Pe/dXdoti 
        dPEdXdot=[]; 
        for ii=1:length(q) 
            dPEdXdot=[dPEdXdot;diff(PE,qdot(ii))]; 
        end 
    % diff Ke/dXi 
        dKEdX=[]; 
        for ii=1:length(q) 
            dKEdX=[dKEdX;diff(KE,q(ii))]; 
        end 
    % diff Pe/dXi 
        dPEdX=[]; 
        for ii=1:length(q) 
            dPEdX=[dPEdX;diff(PE,q(ii))]; 
        end 
    % Lagrangian LHS - 'a-part' = time derivative terms 
        lhsa=dKEdXdot-dPEdXdot;  %+dEDdXdot; 
        % differentiate lhsa with respect to time  
           % separate 'qdot' and 'q' terms for time differentiation 
            lhsa_terms=[]; [row,col]=size(lhsa); 
            lhsa_terms=sym(zeros(1,length(qdot)+length(q))); 
             for ii=1:row    % separate qdot and q terms so can convert to qddot and qdot for time differentiation 
                 [vd,v]=coeffs(lhsa(ii),[qdot; q]); 
                 tempqdot=sym(zeros(1,length(qdot))); tempq=sym(zeros(1,length(q)));  
                 for jj=1:length(v) 
                     for kk=1:length(qdot) 
                         if v(jj)==qdot(kk) 
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                             tempqdot(kk)=vd(jj); 
                         end 
                         if v(jj)==q(kk) 
                             tempq(kk)=vd(jj); 
                         end 
                     end 
                 end 
                 lhsa_terms(ii,:)=[tempqdot tempq];   
             end 
             dlhsadt=[];  %'differentiate wrt time' by multiplying separated terms by qddot or qdot as appropriate 
             for ii=1:row 
                 ddotterms=0; dotterms=0; 
                 for jj=1:length(q) 
                     ddotterms=ddotterms+lhsa_terms(ii,jj)*qddot(jj); 
                     dotterms=dotterms+lhsa_terms(ii,jj+length(q))*qdot(jj); 
                 end 
                 dlhsadt=[dlhsadt; ddotterms dotterms]; 
             end 
            M_matrix=[]; C_matrix_a=[];  % separate differentiated terms to M- (qddot) and C-matrix (qdot)  
            for ii=1:length(dlhsadt) 
                M_matrix=[M_matrix;equationsToMatrix(dlhsadt(ii,1),qddot.')]; 
                C_matrix_a=[C_matrix_a;equationsToMatrix(dlhsadt(ii,2),qdot.')];  % C-matrix component from d/dt terms 
            end 
       % Second part of EOM per Lagrangian ('-dKE/dXi+dPE/dXi) 
           lhsb=(-dKEdX+dPEdX); 
           [row,col]=size(lhsb); 
           lhsb_terms=sym(zeros(1,length(qdot)+length(q))); 
            for ii=1:row    % separate qdot and q terms  
                [vd,v]=coeffs(lhsb(ii),[qdot; q]); 
                tempqdot=sym(zeros(1,length(qdot))); tempq=sym(zeros(1,length(q))); 
                for jj=1:length(v) 
                    for kk=1:length(qdot) 
                        if v(jj)==qdot(kk) 
                            tempqdot(kk)=vd(jj); 
                        end 
                        if v(jj)==q(kk) 
                            tempq(kk)=vd(jj); 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
                lhsb_terms(ii,:)=[tempqdot tempq];   
            end 
            lhsb_eqtn=[]; 
            for ii=1:row 
                dotterms=0; qterms=0; 
                for jj=1:length(q) 
                    dotterms=dotterms+lhsb_terms(ii,jj)*qdot(jj); 
                    qterms=qterms+lhsb_terms(ii,jj+length(q))*q(jj); 
                end 
                lhsb_eqtn=[lhsb_eqtn; dotterms qterms]; 
            end    
            C_matrix_b=[]; K_matrix=[]; [rows,cols]=size(lhsb_eqtn); 
            for ii=1:rows 
                C_matrix_b=[C_matrix_b;equationsToMatrix(lhsb_eqtn(ii,1),qdot.')]; 
                K_matrix=[K_matrix;equationsToMatrix(lhsb_eqtn(ii,2),q.')]; 
            end   
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   % Third part of EOM per Lagrangian: dED/dXdot is added term - adds to C_matrix since 'd/dXdot' 
        dEDdXdot=[]; 
        for ii=1:length(q) 
            dEDdXdot=[dEDdXdot;diff(ED,qdot(ii))]; 
        end   
        ED_matrix=[]; [rows,cols]=size(dEDdXdot); 
        for ii=1:rows 
            ED_matrix=[ED_matrix;equationsToMatrix(dEDdXdot(ii,:),qdot.')]; %Energy Diss Term per Greenhill/Nelson(1985) 
        end 
    % Add Internal Damping due to Damping Circulation Matrix (Kc) 
      % Note that Kc is skew-symmetric so adding as potential energy term (q.'*Kc*q) 'zeros' the effect 
      % Therefore add Kc*eta2 directly to the K-matrix - results in matrices that match references per below 
       
        K_matrix=K_matrix+Kc*eta2;  
               
%% Combine/print Matrices for Output             
    C_matrix=C_matrix_a+C_matrix_b+ED_matrix; 
    G_matrix=C_matrix_a+C_matrix_b; 
    % print matrices to screen 
%         disp('M_matrix = ') 
%         size(M_matrix) 
        M_matrix 
%         disp('ED_matrix = ') 
%         size(ED_matrix) 
        ED_matrix 
%         disp('G_matrix = ') 
%         size(G_matrix) 
        G_matrix 
%         disp('K_matrix = ') 
%         size(K_matrix) 
        K_matrix 
    % check ED_matrix=KPEb*etav per Greenhill/Nelson Eq 22 
        ED_matrix_check=ED_matrix/etav-KPEb   % should be [zeros] if all correct 
    % check G_matrix=N-N.' per Childs eq 2.104 - initial check only - no Energy Dissipation Term 
        C_check=C_matrix/omega-ED_matrix/omega-(N-N.') % should be [zeros] if all correct - per Greenhill/Nelson Eq 22 
  
%% Correctness Checks.... 
%  Check K_matrix built via Lagrangian EOM method here against EOM in papers 
    % ----- K_matrix (total) per Greenhill/Nelson Eq 22 
        dmp_b=(1+etah)/sqrt(1+etah^2);   % internal damping applied to bending stiffness term (KPEb) 
        dmp_c=(etav*omega+etah/sqrt(1+etah^2)); % internal damping applied to circulation matrix term (Kc) 
        K_EOM_GN=dmp_b*KPEb+KPEs+KPEa+dmp_c*Kc;  % Greenhill/Nelson Eq 22 (includes correction for missing Ks term) 
         
%%    % ----- check for Euler Beam with no int damping (Nelson/McVaugh Eq 19 = EOM_GN less Timoshenko & int damping)  
        % turn off Timoshenko by Lamz=0 
        % turn off internal damping by etah=etav=0 
        % K_EOM_GN = K_matrix as stated in Greenhill Nelson Eq 22, K_matrix = as developed by above Lagrangian method 
        % --- Check K_matrix built via Lagrangian EOM method here against EOM in papers 
        disp('############  EULER-BERNOULLI BEAM WITHOUT INTERNAL DAMPING ###########') 
        disp(' --- turn shear and damping coefficients in derived EOM to "0"') 
        disp(' --- compare derived EOM to EOM published in Nelson/McVaugh (should be [zeros] if ok)')   
        disp(' ------- compare derived M-matrix to M-matrix published in Nelson/McVaugh (should be [zeros] if ok)')  
            Mt_NM=[156 0 0 22*L 54 0 0 -13*L; 
                  0 156 -22*L 0 0 54 13*L 0; 
                  0 -22*L 4*L^2 0 0 -13*L -3*L^2 0; 
                  22*L 0 0 4*L^2 13*L 0 0 -3*L^2; 
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                  54 0 0 13*L 156 0 0 -22*L; 
                  0 54 -13*L 0 0 156 22*L 0; 
                  0 13*L -3*L^2 0 0 22*L 4*L^2 0; 
                  -13*L 0 0 -3*L^2 -22*L 0 0 4*L^2]; 
            Mt_NM=Mt_NM*(mu*L/420);   
            Mr_NM=[36 0 0 3*L -36 0 0 3*L; 
                   0 36 -3*L 0 0 -36 -3*L 0; 
                   0 -3*L 4*L^2 0 0 3*L -L^2 0; 
                   3*L 0 0 4*L^2 -3*L 0 0 -L^2;                    
                   -36 0 0 -3*L 36 0 0 -3*L; 
                   0 -36 3*L 0 0 36 3*L 0; 
                   0 -3*L -L^2 0 0 3*L 4*L^2 0; 
                   3*L 0 0 -L^2 -3*L 0 0 4*L^2]; 
            Mr_NM=mu*r^2/(120*L)*Mr_NM; 
            Mr_NM=subs(Mr_NM,A*rho,mu); 
            M_matrix_NM=subs(M_matrix,[Lamz Jt],[0 mu*r^2/4]);  %assumes Nelson/McVaugh use Jt=mu*r^2/4 'per length' 
            M_check_NM=M_matrix_NM-Mt_NM-Mr_NM                     % 'correct' Jt=mass*(r^2/4+L^2/12) 
        disp(' ------- compare derived G-matrix to G-matrix published in Nelson/McVaugh (should be [zeros] if ok)')  
            G_NM=[0 -36 3*L 0 0 36 3*L 0; 
                  36 0 0 3*L -36 0 0 3*L; 
                  -3*L 0 0 -4*L^2 3*L 0 0 L^2; 
                  0 -3*L 4*L^2 0 0 3*L -L^2 0; 
                  0 36 -3*L 0 0 -36 -3*L 0; 
                  -36 0 0 -3*L 36 0 0 -3*L; 
                  -3*L 0 0 L^2 3*L 0 0 -4*L^2; 
                  0 -3*L -L^2 0 0 3*L 4*L^2 0]; 
            G_NM=(-1)*G_NM*2*mu*r^2/(120*L);       % inverse because Nelson/McVaugh EOM subtracts 'G', this code adds 
            C_matrix_NM=subs(C_matrix,[Lamz etav Jp],[0 0 mu*r^2/2]); %assumes Nel./McVaugh use Jp=mu*r^2/2 'per length' 
            C_matrix_NM=C_matrix_NM/omega; % comparison of matrices directly - omega factored out in paper G_NM 
            C_check_NM=C_matrix_NM-G_NM 
        disp(' ------- compare derived K-matrix to K-matrix published in Nelson/McVaugh (should be [zeros] if ok)')  
        K_EOM_GN_EBND=subs(K_EOM_GN,[etah etav Lamz],[0 0 0]); 
        K_matrix_EBND=subs(K_matrix,[etah etav Lamz (L^2*phi+L^2)^2],[0 0 0 (L^4*(1+phi)^2)]); 
        K_check_EBND=K_EOM_GN_EBND-K_matrix_EBND                %- should be K_check=[zeros] if ok 
        % --- Check K_matrix components vs published matrices in paper 
            disp(' ------- compare derived K-matrix to K-matrix published in Nelson/McVaugh (should be [zeros] if ok)')  
            Kb_NM=[12 0 0 6*L -12 0 0 6*L; 
                   0 12 -6*L 0 0 -12 -6*L 0; 
                   0 -6*L 4*L^2 0 0 6*L 2*L^2 0; 
                   6*L 0 0 4*L^2 -6*L 0 0 2*L^2; 
                   -12 0 0 -6*L 12 0 0 -6*L; 
                   0 -12 6*L 0 0 12 6*L 0; 
                   0 -6*L 2*L^2 0 0 6*L 4*L^2 0; 
                   6*L 0 0 2*L^2 -6*L 0 0 4*L^2]; 
              Kb_NM=Kb_NM*(E*I/L^3);  
            Ka_NM=[36 0 0 3*L -36 0 0 3*L; 
                   0 36 -3*L 0 0 -36 -3*L 0; 
                   0 -3*L 4*L^2 0 0 3*L -L^2 0; 
                   3*L 0 0 4*L^2 -3*L 0 0 -L^2; 
                   -36 0 0 -3*L 36 0 0 -3*L; 
                   0 -36 3*L 0 0 36 3*L 0; 
                   0 -3*L -L^2 0 0 3*L 4*L^2 0; 
                   3*L 0 0 -L^2 -3*L 0 0 4*L^2]; 
               Ka_NM=Ka_NM*(P/(30*L));  
            K_matrix_b=K_matrix-KPEa; 
            K_matrix_b=subs(K_matrix_b,[etah etav],[0 0]); 
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            K_matrix_b=subs(K_matrix_b,12*E*I/(k*G*A*L^2),phi); 
            K_matrix_b=subs(K_matrix_b,E*I/(k*G*A),Lamz); 
            K_matrix_b=subs(K_matrix_b,Lamz,0); 
            K_matrix_b=subs(K_matrix_b,phi,0); 
            Kb_NM_check=Kb_NM-simplify(K_matrix_b)  %should be [zeros] if ok 
            Ka_NM_check=Ka_NM-subs(KPEa,[etah etav Lamz],[0 0 0])           %should be [zeros] if ok 
        %  #################################################################################     
        %  # K-matrix correct (30Dec2017) per Nelson/McVaugh for Euler Beam with No Internal Damping   
        %  #################################################################################     
          % note Nelson/McVaugh Eq 19 shows Ka as 'neg' term - should be pos  
          %  correctness of 'pos' confirmed here via derivation (LaGrangian) and vs Greenhill/Nelson Eq22   
           
%%    % ----- check for Euler Beam with int damping (Zorzi/Nelson Eq 15 = EOM_GN less Timoshenko) 
        % turn off Timoshenko by Lamz=0,phi=0 
        % turn on internal damping by leaving etah, etav as is 
        % K_EOM_GN = K_matrix as stated in Greenhill Nelson Eq 22, K_matrix = as developed by above Lagrangian method 
        % --- Check K_matrix built via Lagrangian EOM method here against EOM in papers 
        disp('############  EULER-BERNOULLI BEAM WITH INTERNAL DAMPING ###########') 
        disp(' --- turn shear coefficients in derived EOM to "0"') 
        disp(' ------- compare derived M-matrix to M-matrix published in Zorzi/Nelson (should be [zeros] if ok)')  
            Mt_ZN=[156 0 0 22*L 54 0 0 -13*L; 
                  0 156 -22*L 0 0 54 13*L 0; 
                  0 -22*L 4*L^2 0 0 -13*L -3*L^2 0; 
                  22*L 0 0 4*L^2 13*L 0 0 -3*L^2; 
                  54 0 0 13*L 156 0 0 -22*L; 
                  0 54 -13*L 0 0 156 22*L 0; 
                  0 13*L -3*L^2 0 0 22*L 4*L^2 0; 
                  -13*L 0 0 -3*L^2 -22*L 0 0 4*L^2]; 
            Mt_ZN=Mt_ZN*(mu*L/420);   
            Mr_ZN=[36 0 0 3*L -36 0 0 3*L; 
                   0 36 -3*L 0 0 -36 -3*L 0; 
                   0 -3*L 4*L^2 0 0 3*L -L^2 0; 
                   3*L 0 0 4*L^2 -3*L 0 0 -L^2; 
                   -36 0 0 -3*L 36 0 0 -3*L; 
                   0 -36 3*L 0 0 36 3*L 0; 
                   0 -3*L -L^2 0 0 3*L 4*L^2 0; 
                   3*L 0 0 -L^2 -3*L 0 0 4*L^2]; 
            Mr_ZN=mu*r^2/(120*L)*Mr_ZN; 
            Mr_ZN=subs(Mr_ZN,A*rho,mu); 
            M_matrix_ZN=subs(M_matrix,[Lamz Jt],[0 mu*r^2/4]);  %assumes Nelson/McVaugh use Jt=mu*r^2/4 'per length' 
            M_check_ZN=M_matrix_ZN-Mt_ZN-Mr_ZN                     % 'correct' Jt=mass*(r^2/4+L^2/12) 
        disp(' ------- compare derived G-matrix to G-matrix published in Zorzi/Nelson (should be [zeros] if ok)')  
            G_ZN=[0 -36 3*L 0 0 36 3*L 0; 
                  36 0 0 3*L -36 0 0 3*L; 
                  -3*L 0 0 -4*L^2 3*L 0 0 L^2; 
                  0 -3*L 4*L^2 0 0 3*L -L^2 0; 
                  0 36 -3*L 0 0 -36 -3*L 0; 
                  -36 0 0 -3*L 36 0 0 -3*L; 
                  -3*L 0 0 L^2 3*L 0 0 -4*L^2; 
                  0 -3*L -L^2 0 0 3*L 4*L^2 0]; 
            G_ZN=(-1)*G_ZN*2*mu*r^2/(120*L);       % inverse because Nelson/McVaugh EOM subtracts 'G', this code adds 
            C_matrix_ZN=subs(C_matrix,[Lamz etav Jp],[0 0 mu*r^2/2]); %assumes Nel./McVaugh use Jp=mu*r^2/2 'per length' 
            C_matrix_ZN=C_matrix_ZN/omega;   % omega factored out for matrix comparison in paper 
            C_check_ZN=C_matrix_ZN-G_ZN 
        disp(' --- compare derived EOM to EOM published in Zorzi/Nelson (should be [zeros] if ok)')  
        % convert K_EOM_GN to function of Lamz  
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            temp=subs(K_EOM_GN,(E*I/(A*G*k)),Lamz); 
            temp=subs(temp,[Lamz phi],[0 0]);                              % no shear deformation for EB beam 
        K_EOM_GN_EBwithD=simplify(expand(temp));  %subs(temp,[Lamz phi],[0 0]); 
       % convert K_matrix to function of Lamz & phi 
            temp=subs(K_matrix,(E*I/(A*G*k)),Lamz); 
            K_matrix_EBwithD=simplify(expand(subs(temp,[Lamz phi],[0 0]))); 
        K_check_EBwithd=K_EOM_GN_EBwithD-K_matrix_EBwithD        %- should be K_check=[zeros] if ok 
        %  #################################################################################     
        %  # K-matrix correct (01Jan2018) per Zorzi/Nelson for Euler Beam with Internal Damping   
        %    NOTE:  Kc*eta2 needs to be manually added to make this check (Euler with damping) be correct 
        %           reason is not yet understood. 
        %  #################################################################################           
        disp(' ------- compare derived K-matrix to K-matrix published in Zorzi/Nelson (should be [zeros] if ok)')  
        % --- Check K_matrix components vs published matrices in paper           
            Kb_ZN=[12 0 0 6*L -12 0 0 6*L; 
                   0 12 -6*L 0 0 -12 -6*L 0; 
                   0 -6*L 4*L^2 0 0 6*L 2*L^2 0; 
                   6*L 0 0 4*L^2 -6*L 0 0 2*L^2; 
                   -12 0 0 -6*L 12 0 0 -6*L; 
                   0 -12 6*L 0 0 12 6*L 0; 
                   0 -6*L 2*L^2 0 0 6*L 4*L^2 0; 
                   6*L 0 0 2*L^2 -6*L 0 0 4*L^2]; 
            Ka_ZN=[36 0 0 3*L -36 0 0 3*L; 
                   0 36 -3*L 0 0 -36 -3*L 0; 
                   0 -3*L 4*L^2 0 0 3*L -L^2 0; 
                   3*L 0 0 4*L^2 -3*L 0 0 -L^2; 
                   -36 0 0 -3*L 36 0 0 -3*L; 
                   0 -36 3*L 0 0 36 3*L 0; 
                   0 -3*L -L^2 0 0 3*L 4*L^2 0; 
                   3*L 0 0 -L^2 -3*L 0 0 4*L^2]; 
            Kc_ZN=[0 12 -6*L 0 0 -12 -6*L 0; 
                   -12 0 0 -6*L 12 0 0 -6*L; 
                   6*L 0 0 4*L^2 -6*L 0 0 2*L^2; 
%                    0 6*L -4*L^2 0 0 -6*L 2*L^2 0; 
                   0 6*L -4*L^2 0 0 -6*L -2*L^2 0;       % typo in Zorzi/Nelson, Kc(4,7)=-2L^2, not +2L^2 
                   0 -12 6*L 0 0 12 6*L 0; 
%                    12 0 0 6*L -12 0 0 -6*L; 
                   12 0 0 6*L -12 0 0 6*L;               % typo in Zorzi/Nelson, Kc(6,8)=+6L, not -6L 
%                    6*L 0 0 -2*L^2 -6*L 0 0 4*L^2;        % typo in Zorzi/Nelson, Kc(7,4)=+2L^2, not -2L^2 
                   6*L 0 0 2*L^2 -6*L 0 0 4*L^2;        % typo in Zorzi/Nelson, Kc(7,4)=+2L^2, not -2L^2 
%                    0 6*L -2*L^2 0 0 6*L -4*L^2 0]; 
                   0 6*L -2*L^2 0 0 -6*L -4*L^2 0];     % typo in Zorzi/Nelson, Kc(8,6)=-6L, not +6L 
            % convert KPEb to function of phi  
                KPEb_temp=subs(KPEb,(E*I/(A*G*k)),Lamz); 
                KPEb_temp=subs(KPEb_temp,Lamz,0); 
                KPEa_temp=subs(KPEa,Lamz,0); 
            Kb_ZN_check=Kb_ZN-subs(KPEb_temp,Lamz,0)/(E*I/L^3)  %should be [zeros] if ok 
            Ka_ZN_check=Ka_ZN-subs(KPEa,Lamz,0)/(P/(30*L))  %should be [zeros] if ok 
                Kc_noshear=subs(Kc,E*I/(k*G*A),Lamz); 
                Kc_noshear=subs(Kc_noshear,Lamz,0)/(E*I/L^3); 
            Kc_ZN_check=Kc_ZN-Kc_noshear 
        %  #################################################################################     
        %  # K-matrix correct (01Jan2018) per Zorzi/Nelson for Euler Beam With Internal Damping - with apparant typos   
        %    NOTE:  sign of (7,4), (8,6) and symmetrics appears to be reversed in Zorzi/Nelson paper  
        %           correctness of all other terms vs derived matrix above supports this conclusion 
        %  #################################################################################     
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%%    % ----- check for Timoshenko Beam no int damping (Nelson-1980 Eq 11 = EOM_GN less int damping)  
        % turn on Timoshenko leaving Lamz as is 
        % turn off internal damping by etah=etav=0 
        % K_EOM_GN = K_matrix as stated in Greenhill Nelson Eq 22, K_matrix = as developed by above Lagrangian method 
        % --- Check K_matrix built via Lagrangian EOM method here against EOM in papers 
        disp('############  TIMOSHENKO BEAM WITHOUT INTERNAL DAMPING ###########') 
        disp(' --- turn damping coefficients in derived EOM to "0"') 
        disp(' ------- compare derived M-matrix to M-matrix published in Nelson (1980) (should be [zeros] if ok)')  
            Mto_N=[156 0 0 22*L 54 0 0 -13*L; 
                  0 156 -22*L 0 0 54 13*L 0; 
                  0 -22*L 4*L^2 0 0 -13*L -3*L^2 0; 
                  22*L 0 0 4*L^2 13*L 0 0 -3*L^2; 
                  54 0 0 13*L 156 0 0 -22*L; 
                  0 54 -13*L 0 0 156 22*L 0; 
                  0 13*L -3*L^2 0 0 22*L 4*L^2 0; 
                  -13*L 0 0 -3*L^2 -22*L 0 0 4*L^2]; 
            Mto_N=Mto_N*(mu*L/(420*(1+phi)^2));   
            Mt1_N=[294 0 0 38.5*L 126 0 0 -31.5*L; 
                  0 294 -38.5*L 0 0 126 31.5*L 0; 
                  0 -38.5*L 7*L^2 0 0 -31.5*L -7*L^2 0; 
                  38.5*L 0 0 7*L^2 31.5*L 0 0 -7*L^2; 
                  126 0 0 31.5*L 294 0 0 -38.5*L; 
                  0 126 -31.5*L 0 0 294 38.5*L 0; 
                  0 31.5*L -7*L^2 0 0 38.5*L 7*L^2 0 
                  -31.5*L 0 0 -7*L^2 -38.5*L 0 0 7*L^2]; 
            Mt1_N=Mt1_N*(mu*L/(420*(1+phi)^2));              
            Mt2_N=[140 0 0 17.5*L 70 0 0 -17.5*L; 
                  0 140 -17.5*L 0 0 70 17.5*L 0; 
                  0 -17.5*L 3.5*L^2 0 0 -17.5*L -3.5*L^2 0; 
%                   17.5*L 0 0 3.5*L^2 15.7*L 0 0 -3.5*L^2; 
                  17.5*L 0 0 3.5*L^2 17.5*L 0 0 -3.5*L^2;    %typo in Nelson(1980)  Mt_2(4,5)=17.5*L,not 15.7*L 
%                   70 0 0 15.7*L 140 0 0 -17.5*L; 
                  70 0 0 17.5*L 140 0 0 -17.5*L;             %typo in Nelson(1980)  Mt_2(5,4)=17.5*L,not 15.7*L 
                  0 70 -17.5*L 0 0 140 17.5*L 0; 
                  0 17.5*L -3.5*L^2 0 0 17.5*L 3.5*L^2 0; 
                  -17.5*L 0 0 -3.5*L^2 -17.5*L 0 0 3.5*L^2]; 
            Mt2_N=Mt2_N*(mu*L/(420*(1+phi)^2));               
            Mt_N=Mto_N+phi*Mt1_N+phi^2*Mt2_N; 
            Mro_N=[36 0 0 3*L -36 0 0 3*L; 
                   0 36 -3*L 0 0 -36 -3*L 0; 
                   0 -3*L 4*L^2 0 0 3*L -L^2 0; 
                   3*L 0 0 4*L^2 -3*L 0 0 -L^2; 
                   -36 0 0 -3*L 36 0 0 -3*L; 
                   0 -36 3*L 0 0 36 3*L 0; 
                   0 -3*L -L^2 0 0 3*L 4*L^2 0; 
                   3*L 0 0 -L^2 -3*L 0 0 4*L^2]; 
            Mro_N=Mro_N*(mu*r^2/(120*L*(1+phi)^2));   
            Mr1_N=[0 0 0 -15*L 0 0 0 -15*L; 
                   0 0 15*L 0 0 0 15*L 0; 
                   0 15*L 5*L^2 0 0 -15*L -5*L^2 0; 
                   -15*L 0 0 5*L^2 15*L 0 0 -5*L^2; 
%                    0 0 0 15*L 0 0 5 15*L; 
                   0 0 0 15*L 0 0 0 15*L;                %typo in Nelson (1980), MR1_N(5,7)=0, not 5 
                   0 0 -15*L 0 0 0 -15*L 0; 
%                    0 15*L -5*L^2 0 5 -15*L 5*L^2 0;    %typo in Nelson (1980), MR1_N(7,5)=0, not 5 
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                   0 15*L -5*L^2 0 0 -15*L 5*L^2 0; 
                   -15*L 0 0 -5*L^2 15*L 0 0 5*L^2]; 
            Mr1_N=Mr1_N*(mu*r^2/(120*L*(1+phi)^2));   
            Mr2_N=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
                   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
                   0 0 10*L^2 0 0 0 5*L^2 0; 
                   0 0 0 10*L^2 0 0 0 5*L^2; 
                   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
                   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
                   0 0 5*L^2 0 0 0 10*L^2 0; 
                   0 0 0 5*L^2 0 0 0 10*L^2]; 
            Mr2_N=Mr2_N*(mu*r^2/(120*L*(1+phi)^2));   
            Mr_N=Mro_N+phi*Mr1_N+phi^2*Mr2_N;  
            M_N=simplify(expand(Mt_N+Mr_N)); 
%             Mr_N=subs(Mr_N,A*rho,mu); 
            M_matrix_N=subs(M_matrix,[Lamz Jt],[phi*L^2/12 mu*r^2/4]);  %assumes ref use Jt=mu*r^2/4 'per length' 
            M_matrix_N=subs(M_matrix_N,(L^2*phi+L^2)^2,L^4*(1+phi)^2);  %assumes ref use Jt=mu*r^2/4 'per length' 
            M_matrix_N=simplify(expand(M_matrix_N)); 
            M_check_N=simplify(M_matrix_N-M_N)     % 'correct' Jt=mass*(r^2/4+L^2/12) 
        disp(' ------- compare derived G-matrix to G-matrix published in Nelson (1980) (should be [zeros] if ok)')  
            Go_N=[0 -36 3*L 0 0 36 3*L 0; 
                  36 0 0 3*L -36 0 0 3*L; 
                  -3*L 0 0 -4*L^2 3*L 0 0 L^2; 
                  0 -3*L 4*L^2 0 0 3*L -L^2 0; 
                  0 36 -3*L 0 0 -36 -3*L 0; 
                  -36 0 0 -3*L 36 0 0 -3*L; 
                  -3*L 0 0 L^2 3*L 0 0 -4*L^2; 
                  0 -3*L -L^2 0 0 3*L 4*L^2 0]; 
            Go_N=Go_N*(2*mu*r^2/(120*L*(1+phi)^2)); %typo in Nelson (1980), Go_N should include (1+phi)^ in divisor... 
            G1_N=[0 0 -15*L 0 0 0 -15*L 0;               % .... due to shape function 
                  0 0 0 -15*L 0 0 0 -15*L; 
                  15*L 0 0 -5*L^2 -15*L 0 0 5*L^2; 
                  0 15*L 5*L^2 0 0 -15*L -5*L^2 0; 
                  0 0 15*L 0 0 0 15*L 0; 
                  0 0 0 15*L 0 0 0 15*L; 
                  15*L 0 0 5*L^2 -15*L 0 0 -5*L^2; 
                  0 15*L -5*L^2 0 0 -15*L 5*L^2 0]; 
            G1_N=G1_N*(2*mu*r^2/(120*L*(1+phi)^2)); %typo in Nelson (1980), Go_N should include (1+phi)^ in divisor... 
            G2_N=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;                        % .... due to shape function  
                  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
                  0 0 0 -10*L^2 0 0 0 -5*L^2; 
                  0 0 10*L^2 0 0 0 5*L^2 0; 
                  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
                  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
                  0 0 0 -5*L^2 0 0 0 -10*L^2; 
                  0 0 5*L^2 0 0 0 10*L^2 0]; 
            G2_N=G2_N*(2*mu*r^2/(120*L*(1+phi)^2)); %typo in Nelson (1980), Go_N should include (1+phi)^ in divisor... 
            G_N=Go_N+phi*G1_N+phi^2*G2_N;                % .... due to shape function                 
            G_N=(-1)*simplify(expand(G_N));        % inverse because Nelson/McVaugh EOM subtracts 'G', this code adds 
            C_matrix_N=subs(C_matrix,[Lamz etav Jp],[phi*L^2/12 0 mu*r^2/2]); %assumes ref use Jp=mu*r^2/2 'per length' 
            C_matrix_N=subs(C_matrix_N,(L^2+phi*L^2)^2,L^4*(1+phi)^2); 
            C_matrix_N=simplify(expand(C_matrix_N))/omega;   % omega factored out for direct matrix comparison in paper 
            C_check_N=C_matrix_N-G_N 
            disp(' --- compare derived EOM to EOM published in Nelson (1980) (should be [zeros] if ok)')  
        K_EOM_GN_TimND=subs(K_EOM_GN,[etah etav],[0 0]); 
        temp=subs(K_EOM_GN_TimND,[12*Lamz A*G*L^2*k A*G*k],[phi*L^2 12*E*I/phi 12*E*I/(phi*L^2)]); 
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        temp=subs(temp,[Lamz (L^2*phi+L^2)],[phi*L^2/12 L^2*(phi+1)]); 
        K_matrix_TimND=subs(K_matrix,[etah etav],[0 0]); 
        K_check_TimND=simplify(expand(K_EOM_GN_TimND-K_matrix_TimND))    %- should be K_check=[zeros] if ok   
        %  #################################################################################     
        %  # K-matrix correct (01Jan2018) per Nelson(1980) for Timoshenko Beam Without Internal Damping    
        %    NOTE:  sign of (7,4), (8,6) and symmetrics appears to be reversed in Zorzi/Nelson paper  
        %           correctness of all other terms vs derived matrix above supports this conclusion 
        %  #################################################################################           
        % --- Check K_matrix components vs published matrices in paper         
            disp(' ------- compare derived K-matrix to K-matrix published in Nelson (1980) (should be [zeros] if ok)')  
            % Stiffness (K+A) per Nelson(1980) confirmed via Przemieniecki (includes typo correction noted below) 
            PHI=12*E*I/(k*A*G*L^2);                                   % paper pg 794, Nomenclature definition of PHI 
            Coeff_k=E*I/(L^3*(1+PHI)); 
            Ko_Nelson=[12 0 0 6*L -12 0 0 6*L; 
                        0 12 -6*L 0 0 -12 -6*L 0; 
                        0 -6*L 4*L^2 0 0 6*L 2*L^2 0; 
                        6*L 0 0 4*L^2 -6*L 0 0 2*L^2; 
                        -12 0 0 -6*L 12 0 0 -6*L; 
                        0 -12 6*L 0 0 12 6*L 0; 
                        0 -6*L 2*L^2 0 0 6*L 4*L^2 0; 
                        6*L 0 0 2*L^2 -6*L 0 0 4*L^2]; 
              Ko_Nelson=Coeff_k*Ko_Nelson;         
            K1_Nelson=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
                        0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
                        0 0 L^2 0 0 0 -L^2 0; 
                        0 0 0 L^2 0 0 0 -L^2; 
                        0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
                        0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
                        0 0 -L^2 0 0 0 L^2 0; 
                        0 0 0 -L^2 0 0 0 L^2]; 
              K1_Nelson=Coeff_k*K1_Nelson; 
            Coeff_a=P/(30*L*(1+PHI)^2);  
    %         Ao_Nelson=[36 0 0 3 -36 0 0 3*L;   % typo in Nelson(1980) 
             Ao_Nelson=[36 0 0 3*L -36 0 0 3*L;   % typo correction - confirmed via Przemieniecki below 
                        0 36 -3*L 0 0 -36 -3*L 0; 
                        0 -3*L 4*L^2 0 0 3*L -L^2 0; 
    %                    3 0 0 4*L^2 -3*L 0 0 -L^2;   % typo in Nelson(1980)  
                        3*L 0 0 4*L^2 -3*L 0 0 -L^2;   % typo correction - confirmed via Przemieniecki below 
                        -36 0 0 -3*L 36 0 0 -3*L; 
                        0 -36 3*L 0 0 36 3*L 0; 
                        0 -3*L -L^2 0 0 3*L 4*L^2 0; 
                        3*L 0 0 -L^2 -3*L 0 0 4*L^2]; 
              Ao_Nelson=Coeff_a*Ao_Nelson;                   
            A1_Nelson=[60 0 0 0 -60 0 0 0; 
                        0 60 0 0 0 -60 0 0; 
                        0 0 5*L^2 0 0 0 -5*L^2 0; 
                        0 0 0 5*L^2 0 0 0 -5*L^2; 
                        -60 0 0 0 60 0 0 0; 
                        0 -60 0 0 0 60 0 0; 
                        0 0 -5*L^2 0 0 0 5*L^2 0; 
                        0 0 0 -5*L^2 0 0 0 5*L^2]; 
              A1_Nelson=Coeff_a*A1_Nelson;         
            A2_Nelson=[30 0 0 0 -30 0 0 0; 
                       0 30 0 0 0 -30 0 0; 
                       0 0 2.5*L^2 0 0 0 -2.5*L^2 0; 
                       0 0 0 2.5*L^2 0 0 0 -2.5*L^2; 
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                       -30 0 0 0 30 0 0 0; 
                       0 -30 0 0 0 30 0 0; 
                       0 0 -2.5*L^2 0 0 0 2.5*L^2 0; 
                       0 0 0 -2.5*L^2 0 0 0 2.5*L^2]; 
              A2_Nelson=Coeff_a*A2_Nelson;  
            % 
###################################################################################################   
            K_Nelson=Ko_Nelson+PHI*K1_Nelson;                 % paper Eq 12a, correlates to KPEb+KPEs above w/ etah=0 
            A_Nelson=Ao_Nelson+PHI*A1_Nelson+PHI^2*A2_Nelson; % paper Eq 12e, correlates to KPEa per above  
            K_Nelson=K_Nelson+A_Nelson;                       % all stiffness terms per EOM (paper, Eq 11, 12a, 12e) 
                 % K_Nelson confirmed via Przemieniecki, Eq5.116, pg 79 - includes 'K' and 'A' parts !! 
            % 
####################################################################################################      
            % check Nelson(1980-corrected) to derived per Lagrangian without shear term or damping (sub-check) 
                disp(' ------- .... first without shear term (should be [zeros] if ok)')  
                K_Nelson_ns=Ko_Nelson/Coeff_k*(E*I/L^3)+Ao_Nelson/Coeff_a*(P/(30*L)); 
                % convert K_matrix to function of phi 
                    K_matrix_ns=subs(K_matrix,(12*E*I/(A*G*L^2*k)),phi); 
                    K_matrix_ns=subs(K_matrix_ns,144*E^2*I^2/(A*G*L^5*k),phi*12*E*I/L^3); 
                    K_matrix_ns=subs(K_matrix_ns,-144*E^2*I^2/(A*G*L^5*k),-phi*12*E*I/L^3);   
                    K_matrix_ns=subs(K_matrix_ns,(-12*E^2*I^2/(A*G*L^3*k)),-phi*E*I/L); 
                K_matrix_ns=subs(K_matrix_ns,[Lamz phi etav etah],[0 0 0 0]);                 
                K_Nelson_check_ns=K_Nelson_ns-K_matrix_ns    % CHECKS WITHOUT SHEAR/DAMPING - 01Jan2018 5:04 PM 
            disp(' ------- .... second including shear term (should be [zeros] if ok)')  
            K_matrix_shear=subs(K_matrix,Lamz,(E*I/(k*G*A)));   % subs per Bazoune/Khulief (2002),Eq 35 
            K_matrix_shear=subs(K_matrix_shear,[etah etav],[0 0]);  % turn internal damping 'off' by etah=etav=0 
            % convert K_EOM_shear to function of phi  
                K_matrix_shear=subs(K_matrix_shear,(12*E*I/(A*G*k)),phi*L^2); 
                K_matrix_shear=subs(K_matrix_shear,144*E^2*I^2/(A*G*L^5*k),phi*12*E*I/L^3); 
                K_matrix_shear=subs(K_matrix_shear,A*G*L^2*k,12*E*I/phi); 
                K_matrix_shear=subs(K_matrix_shear,P,0); 
                K_matrix_shear=subs(K_matrix_shear,E*I/(A*G*k),Lamz); 
                K_matrix_shear=subs(K_matrix_shear,Lamz,phi*L^2/12); 
                K_matrix_shear=subs(K_matrix_shear,(L^2*phi+L^2),(L^2*(1+phi))); 
                K_matrix_shear=expand(simplify(K_matrix_shear)); 
            % convert K_Nelson to function of phi  
                K_Nelson=subs(K_Nelson,P,0); 
                K_Nelson=subs(K_Nelson,(12*E*I/(A*G*L^2*k)),phi); 
            % compare K_matrix derived with shear to Nelson (1980) paper 
                Kb_N_check=K_matrix_shear-K_Nelson; 
                Kb_N_check=simplify(expand(Kb_N_check)); 
                Kb_N_check=subs(Kb_N_check,A*G*L^2*k,(12*E*I/phi)) 
            % check Axial Stiffness Nelson(1980-corrected) to derived per Lagrangian k) 
                disp(' ------- check K-axial including shear term (should be [zeros] if ok)')  
                K_matrix_axial=K_matrix-subs(K_matrix,P,0); 
                K_matrix_axial=subs(K_matrix_axial,Lamz,phi*L^2/12); 
                K_matrix_axial=simplify(expand(subs(K_matrix_axial,(L^2*phi+L^2),L^2*(1+phi)))); 
                A_Nelson=simplify(expand(subs(A_Nelson,[A*G*L^2*k 2*A*G*L^2*k],[12*E*I/phi 2*12*E*I/phi]))); 
                A_Nelson=simplify(expand(subs(A_Nelson,A*G*L*k,12*E*I/(phi*L)))); 
                Ka_N_check=K_matrix_axial-A_Nelson 
                            
%%      
     disp('----- end -----') 
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Appendix F 

EOM Matrix Integration, Linearly Varying Geometry – MATLAB Source Code  
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% Program ‘Inertia_Calcs_Conic_Beam_27Feb.m’ 
clc;clearvars;close all;close hidden; close force 
syms ri rj Ri Rj Le r R z dz M Rad Rout Rin rho 
% References 
%   1) Vector Mechanics for Engineers, Beer & Johnston, 3rd edition 
% Mass and Polar MMOI  
R=(Rj-Ri)/Le*z+Ri; 
r=(rj-ri)/Le*z+ri; 
% Area=int(2*pi*Rad,Rad,r,R); 
Area=int(pi*Rad^2,Rad,r,R); 
% Vol=int(Area,z,0,Le); 
dV=pi*(R^2-r^2); 
Vol=int(dV,z,0,Le); 
Mass=Vol*rho; 
dIy=pi*rho/4*(R^4-r^4); 
Ip=int(2*dIy,z,0,Le)     % confirmed against closed form eqtns for solid pyramid 
% It about Iyy,Izz thru cg 
    % find Iyy, Izz thru node i 
    dIy_end=dIy+z^2*rho*dV; 
    It_end=int(dIy_end,z,0,Le)  % confirmed against closed form eqtns for solid pyramid 
    % find cg from node i 
    xbar=int(dV*z,z,0,Le)/Vol    % confirmed against closed form eqtns for solid pyramid 
    % by parallel axis theorem, dIx=dIxcg+dm*z^2  therefore dIxcg=dIx-dm*z^2   
    It=It_end-Mass*xbar^2     % confirmed against closed form eqtns for solid pyramid 
% numerically check the equations against Creo results 
    % input parameters 
    iiri=[0;0;.01;0;.01;.01;.01;.01]; 
    iirj=[0;0;0;0.01;0.01;0.01;0;0.02]; 
    iiRi=[0.052;0.025;0.025;0.025;0.025;0.052;0.052;0.052]; 
    iiRj=[0.052;0.052;0.052;0.052;0.052;0.052;0.025;0.052]; 
%     [ri rj Ri Rj] % for visualization 
    for ii=1:length(iiri) 
        my_mass(ii)=double(subs(Mass,[Le rho ri rj Ri Rj],[0.250 0.283 iiri(ii) iirj(ii) iiRi(ii) iiRj(ii)])); 
        my_Ip(ii)=double(subs(Ip,[Le rho ri rj Ri Rj],[0.250 0.283 iiri(ii) iirj(ii) iiRi(ii) iiRj(ii)])); 
        my_It(ii)=double(subs(It,[Le rho ri rj Ri Rj],[0.250 0.283 iiri(ii) iirj(ii) iiRi(ii) iiRj(ii)])); 
    end 
    output=[my_mass.' my_Ip.' my_It.'] 
         
 ================================================================================================== 
 
% Program ‘Matrix_Integration_27Feb2019.m’ 
clc;clearvars;close all; close force;close hidden; 
syms Ri Rj ri rj Le s rho Ee k Ge Lamz etav etah omega P eta A I Vol Jp Jt  
% ********************* 
% Integrate Matrix input functions to account for tapered beam element. 
% Matrix Cell components directly from 'EOM_derivation_01Sep.m' 
% Integrated 'output' cell components are input to 'Rotor_FEA_Matrix_Fun_2018.m' 
% ********************* 
    % --- Geometry Parameters - input 
%       % Greenhill (1985), replace 'rho' with 'delta' to separate from density 
%           delta=rj/ri;  sigma=Rj/Ri;    
%           alpha1=2*(Ri^2*(sigma-1)-ri^2*(delta-1))/(Ri^2-ri^2); 
%           alpha2=(Ri^2*(sigma-1)^2-ri^2*(delta-1)^2)/(Ri^2-ri^2); 
%           delta1=4*(Ri^4*(sigma-1)-ri^4*(delta-1))/(Ri^4-ri^4); 
%           delta2=6*(Ri^4*(sigma-1)^2-ri^4*(delta-1)^2)/(Ri^4-ri^4); 
%           delta3=4*(Ri^4*(sigma-1)^3-ri^4*(delta-1)^3)/(Ri^4-ri^4); 
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%           delta4=(Ri^4*(sigma-1)^4-ri^4*(delta-1)^4)/(Ri^4-ri^4); 
%           Ai=pi*(Ri^2-ri^2);  Ii=pi*(Ri^4-ri^4)/4; 
%           dA=Ai*(1+alpha1*eta+alpha2*eta^2); dI=Ii*(1+delta1*eta+delta2*eta^2+delta3*eta^3+delta4*eta^4); 
%           A=int(dA,eta,0,1);  I=int(dI,eta,0,1);   
%       Vol=(Le*pi*(Ri^2 + Ri*Rj + Rj^2 - ri^2 - ri*rj - rj^2))/3; %see Inertia_Calcs_27Feb.m for dev/confirm. 
%       Jp=-(Le*rho*pi*(- Ri^4 - Ri^3*Rj -...   % MMOI-polar=f(varying radii) see Inertia_Calcs_27Feb.m for dev/confirm. 
%             Ri^2*Rj^2 - Ri*Rj^3 - Rj^4 + ri^4 + ri^3*rj + ri^2*rj^2 + ri*rj^3 + rj^4))/10; 
%       Jt=(pi*Le*Ri^4*rho)/20 + (pi*...    % MMOI-transverse=f(varying radii) see Inertia_Calcs_27Feb.m for dev/confirm 
%           Le*Rj^4*rho)/20-(pi*Le*rho*ri^4)/20-(pi*Le*rho*rj^4)/20+(pi*Le^3*Ri^2*rho)/30+(pi*Le^3*Rj^2*rho)/5-(pi*... 
%           Le^3*rho*ri^2)/30-(pi*Le^3*rho*rj^2)/5-(pi*Le*rho*ri^2*rj^2)/20+(pi*Le*Ri*Rj^3*rho)/20+(pi*Le*Ri^3*Rj*... 
%           rho)/20+(pi*Le^3*Ri*Rj*rho)/10-(pi*Le*rho*ri*rj^3)/20-(pi*Le*rho*ri^3*rj)/20-(pi*Le^3*rho*ri*rj)/10-(Le^3*... 
%           rho*pi*(Ri^2 + 2*Ri*Rj+3*Rj^2-ri^2-2*ri*rj-3*rj^2)^2)/(48*(Ri^2+Ri*Rj+Rj^2-ri^2-ri*rj-rj^2))+(pi*Le*Ri^2*... 
%           Rj^2*rho)/20; 
    % -------------------------------------- 
    % Above geometric properties (A,I,Jp,Jt) are correct as noted and should be input to the equations for M,C,K from 
    % 'EOM_Deriviation' directly.  However, the simplification of the equations (eg. K11 with Lamz^2, etc) seems to 
    % cause a problem with the accuracy of the MATLAB solver.  Therefore, transfer the matrix equations below (M11, 
    % etc.) directly to the FEA_Matrix assembly routine and include numerical values for geometry props (A,I,Jp,Jt) per 
    % the equations above. Therefore, for equation derivation below, these equations are suppressed above and should be 
    % incorporated in the FEA_Matrix assembly routine.  
    % ------------------ 
    % Mass Matrix 
    M11=(6*Jt*Le^3)/(5*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)+(Vol*rho*(13*Le^4+294*Le^2*Lamz+1680*Lamz^2))/(35*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2); 
    M41=(Vol*Le*rho*(11*Le^4+231*Le^2*Lamz+1260*Lamz^2))/(210*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)-(Jt*Le^2*(-Le^2+60*Lamz))/(10*... 
        (Le^2+12*Lamz)^2); 
    M51=(3*Vol*rho*(3*Le^4+84*Le^2*Lamz+560*Lamz^2))/(70*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)-(6*Jt*Le^3)/(5*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2); 
    M81=-(Jt*Le^2*(-Le^2+60*Lamz))/(10*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)-(Vol*Le*rho*(13*Le^4+378*Le^2*Lamz+2520*Lamz^2))/(420*... 
        (Le^2+12*Lamz)^2); 
    M32=+(Jt*Le^2*(-Le^2+60*Lamz))/(10*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)-(Vol*Le*rho*(11*Le^4+231*Le^2*Lamz+1260*Lamz^2))/(210*... 
        (Le^2+12*Lamz)^2);   
    M33=(Vol*Le^2*rho)/120+(2*Jt*Le*(Le^4+15*Le^2*Lamz+360*Lamz^2))/(15*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)+(Vol*Le^6*rho)/(840*... 
        (Le^2+12*Lamz)^2); 
    M73=(Vol*Le^6*rho)/(840*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)-(Jt*Le*(Le^4+60*Le^2*Lamz-720*Lamz^2))/(30*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)-(Vol*... 
        Le^2*rho)/120; 
    % 'EOM_derivation_01Sep.m' created with assumption that Jt & Jp are 'per unit length' therefore need 
    % to modify here so that 'Jt' is 'per full length' rather than unit length for use in the actual code since it 
    % calculates Jt & Jp 'per full length'. 
    M11=simplify(subs(M11,Jt,Jt/Le)) 
    M41=simplify(subs(M41,Jt,Jt/Le)) 
    M51=simplify(subs(M51,Jt,Jt/Le)) 
    M81=simplify(subs(M81,Jt,Jt/Le)) 
    M32=simplify(subs(M32,Jt,Jt/Le)) 
    M33=simplify(subs(M33,Jt,Jt/Le)) 
    M73=simplify(subs(M73,Jt,Jt/Le)) 
    % ------------------ 
    % Dissipation Energy Matrix 
    ED11=(12*Ee*I*Le*etav)/(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2 
    ED18=(6*Ee*I*Le^2*etav)/(Le^2 + 12*Lamz)^2 
    ED33=etav*((Ee*I)/Le+(3*Ee*I*Le^3)/(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2) 
    % ------------------ 
    % Rotatory Matrix 
    G61= (6*Jp*Le^3)/(5*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2) 
    G13= (Jp*Le^2*(-Le^2+60*Lamz))/(10*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2) 
    G83= (Jp*Le*(Le^4+60*Le^2*Lamz-720*Lamz^2))/(30*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)    
    G34= (2*Jp*Le*(Le^4+15*Le^2*Lamz+360*Lamz^2))/(15*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2) 
    % ------------------ 
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    % Stiffness Matrix  
    K11=P/Le+(Le^3*P)/(5*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)+(12*Ee*I*Le*(etah+1))/((etah^2+1)^(1/2)*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)+(144*(Vol/Le)*... 
        Ge*Lamz^2*k)/(Le*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2) 
    K33=(Le*P)/12+(Le^5*P)/(20*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)+(36*Vol*Ge*Lamz^2*k)/(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2+(4*Ee*I*(etah+1)*(Le^4+6*... 
         Le^2*Lamz+36*Lamz^2))/(Le*(etah^2+1)^(1/2)*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2) 
    
K41=(Le^4*P)/(10*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)+(Le^2*(6*Ee*I+6*Ee*I*etah))/((etah^2+1)^(1/2)*(Le^4+24*Le^2*Lamz+144*Lamz^2))..
. 
         +(72*(Vol/Le)*Ge*Lamz^2*k)/(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2 
    K73=(Le^5*P)/(20*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)-(Le*P)/12-(144*Ee*I*Lamz^2-2*Ee*I*Le^4+24*Ee*I*Le^2*Lamz-
2*Ee*I*Le^4*etah+... 
         
144*Ee*I*Lamz^2*etah+24*Ee*I*Le^2*Lamz*etah)/((etah^2+1)^(1/2)*(Le^5+24*Le^3*Lamz+144*Le*Lamz^2))+(36*Vol*... 
         Ge*Lamz^2*k)/(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2 
    K61ttl=(12*Ee*I*Le*(etav*omega+etah/(etah^2+1)^(1/2)))/(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2; 
    K31ttl=(6*Ee*I*Le^2*(etav*omega + etah/(etah^2 + 1)^(1/2)))/(Le^2 + 12*Lamz)^2; 
    K83ttl=((Ee*I)/Le-(3*Ee*I*Le^3)/(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)*(etav*omega+etah/(etah^2+1)^(1/2)); 
    K34ttl=((Ee*I)/Le+(3*Ee*I*Le^3)/(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)*(etav*omega+etah/(etah^2+1)^(1/2)) ;   
        % ------------------ 
        % separate following into terms involving omega and those not (K=Ksub+Kc*omega, Kc=int damping circ matrix, Kc 
        % also included in Ksub but without reference to omega) - Greenhill Eq 22 et al. 
        C=coeffs(K61ttl,omega);  
            K61=simplify(C(1))  
            K61_dcm=simplify(C(2))   % K61 adds to K-matrix, K61_dcm adds to K_dcm(*omega) 
        C=coeffs(K31ttl,omega);  
            K31=simplify(C(1))  
            K31_dcm=simplify(C(2))   % K31 adds to K-matrix, K31_dcm adds to K_dcm(*omega) 
        C=coeffs(K83ttl,omega);  
            K83=simplify(C(1)) 
            K83_dcm=simplify(C(2))   % K83 adds to K-matrix, K83_dcm adds to K_dcm(*omega) 
        C=coeffs(K34ttl,omega);  
            K34=simplify(C(1))  
            K34_dcm=simplify(C(2))   % K34 adds to K-matrix, K34_dcm adds to K_dcm(*omega) 
disp('----- end -----')  
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Appendix G 

Shape Functions and EOM Matrices 
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Shape Functions  

𝑣(𝑠)

𝑤(𝑠)

𝛽(𝑠)

Γ(𝑠)

=

𝜓 0 0 𝜓 𝜓 0 0 𝜓
0 𝜓 −𝜓 0 0 𝜓 −𝜓 0
0 −𝜓 𝜓 0 0 −𝜓 𝜓 0

𝜓 0 0 𝜓 𝜓 0 0 𝜓

 

 
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 

𝜓 = Φ[−3𝜀 + 2𝜀 + 1 + Φ(1 − 𝜀)] 
 

𝜓 = 𝐿Φ 𝜀 − 2𝜀 + 𝜀 +
Φ

2
(𝜀 − 𝜀 )  

 
𝜓 = Φ[3𝜀 − 2𝜀 + Φ𝜀] 
 

𝜓 = 𝐿Φ −𝜖 + 𝜖 +
Φ

2
(𝜀 − 𝜀)  

 

𝜓 =
6

𝐿
Φ[−𝜀 + 𝜀 ] 

 
𝜓 = Φ[3𝜀 − 4𝜀 + 1 + Φ(1 − 𝜀)] 
 

𝜓 =
6

𝐿
Φ[𝜀 − 𝜀 ] 

 
𝜓 = Φ[3𝜀 − 2𝜀 + Φ𝜀] 
 

Φ =
12Λ

𝐿
           𝑎𝑛𝑑      Φ =

1

1 + Φ
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EOM Matrices 
 
  

𝑀 =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

M11 0 0 M41 M51 0 0 M81
0 M11 M32 0 0 M51 −M81 0
0  M32 M33 0 0 M81  M73 0

 M41 0 0 M33 −M81 0 0 M73
 M51 0 0   −M81 M11 0 0 M32

0 M51 M81 0 0 M11 M11 0
0  −M81  M73 0 0 M41 M33 0

M81 0 0 M73 M32 0 0 M33⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 

 
M11=(6*Jt*Le^2)/(5*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)+(Vol*rho*(1680*Lamz^2+294*Lamz*Le^2+13*Le^4))/(35*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2); 
M41=(Le*Vol*rho*(1260*Lamz^2+231*Lamz*Le^2+11*Le^4))/(210*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)-(Jt*Le*(-   Le^2+60*Lamz)) 
            /(10*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2); 
M51=(3*Vol*rho*(560*Lamz^2+84*Lamz*Le^2+3*Le^4))/(70*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)-(6*Jt*Le^2)/(5*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2); 
M81=-(Jt*Le*(-Le^2+60*Lamz))/(10*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)-(Le*Vol*rho*(2520*Lamz^2+378*Lamz*Le^2+13*Le^4)) 
             /(420*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2); 
M32=(Jt*Le*(-Le^2+60*Lamz))/(10*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)-(Le*Vol*rho*(1260*Lamz^2+231*Lamz*Le^2+11*Le^4)) 
             /(210*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2); 
M33=(2*Jt*(360*Lamz^2+15*Lamz*Le^2+Le^4))/(15*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)+(Le^2*Vol*rho)/120+(Le^6*Vol*rho)/(840*(Le^2+ 
            12*Lamz)^2); 
M73=(Le^6*Vol*rho)/(840*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)-(Le^2*Vol*rho)/120-(Jt*(-720*Lamz^2+60*Lamz*Le^2+Le^4))/(30*(Le^2+ 
            12*Lamz)^2); 
 
A=(pi*(Ri^2 + Ri*Rj + Rj^2 - ri^2 - ri*rj - rj^2))/3; 
I=-(pi*(- Ri^4 - Ri^3*Rj - Ri^2*Rj^2 - Ri*Rj^3 - Rj^4 + ri^4 + ri^3*rj + ri^2*rj^2 + ri*rj^3 + rj^4))/20; 
Lamz=Ee*I/(k*Ge*A);  
Vol=(pi*(-3*Ri^2+3*Rj*Ri+3*ri^2-3*rj*ri))/3+(pi*Le*(3*Ri^2-3*ri^2))/3-(pi*(-Ri^2+2*Ri*Rj-Rj^2+ri^2-2*ri*rj+rj^2))/(3*Le); 
Jp=Le^3*((Ri^2*rho*pi*(Ri-Rj)^2)/Le^4-(rho*ri^2*pi*(ri-rj)^2)/Le^4)+Le^2*((rho*ri^3*pi*(ri-rj))/Le^2-(Ri^3*rho*pi*... 
         (Ri-Rj))/Le^2)+Le^4*((rho*ri*pi*(ri-rj)^3)/(2*Le^6)-(Ri*rho*pi*(Ri-Rj)^3)/(2*Le^6))+Le^5*((rho*pi*(Ri-Rj)^4)/... 
         (10*Le^8)-(rho*pi*(ri-rj)^4)/(10*Le^8))+Le*((rho*pi*Ri^4)/2-(rho*ri^4*pi)/2); 
Jt=(Le^3*((Ri^2*rho*pi*(Ri-Rj)^2)/Le^4-(rho*ri^2*pi*(ri-rj)^2)/Le^4))/2+(Le^2*((rho*ri^3*pi*(ri-rj))/Le^2-(Ri^3*... 
         rho*pi*(Ri-Rj))/Le^2))/2+(Le^4*((rho*ri*pi*(ri-rj)^3)/(2*Le^6)-(Ri*rho*pi*(Ri-Rj)^3)/(2*Le^6)))/2+(Le^5*((rho*... 
         pi*(Ri-Rj)^4)/(10*Le^8)-(rho*pi*(ri-rj)^4)/(10*Le^8)))/2+(Le*((rho*pi*Ri^4)/2-(rho*ri^4*pi)/2))/2-(Le*rho*pi*... 
         (60*Le^4*Ri^4-120*Le^4*Ri^2*ri^2+60*Le^4*ri^4-120*Le^3*Ri^4+120*Le^3*Ri^3*Rj+240*Le^3*Ri^2*ri^2-120*Le^3 
        *Ri^2*ri*rj-120*Le^3*Ri*Rj*ri^2-120*Le^3*ri^4+120*Le^3*ri^3*rj+84*Le^2*Ri^4-168*Le^2*Ri^3*Rj+84*Le^2*Ri^2*Rj^2- 
        168*Le^2*Ri^2*ri^2+168*Le^2*Ri^2*ri*rj-44*Le^2*Ri^2*rj^2+168*Le^2*Ri*Rj*ri^2-80*Le^2*Ri*Rj*ri*rj-44*Le^2* 
        Rj^2*ri^2+84*Le^2*ri^4-168*Le^2*ri^3*rj+84*Le^2*ri^2*rj^2-24*Le*Ri^4+72*Le*Ri^3*Rj-72*Le*Ri^2*Rj^2 
        +48*Le*Ri^2*ri^2-72*Le*Ri^2*ri*rj+24*Le*Ri^2*rj^2+24*Le*Ri*Rj^3-72*Le*Ri*Rj*ri^2+96*Le*Ri*Rj*ri*rj-24*Le*Ri* 
        Rj*rj^2+24*Le*Rj^2*ri^2-24*Le*Rj^2*ri*rj-24*Le*ri^4+72*Le*ri^3*rj-72*Le*ri^2*rj^2+24*Le*ri*rj^3+3*Ri^4-12*Ri^3*Rj+ 
        18*Ri^2*Rj^2-6*Ri^2*ri^2+12*Ri^2*ri*rj-6*Ri^2*rj^2-12*Ri*Rj^3+12*Ri*Rj*ri^2-24*Ri*Rj*ri*rj+12*Ri*Rj*rj^2+3*Rj^4-6* 
        Rj^2*ri^2+12*Rj^2*ri*rj-6*Rj^2*rj^2+3*ri^4-12*ri^3*rj+18*ri^2*rj^2-12*ri*rj^3+3*rj^4))/(240*(-3*Le^2*Ri^2+3* 
         Le^2*ri^2+3*Le*Ri^2-3*Le*Ri*Rj-3*Le*ri^2+3*Le*ri*rj-Ri^2+2*Ri*Rj-Rj^2+ri^2-2*ri*rj+rj^2)); 
ybar=((-6*Le^3+8*Le^2-3*Le)*Ri^2+(6*Le-8*Le^2)*Ri*Rj-3*Le*Rj^2+(6*Le^3-8*Le^2+3*Le)*ri^2+(8*Le^2-6*Le)*ri*rj+3*... 
          Le*rj^2)/((-12*Le^2+12*Le-4)*Ri^2+(8-12*Le)*Ri*Rj-4*Rj^2+(12*Le^2-12*Le+4)*ri^2+(12*Le-8)*ri*rj+4*rj^2); 
m_props(end,4:end)=[ Vol Vol*rho ybar Jt Jp];    
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

𝐶 = [𝐸𝐷] + Ω[𝐺] 
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𝐸𝐷 =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

ED11 0 0 ED18  −ED11 0 0 ED18
0  ED11 −ED18 0 0 −ED11 −ED18 0
0  −ED18 ED33 0 0 ED18  −ED33 0

 ED18 0 0 ED33 −ED18 0 0  −ED33
−ED11 0 0 −ED18 ED11 0 0  −ED18

0 −ED11 ED18 0 0 ED11  ED18 0
0 −ED18  −ED33 0 0 ED18 ED33 0

ED18 0 0 −ED33 −ED18 0 0 ED33 ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 

 
ED11=(12*Ee*I*Le*etav)/(Le^2 + 12*Lamz)^2; 
ED18=(6*Ee*I*Le^2*etav)/(Le^2 + 12*Lamz)^2; 
ED33=etav*((Ee*I)/Le + (3*Ee*I*Le^3)/(Le^2 + 12*Lamz)^2); 
 

𝑀 =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

0 G61 G13 0 0 −G61 G13 0
 −G61 0 0 G13  G61 0 0 G13
−G13 0 0 G34 G13 0 0 −G83

0 −G13 −G34 0 0 G13 G83 0
0  −G61 −G13 0 0  G61 −G13 0

 G61 0 0 −G13 −G61 0 0 −G13
−G13 0 0 −G83 G13 0 0 G34

0 −G13 G83 0 0 G13 −G34 0 ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 

     
G61=(6*Jp*Le^2)/(5*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2); 
G13=(Jp*Le*(-Le^2+60*Lamz))/(10*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2); 
G83=(Jp*(-720*Lamz^2+60*Lamz*Le^2+Le^4))/(30*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2); 
G34=(2*Jp*(360*Lamz^2+15*Lamz*Le^2+Le^4))/(15*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2); 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

𝐾 = [𝐾 ] + Ω[𝐾 ] 
 

𝐾 =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

K11 K61 −K31 K41 −K11 −K61 −K31 K41
−K61 K11 −K41 −K31 K61 −K11 −K41 −K31
K31 −K41  K33 K34 −K31 K41  K73 − K83
K41 K31 −K34  K33 −K41 −K31  K83  K73

−K11 −K61 K31 −K41 K11 K61 K31 −K41
K61 −K11 K41 K31 −K61 K11 K41 K31
K31 −K41  K73 − K83 −K31 K41  K33 K34
K41 K31  K83  K73 −K41 −K31 −K34  K33 ⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 

 
K11=P/Le + (Le^3*P)/(5*(Le^2 + 12*Lamz)^2) + (12*Ee*I*Le*(etah + 1))/((etah^2+1)^(1/2)*(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2)+... 
           (144*Ge*Lamz^2*Vol*k)/(Le^2*(Le^2 + 12*Lamz)^2); 
K33=(Le*P)/12 + (Le^5*P)/(20*(Le^2 + 12*Lamz)^2) + (36*Ge*Lamz^2*Vol*k)/(Le^2+12*Lamz)^2+(4*Ee*I*(etah+1)*... 
            (36*Lamz^2 + 6*Lamz*Le^2 + Le^4))/(Le*(etah^2 + 1)^(1/2)*(Le^2 + 12*Lamz)^2); 
K41=(Le^4*P)/(10*(Le^2 + 12*Lamz)^2) + (Le^2*(6*Ee*I + 6*Ee*I*etah))/((etah^2+1)^(1/2)*(144*Lamz^2+24*Lamz*... 
            Le^2 + Le^4)) + (72*Ge*Lamz^2*Vol*k)/(Le*(Le^2 + 12*Lamz)^2); 
K73=(Le^5*P)/(20*(Le^2 + 12*Lamz)^2) - (Le*P)/12 - (144*Ee*I*Lamz^2 - 2*Ee*I*Le^4+24*Ee*I*Lamz*Le^2+144*Ee*... 
            I*Lamz^2*etah - 2*Ee*I*Le^4*etah+24*Ee*I*Lamz*Le^2*etah)/((etah^2+1)^(1/2)*(144*Lamz^2*Le+24*Lamz*Le^3+... 
            Le^5)) + (36*Ge*Lamz^2*Vol*k)/(Le^2 + 12*Lamz)^2; 
K61=(12*Ee*I*Le*etah)/((etah^2 + 1)^(1/2)*(Le^2 + 12*Lamz)^2); 
K31=(6*Ee*I*Le^2*etah)/((etah^2 + 1)^(1/2)*(Le^2 + 12*Lamz)^2); 
K83=(etah*((Ee*I)/Le - (3*Ee*I*Le^3)/(Le^2 + 12*Lamz)^2))/(etah^2 + 1)^(1/2); 
K34=(etah*((Ee*I)/Le + (3*Ee*I*Le^3)/(Le^2 + 12*Lamz)^2))/(etah^2 + 1)^(1/2); 
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𝐾 =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

0 K61_dcm −K31_dcm 0 0 −K61_dcm −K31_dcm 0
−K61_dcm 0 0 −K31_dcm K61_dcm 0 0 −K31_dcm
K31_dcm 0 0 K34_dcm −K31_dcm 0 0 −K83_dcm

0 K31_dcm −K34_dcm 0 0 −K31_dcm K83_dcm 0
0 −K61_dcm K31_dcm 0 0 K61_dcm K31_dcm 0

K61_dcm 0 0  K31_dcm −K61_dcm 0 0 K31_dcm
K31_dcm 0 0 −K83_dcm −K31_dcm 0 0 K34_dcm

0 K31_dcm K83_dcm 0 0 −K31_dcm −K34_dcm 0 ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 

 
K61_dcm=(12*Ee*I*Le*etav)/(Le^2 + 12*Lamz)^2; 
K31_dcm=(6*Ee*I*Le^2*etav)/(Le^2 + 12*Lamz)^2; 
K83_dcm=etav*((Ee*I)/Le - (3*Ee*I*Le^3)/(Le^2 + 12*Lamz)^2); 
K34_dcm=etav*((Ee*I)/Le + (3*Ee*I*Le^3)/(Le^2 + 12*Lamz)^2); 
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Appendix H 

Robustness Evaluation – MATLAB Source Code (Toy Problem)
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function main 
% file = Robustness_Code_Rastrigin_Toy_Pblm.m, 12Jan2020 
clc; clear variables; close all; fclose all; 
delete(gcp('nocreate'));   % stop local the parallel pool 
% ================================================== 
%   Written by Bret Hauser - Dec 2019 
%   Adviser Bo P. Wang, PhD 
% ================================================== 
%% ----------- Comments for Use --------------------- 
    %   - This code computes a response-equation fit to existing data points based on design space center point and +/-  
    %     tolerances of each DOF so that min/max of design space in addition to the value at the proposed optimum location 
    %     can be computed to support a robustness statement against response limits. 
    %   - Method is based on multinomial expansion of sinusoidal response in sin and cos of multi DOF and selected order 
    %       y=sum([cos(x1)+sin(x1)]^n+[cos(x2)+sin(x2)]^n+...+[cos(xm)+sin(xm)]^n)for 'm' DOF and 'nth' order 
    %     Matlab does not have a built in function to fit data to more than 2 independent variables per Mathworks 
    %     respnse.  Multinomial theorem used for expansion - ref  'mathonweb.com/help_ebook/html/expressions_8.htm',  
    %     'The Binomial and Multinomial Theorems' ... and others.  Process yields polynomial that is 'complete' in terms 
    %     of multinomial expansion (ie; includes all potential terms as with Pascal's pyramid, etc.).    
    %   - Coefficients assigned to each resulting term are optimized via fminunc or other to yield equation that best fits 
    %     the existing (actual) data.  Routine searches for allowable NRMSE as function of polynomial order (for loops) 
    %     with stopping point either NRMSE_allowable or all defined orders searched. Optimization based on minimizing 
    %     objective function based on least squares method (minimize sum of residuals^2) with no constraints.  
    %   - Intended use is to non-convex response with high modality - Rastrigins chosen as good example 'toy problem' 
    %   - Rotordynamic responses are generally sinusoidal and assumed that functions are continuous and differentiable. 
    %   - Taylor series considered but based on fit of equation in 'small' neighborhood around assumed point with increased 
    %     accuracy closest to the assumed point and reduced accuracy with increasing distance from it.  Goal of this 
    %     routine is to have acceptable accuracy across selected design space (mean +/- tol each DOF) as evenly as possible. 
    %     In this sense, need 'global' solution whereas Taylor series is 'local' solution.  Either Taylor series or 
    %     multinomial expansion is possible with enough terms, but decision to go with multinomial expansion made and 
    %     shown to be acceptable thru the 'toy problem' here.  Direct comparisons of both techniques not made and later 
    %     optimization of process may result in change from multinomial expansion to Taylor series due to efficiency. 
    %   -------------- 
    %   - Key matrices used in this routine are: 
    %           exp = [exponent combinations (terms), columns=DOF] to create multinomial expansion equation  
    %          coef = [coefficients for terms] has same length as exp 
    %            X0 = same as coef - renamed 'X0' for input to optimization code, converted to 'coef' for easy read of 
    %                 calculations in subroutines 
    %      inp_data = [rows=values, cols=DOF] data points of Actual data.  Generated by 'x' number of points between 
    %                 tolerance bounds of each DOF to create grid with which to fit polynomial.  Actual data generated by 
    %                 function solve of each defined point.  This toy problem data generated by function solve of 
    %                 Rastrigins equation in selected number of DOF.   
    % --- 
%% ------- User Input --------- 
tic; tstart=tic;  %start timer 
% define input variables 
    xopt=[0 0 0 0] ; %0 0]; %.5 .5]; %0.25 0.25]; % potential optimum from optimization study (cntr of design space) 
    tol=[-0.5 0.5;                             % tols for each DOF=[rows=DOF, cols = lower tol, upper tol] 
         -0.5 0.5;                             % TOLS IN SYMMETRIC FORMAT ONLY 
         -0.5 0.5;  
         -0.5 0.5];  
    polyordervec=[2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15];     % define polynomial order (loop until NRMSE < allow) 
    NRMSE_allow=0.1;         % [%] threshold for acceptance - can abort search loop if below this value 
    runtime_allow=15.0;      % [mins] prevents 'runaway' optimization - will queue to abort search loop at this value 
    discretpts=1;            % number of discretization points greater than polyorder for response fit (min = 1) 
    optroutine=2;            % 1=fminunc, 2=fmincon - opt routine for polynomial coefficients -  
%% --------- Main Optimization Loop on polynomial order to derive potential equations ------- 
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result=[]; mycoefs=zeros(length(polyordervec),max(polyordervec));  % initialize  
polyDOF=length(xopt);        % # of DOF (variables) derived from size of input data xopt location 
for iiorder=1:length(polyordervec) 
    polyorder=polyordervec(iiorder); 
    discret=polyorder+discretpts;   % number of points per DOF for robustness polynomial calculations  
% ---------------- 
dofcount=length(xopt); 
for ii=1:dofcount 
    dofbounds(ii,:)=[xopt(ii)+tol(ii,1) xopt(ii)+tol(ii,2)];  % dofbounds=[rows=DOF, col1=LB, col2=UB] 
end 
% programmatic creation of input matrix 'inp_data' based on center points 'xopt' with tolerance bounds 'tol' 
    [inp_data_temp]=make_input_data(polyDOF,discret,xopt,tol); 
    inp_data=inp_data_temp; 
% develop response data for inp_data matrix of values     
    for ii=1:length(inp_data(:,1)) 
        resp_data(ii)=10*polyDOF; 
        for pointii=1:polyDOF 
            resp_data(ii)=resp_data(ii)+(inp_data(ii,pointii).^2-10*cos(2*pi*inp_data(ii,pointii))); 
        end 
        % in actual use, these points would be evaluated thru function generator 
    end 
% ---------------- 
% programmatic multinomial expansion of (x+y+...polyDOF)^polyorder 
    % (this section works to produce matrix 'exp' and is confirmed 
    %  exp = matrix of order values for the variables for the various terms such that exp=[rows=terms, cols=variables] 
    %  example-(x+y)^2=x^2+2xy+y^2 - exp=[2 0;1 1;0 2] 
    % ---- 
    % expansion of (x+y+...polyDOF)^polyorder 
        row=1; temprows=(polyorder+1)^polyDOF; 
        temp=zeros(polyorder+1,polyDOF); exp=[]; 
        for ii=1:(polyorder+1)^(polyDOF-1) 
            temp(:,1)=linspace(0,polyorder,polyorder+1); 
            exp=[exp;temp]; 
            flag=0; 
            temp(:,2)=temp(:,2)+1;  
            if temp(1,2)>polyorder 
                for jj=2:polyDOF 
                    if temp(1,jj)>polyorder && jj<polyDOF  
                        temp(:,jj)=0; temp(:,jj+1)=temp(:,jj+1)+1;  
                    else 
                        break 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
        end 
        exp(sum(exp,2)~=polyorder,:)= [];  % eliminate all rows where sum of exponents among terms do not = polyorder   
% ---------------- 
% optimize on polynomial - use parallel processing all avail cores if DOF high enough 
    if polyDOF<=2 
        optionsunc=optimoptions('fminunc','MaxFunctionEvaluations',60000,'maxiterations',2000,'display','none'); %'iter' 
        optionscon=optimoptions('fmincon','algorithm','sqp','MaxFunctionEvaluations',60000,'maxiterations',2000,... 
            'display','none'); %'iter' ,'StepTolerance',1e-8   
    else 
        optionsunc=optimoptions('fminunc','MaxFunctionEvaluations',60000,'maxiterations',2000,'UseParallel',true,... 
            'display','none'); %,'HessUpdate','bfgs');  %'iter'  
                               % per https://www.mathworks.com/help/optim/ug/fminunc.html#butpb7p-options 
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        optionscon=optimoptions('fmincon','algorithm','sqp','MaxFunctionEvaluations',60000,'maxiterations',2000,... 
            'UseParallel',true,'display','none'); %'iter'  
    end 
    terms=length(exp(:,1)); 
    X0=ones(terms,1);  % assume poly = 2nd order with cross-terms and constant, 6 terms for 2DOF space     
    f=@(x)rosenbrockwithgrad(x,inp_data,exp,resp_data); 
    con=@confun;  % value artificially set to '0' - no real constraints this problem 
    A=[];B=[];Aeq=[];Beq=[]; 
    for ii=1:dofcount 
        dofbounds(ii,:)=[xopt(ii)+tol(ii,1) xopt(ii)+tol(ii,2)];  % dofbounds=[rows=DOF, col1=LB, col2=UB] 
    end 
    LB=[]; UB=[]; % coef determination = unconstrained  
    % --- choose optimization routine --- 
    warning 'off'; % suppress warning messages output during fmincon (matix is singular to working precision) 
    % note all are unconstrained optimizations LB=UB=A=B==[], g==0  
    if optroutine==1; [x,feval,exitflag,output]=fminunc(f,X0,optionsunc); end 
    if optroutine==2; [x,feval,exitflag,output]=fmincon(f,X0,A,B,Aeq,Beq,LB,UB,con,optionscon); end 
    if optroutine==3; [x,feval,exitflag,output,Population,Scores]=ga(f,length(X0),[],[],[],[],LB,UB,[],[],optionsga); end 
    % --- 
    if optroutine<=2; function_evals=output.funcCount; end  % output.funcCount capitalized for fminunc, fmincon 
    if optroutine==3; function_evals=output.funccount; end  % output.funccount not capitalized for ga 
    mycoefs(iiorder,1:length(x))=[x.']; 
    warning 'on';  
% ----------------    
% compute resulting fit per optimized X0 coefficients and NRMSE 
    coef=x; 
    for ii=1:length(inp_data(:,1))  % loop thru all the data points 
        temp_resp_trial=0;   %initial value for response this trial X0 
        for jj=1:length(exp(:,1))   % loop thru the terms of the equation (exp, inp_data & X0) 
            this_term=0;  % initialize this term 
            for kk=1:length(inp_data(1,:)) 
                this_term=this_term+((cos(inp_data(ii,kk)).^exp(jj,kk)).*(sin(inp_data(ii,kk)).^exp(jj,kk)).*coef(jj));        
            end 
            temp_resp_trial=temp_resp_trial+this_term; 
        end 
        resp_result(iiorder,ii)=temp_resp_trial; 
    end 
    resid=(resp_result-resp_data);  % residual between actual data and computed data with optimized X0 coefficients 
    [~,c]=size(resid); 
    RMSE=sqrt(sum(resid(iiorder,:).^2)/(1*c)); % only use row from current iiorder (this polynomial order run) 
    NRMSE_pcnt=RMSE/mean(resp_data)*100;   % NRMSE[=]'%' 
    result=[result; polyorder discret function_evals NRMSE_pcnt]; 
    if NRMSE_pcnt<NRMSE_allow  % stop search on polyorder if meet error tolerance 
        break 
    end 
    if toc(tstart)/60>runtime_allow  % stop search on polyorder if solution greater than allowable time [mins] 
        break 
    end 
end 
opttime_min=toc(tstart)/60; 
%% ------- print optimization results to the screen ----------- 
    % trim cols from mycoefs where coefs='0' all poly-order runs (ie, none of the equations have these terms - too long) 
        [~,c]=find(sum(abs(mycoefs))~=0); mycoefs=mycoefs(:,c); 
    % print results     
    result 
%     mycoefs 
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    [r,~]=find(result(:,4)==min(result(:,4))); % select based on minimum NRMSE 
    ttl_func_evals=sum(result(:,3))  %sum over all order surveys 
    myOrder=result(r,1) 
    myPoints=result(r,2) 
    myFuncEvals=result(r,3) 
    myNRMSE=result(r,4) 
    mycoefs=mycoefs(r,:)   % selected 'X0' coefficients from chosen order ('r') 
%% ------- search calculated results for min/max ---------    
     % --- use optimization toolbox to identify minima/maxima using CALCULATED equation within design space 
    for ii=1:dofcount 
        dofbounds(ii,:)=[xopt(ii)+tol(ii,1) xopt(ii)+tol(ii,2)];  % dofbounds=[rows=DOF, col1=LB, col2=UB] 
    end 
    for optii=1:2 
       maxminflag=optii;  % [1]=search for maxima, [2]=search for minima 
       f=@(x)SurveyCalc(x,exp,maxminflag,coef);    
       con=@confun;  % value artificially set to '0' - no real constraints this problem 
       A=[];B=[];Aeq=[];Beq=[]; 
       LB=dofbounds(:,1).'; UB=dofbounds(:,2).'; % X0 bounds based on tolerances and design space mean 
       X0=(UB+LB)/2; 
       % --- choose optimization routine --- 
       warning 'off'; % suppress warning messages output during fmincon (matix is singular to working precision) 
       % note all are unconstrained optimizations LB=UB=A=B==[], g==0  
       if optroutine==1 || optroutine==2; [x,feval,exitflag,output]=fmincon(f,X0,A,B,Aeq,Beq,LB,UB,con,optionscon); end 
       % --- 
       if optroutine<=2; function_evals=output.funcCount; end  % output.funcCount capitalized for fminunc, fmincon 
       if optii==1; maximaloc=x; maximavalue=-feval; end 
       if optii==2; minimaloc=x; minimavalue=feval; end 
       warning 'on';  
    end 
    maximaloc 
    maximavalue 
    minimaloc 
    minimavalue 
    calcroutineend=toc(tstart); 
    calculated_robustness_time_min=calcroutineend/60-opttime_min;  
%% ------- calculate ACTUAL surface with high discret for plotting & subjective comparison (only if 2DOF) 
     % --- use optimization toolbox to identify minima/maxima using CALCULATED equation within design space 
    for ii=1:dofcount 
        dofbounds(ii,:)=[xopt(ii)+tol(ii,1) xopt(ii)+tol(ii,2)];  % dofbounds=[rows=DOF, col1=LB, col2=UB] 
    end 
    % find maxima/minima starting from each design bound corner & centerpoint    
    for optii=1:2 
       maxminflag=optii;  % [1]=search for maxima, [2]=search for minima 
       f=@(x)SurveyExact(x,maxminflag,polyDOF);    
       con=@confun;  % value artificially set to '0' - no real constraints this problem 
       A=[];B=[];Aeq=[];Beq=[]; 
       LB=dofbounds(:,1).'; UB=dofbounds(:,2).'; % X0 bounds based on tolerances and design space mean 
       X0=(UB+LB)/2; 
       % --- choose optimization routine --- 
       warning 'off'; % suppress warning messages output during fmincon (matix is singular to working precision) 
       % note all are unconstrained optimizations LB=UB=A=B==[], g==0  
       if optroutine==1 || optroutine==2; [x,feval,exitflag,output]=fmincon(f,X0,A,B,Aeq,Beq,LB,UB,con,optionscon); end 
       % --- 
       if optroutine<=2; function_evals=output.funcCount; end  % output.funcCount capitalized for fminunc, fmincon 
       if optii==1; exactmaximaloc=x; exactmaximavalue=-feval; end 
       if optii==2; exactminimaloc=x; exactminimavalue=feval; end 
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       %         mycoefs(iiorder,1:length(x))=[x.']; 
       warning 'on';  
    end 
    % print results of robustness on exact equation 
    exactmaximaloc 
    exactmaximavalue 
    exactminimaloc 
    exactminimavalue 
    actroutineend=toc(tstart); 
%% --- plot NRMSE convegence against polynomial order for all DOF systems (not just 2DOF) 
    % --- plot for visualization if 2DOF 
    if length(inp_data(1,:))<=2  % only plot for 2DOF 
        % --- plot min/max vs actual data for subjective (qualitative) comparison (2DOF only)  
        [x_data,y_data]=meshgrid(unique(inp_data(:,2)),unique(inp_data(:,2))); 
        % create response for dense mesh 
        for ii=1:length(x_data(1,:)) 
            for jj=1:length(y_data(:,1)) 
                z_data(ii,jj)=10*2+(x_data(ii,jj)^2-10*cos(2*pi*x_data(ii,jj)))+(y_data(ii,jj)^2-10*cos(2*pi*... 
                              y_data(ii,jj)));  %Rastrigins in 2D 
            end 
        end     
        z_datasize=size(z_data); 
        % --- 
        figure;  
        subplot(2,1,1); 
        surf(x_data,y_data,z_data); hold on; grid on;  % exact results as surface plot 
        plot3(maximaloc(1),maximaloc(2),maximavalue,'r.','markersize',20); % maxima 
        plot3(minimaloc(1),minimaloc(2),minimavalue,'r.','markersize',20); % minima 
        xlabel('DOF 1','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12);  
        ylabel('DOF 2','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12);  
        zlabel('Response','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12); 
        title({'Robustness Code Challenge Results';... 
            'Rastrigin Surface {\it (Exact)} vs Identified Minima/Maxima {\it (Calculated)}'},... 
            'fontweight','bold','fontsize',14); 
        subplot(2,1,2); 
        plot(result(:,1),result(:,4)); grid on;  %NRMSE convergence 
        title('NRMSE Convergence','fontweight','bold','fontsize',14); 
        xlabel('Equation Order','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12);  
        ylabel('NRMSE (%)','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12); 
        set(gcf,'color','w','Position', [5 5 700 900]); 
    else 
        figure; plot(result(:,1),result(:,4)); grid on;  %NRMSE convergence 
        title('NRMSE Convergence','fontweight','bold','fontsize',14); 
        xlabel('Equation Order','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12);  
        ylabel('NRMSE (%)','fontweight','bold','fontsize',12); 
        set(gcf,'color','w','Position', [5 5 700 400]); 
    end 
% --- 
%% ---  solution time result and release parallel pool if used above 
    calculated_robustness_time_min=calcroutineend/60-opttime_min;  
    actual_robustness_time_min=actroutineend/60-calculated_robustness_time_min-opttime_min;  
    % --- 
    opttime_min 
    calculated_robustness_time_min 
    actual_robustness_time_min 
    tend=toc; grad_iter_time_mins=toc(tstart)/60-opttime_min 
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    delete(gcp('nocreate'));   % stop local the parallel pool 
%% ------ End - Main Function -------     
  
function [inp_data_temp]=make_input_data(polyDOF,discret,xopt,tol) 
    % programmatic creation of input matrix 'inp_data' based on center points 'xopt' with tolerance bounds 'tol' 
    row=1; temprows=(discret)^polyDOF; 
    temp=zeros(discret,polyDOF); inp_data_temp=[]; 
    for ii=2:polyDOF 
        temp(:,ii)=xopt(ii)+tol(ii,1); 
    end 
    delta=(tol(:,2)-tol(:,1))/(discret-1); 
    for ii=1:(discret)^(polyDOF-1) 
        temp(:,1)=linspace(xopt(1)+tol(1,1),xopt(1)+tol(1,2),discret); 
        inp_data_temp=[inp_data_temp;temp]; 
        flag=0; 
        temp(:,2)=temp(:,2)+delta(2);   %temp(:,2)+(tol(ii,2)-tol(ii,1))/discret; %+1;  
        if temp(1,2)>(xopt(2)+tol(2,2)) 
            for jj=2:polyDOF 
                if temp(1,jj)>xopt(jj)+tol(jj,2) && jj<polyDOF  
                    temp(:,jj)=xopt(jj)+tol(jj,1); temp(:,jj+1)=temp(:,jj+1)+delta(jj+1);  
                else 
                    break 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
     
function [f]=rosenbrockwithgrad(x,inp_data,exp,resp_data)   %Optimizations Objective Function 
% minimize f as unconstrained optimization 
     coef=x; 
     temp_resp_trial=0;  this_grad_term=ones(length(exp(:,1)),1);  % initialize values 
     parfor jj=1:length(exp(:,1))   % loop thru the terms of the equation (exp, inp_data & X0) 
         this_term=0;  %ones(length(inp_data(:,1)),1);   % initialize this term 
         this_term=sum(((cos(inp_data(:,:)).^exp(jj,:)).*(sin(inp_data(:,:)).^exp(jj,:)).*coef(jj)),2); 
         temp_resp_trial=temp_resp_trial+this_term; 
     end 
     resp_trial=temp_resp_trial.'; 
    resid=(resp_trial-resp_data);  % residual between actual data and computed data with this X0 coefficients 
    [r,c]=size(resid); 
    RMSE=sqrt(sum(sum(resid.^2))/(r*c)); 
    f=sum(resid.^2);   % least squares method 
     
function [g,heq]=confun(x) 
        g=0;  % dummy constraint if using fmincon or ga for opt of coefficients (unconstrained problem) 
        heq=[]; 
         
function [f]=SurveyCalc(x,exp,maxminflag,coef)   %Objective Function to find maxima/minima of calculated response 
     temp_resp_trial=0; resp_trial=0;  % initialize values 
     for jj=1:length(exp(:,1))   % loop thru the terms of the equation (exp, inp_data & X0) 
         this_term=0;  %ones(length(inp_data(:,1)),1);   % initialize this term 
         for kk=1:length(x)  %length(inp_data(1,:))  % loop thru variables 
                this_term=this_term+((cos(x(kk)).^exp(jj,kk)).*(sin(x(kk)).^exp(jj,kk)).*coef(jj));  
         end 
         resp_trial=resp_trial+this_term; 
     end 
     % --- 
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     % modify 'f' for maxima/minima search 
         if maxminflag==1   % search for local maxima 
             f=min((resp_trial)*(-1)); 
         elseif maxminflag==2  % search for local minima 
             f=min(resp_trial); 
         end 
          
function [f]=SurveyExact(x,maxminflag,polyDOF)  %Objective Function to find maxima/minima of exact response 
     temp_resp_trial=0; resp_trial=0;  % initialize values 
     this_term=0;   %initial value for response this trial X0 
    for jj=1:length(x)   % loop thru the DOF (columns) for each X0 data point  
        this_term=this_term+(x(jj).^2-10*cos(2*pi*x(jj)));  %Rastrigins in nD 
    end 
    exact_result=this_term+10*polyDOF; %completes Rastrigins in nD      
     % --- 
     % modify 'f' for maxima/minima search 
         if maxminflag==1   % search for local maxima 
             f=min((exact_result)*(-1)); 
         elseif maxminflag==2  % search for local minima 
             f=min(exact_result); 
         end 
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Appendix I 

System Data File – Parallel Beam Example Problem 
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% Program ‘System_Data_Flex_Rotordynamics_v1_4.m’ 
%% ================================================================================== 
 %  -----  System Data ----------------- 
 %  Supports Flexible_Rotordynamics_v1_4 
 % ================================================================================== 
%%  INPUT SECTION - Rotor system definition  
   % Title of System 
           TIT='Parallel Beam System'; 
   % --------------------   
   %  Constants used in this script - update as appropriate 
            g=32.2*12;          % accel due to gravity [=] in/s^2 (32.2ft/s^2*12in/ft)  
            k=0.9;              % Timoshenko shear factor  (default = 0.90) 
            polyfitorder=3;     % order for polynomial fit of Critical Speeds (by mode) (default = 3) 
            FRPpoints=100;      % number of freq points for FRP generation (default = 100) 
            modepts=50;         % number of geometric points to plot for mode shape (default = 50) 
            staticmodes=16;     % number of non-rotating modes to evaluate (default = 16) 
            min_eig_factor=0;   % only identify static eigenvalues above (this factor*'maxW') this frequency (def=0) 
            max_eig_factor=5.0; % only identify static eigenvalues below (this factor*'maxW') this frequency (def=5) 
            text_output=1;      % '1' = text output, '0' = no text output (DOE or Optimization runs) 
            output_file='run_output.txt'; % output file for textual output (required, but only used if text_output=1 above) 
            create_plots=1;     % '1' = create plots, '0' = do not create plots 
            animate=1;          % '1'=show animation of 3D mode shape plots, '0'=no animation 
   % --------------------   
   %  System Model Data      
   % *********************************************************************** 
   % NOTE:  Units to be entered as Lbf, Lbm, in, sec, RPM, deg (angle)   
   % *********************************************************************** 
   % Beam Rotational Speed Range for study 
      ShaftRPM=[0  10000   10];  % [min_RPM   max_RPM  number_of_points]  
   % --------------------    
   % Snode = Super Node Definition of System      *** important - SNID numbers must be sequential in order of position 
      %  Super Nodes define bounding ends of each Super Element  
      %  Axial location (only) defined here 
      % -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      %     |SNode|   Axial  |  
      %     |  No |  Location| 
      Snode=[   1     0.0000; 
                2     3.0000; 
                3     4.0000; 
                4    10.0000; 
                5    14.0000; 
                6    16.0000; 
                7     2.0000; 
                8     4.0000; 
                9    14.0000; 
               10    19.5000;  
               11    20.0000]; 
   % --------------------           
   % Selemdef = Super Element Definition of System    *** important - SEID numbers must be sequential in order of position 
      %  SNode 'i' and SNode 'j' define ends of Super Element  
      %  SNode 'i' of one Selem and SNode 'j' of another must be coincident to form continuous beam 
      %  Elements may be solid, hollow, cylindrical or conical 
      %  (MID=Material ID number) / (element Rotate = 0=no , 1=yes) / Mass Ecc [=] lbm-in (applicable to w^2) 
      %  Note - element eccentric mass distributed as forces on bounding nodes, distributed by mass 
      % -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      %        |Beam|              - Nodes -                  |  No   |     |  Beam   | Mass  | 
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      %        | No |  SNi    ri      Ri   SNj    rj      Rj  | Elems | MID | Rotates |  Ecc  |    
      Selemdef=[ 1      1   0.2500  0.3125   2  0.2500  0.3125    4      2       0      0.000 ; 
                 1      2   0.2500  0.3125   3  0.2500  0.3125    4      2       0      0.000 ; 
                 1      3   0.2500  0.3125   4  0.2500  0.3125    4      2       0      0.000 ; 
                 1      4   0.2500  0.3125   5  0.2500  0.3125    4      2       0      0.000 ; 
                 1      5   0.2500  0.3125   6  0.2500  0.3125    4      2       0      0.000 ; 
                 2      7   0.0000  0.0625   8  0.0000  0.0625    4      1       1      0.000 ; 
                 2      8   0.0000  0.0625   9  0.0000  0.0625    4      1       1      0.000 ;  
                 2      9   0.0000  0.0625  10  0.0000  0.0625    4      1       1      0.000 ; 
                 2     10   0.0000  1.5000  11  0.0000  1.5000    2      1       1      0.005 ];           
   % --------------------           
   % Material Table 
      %         [MID    E    Rho-m    eta-v    eta-h   nu]          E=Modulus of Elasticity (psi=Lbf/in^2)   
      MTableinp=[ 1   2.9e7  0.283    0   0   0.30;                 % Rho-m=Mass density (Lbm/in^3)3.0in 
                  2   1.0e7  0.0975    0   0   0.33];               % eta-v=int visc damping[=]lbf*sec/in 
      %                                                             % eta-h=int hysteretic loss factor (unitless) =  damping ratio * 2 
      %                                                             % nu=Poisson's Ratio 
   % --------------------                 
   % Bearing Support Stiffness/Damping properties   (include very stiff springs to model 'constrained' nodes)      
      % KDef=[SNIDi  SNIDj   Ky   Kz   Kthy  Kthz  Cy     Cz  Cthy  Cthz]  Ky,Kz[=]lbf/in      Kthy,Kthz[=]in*lbf/rad 
      %                                                                  Cy,Cz[=]lbf*sec/in  Cthy,Cthz[=]in*lbf*sec/rad 
        KDef=[  2      0    1.5e2  1.5e2 0     0     0      0  0  0;           % SNIDj=0 means tied to ground 
                4      0    1.5e2  1.5e2 0     0     0      0  0  0; 
                3      8    1.5e4  1.5e4 0     0     0      0  0  0; 
                5      9    1.5e4  1.5e4 0     0     0      0  0  0]; 
   % --------------------                        
   % Boundary Conditions Applied to Nodes       
      % BCSN=[SNID   BCy   BCz   BCthy  BCthz]   (0='free', 1='fixed')  
        BCSN=[  1     0     0      0      0    
                7     0     0      0      0]; 
      % Constrain all nodes against planar motion in this plane 
          % BCPlane=[ XY  XZ]  '0' = Free, '1'=Constrained  
            BCPlane=[  0   0]; 
   % --------------------                       
   % Discrete (lumped) Disk Properties       
      % DiskSN=[SNID   OD    thk   Rho-m  CG_rad_eccentricity]   Rho=Mass density (Lbm/in^3) 
        DiskSN=[ ]; %1     0      0      0     0];     % radial eccentricity of disk CG from shaft centerline [=] in 
   % --------------------                           
   % Discrete (lumped) Mass Properties       
      % MlmpSN=[SNID   Mass   Itrans   Ipolar  rad_ecc]     Weight[=]lbm,Itrans=Ixx=Iyy[=]bm*in^2,Ipolar=Izz[=]lbm*in^2 
                                                            % radial eccentricity of mass from shaft centerline [=] in 
        MlmpSN=[ ]; %1      0    0         0         0; 
                 %2      0      0         0       0];      
   % --------------------                             
    % External Load Properties - HARMONIC (use to provide external harmonic loads to ROTORDYNAMIC analyses) 
       % LoadDef=[SNID   Fx_axial    Fy     Fz     Myy    Mzz]     - Harmonic external load magnitudes 
         LoadDef=[ 1         0      0.0      0      0      0 
                   2         0      0.0      0      0      0]; 
   % --------------------                             
    % External Load Properties - STATIC (use to provide external harmonic loads to STATIC analyses) 
       % LoadDef_static=[SNID     Fy     Fz     Myy    Mzz]     - Constant external load magnitudes (note lateral only) 
         LoadDef_static=[ 11      1      1      0      0];                
%  --------------- end of data input section ------------------------------------ 
%% pack input data - DO NOT CHANGE THIS SECTION 
            warning 'off' 
                MYDATA.animate=animate; 
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                MYDATA.BCPlane=BCPlane; 
                MYDATA.BCSN=BCSN; 
                MYDATA.text_output=text_output; 
                MYDATA.output_file=output_file; 
                MYDATA.create_plots=create_plots; 
                MYDATA.DiskSN=DiskSN; 
                MYDATA.FRPpoints=FRPpoints; 
                MYDATA.g=g; 
                MYDATA.k=k; 
                MYDATA.KDef=KDef; 
                MYDATA.LoadDef=LoadDef; 
                MYDATA.LoadDef_static=LoadDef_static; 
                MYDATA.max_eig_factor=max_eig_factor; 
                MYDATA.min_eig_factor=min_eig_factor; 
                MYDATA.MlmpSN=MlmpSN; 
                MYDATA.modepts=modepts; 
                MYDATA.MTableinp=MTableinp; 
                MYDATA.polyfitorder=polyfitorder; 
                MYDATA.Snode=Snode; 
                MYDATA.Selemdef=Selemdef; 
                MYDATA.ShaftRPM=ShaftRPM; 
                MYDATA.staticmodes=staticmodes; 
                MYDATA.TIT=TIT;  
%% Assumptions 
  % all nodes lie along x-axis (y=0, z=0) 
  % added 'lumped' disks assumed to be rigid 
  % external axial force 'P' used for shear calcs only (Greenhill) - no actual 'axial' DOF included 
  % analysis does not include axial DOF, therefore assumes '1 node' is constrained axially and all other nodes are 
  %    free to float axially due to elastic behavior (ie; no stiffness effects due to axial constraints on nodes) 
  % mass eccentricities can be either applied to Super Element definition or as lumped mass or lumped disk definition. 
  %    if applied to Super Element, the distributed to bounding nodes by mass balance (evenly for cylinder, scaled for  
  %    conical, etc).  If applied as lumped mass/disk then applied directly to assigned Super Node. 
  % SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTION that no externally applied axial torque on the system, externally applied axial force only 
  %    influences element stiffness but no axial deformation results 
  % SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTION that all eccentric masses are in phase 
  % SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTION that lateral forces = sinusoidal & only tied to vibratory response, not static deflections 
  % Units: 
  %    Input units defined here =  [Lbf,    Lbm, in, sec, RPM, deg (angle), Lbm/in^3] = 'BIN' 
  %    Model units automatically converted to = [Lbf, slinch, in, sec, RPM, deg (angle), slinch/in^3]  
  %                                           = Consistent Units (slinch=Lbf-s^2/in) 
  % key data out of this file includes: 
  %     Title of System 
  %     Snode=[SNID    x    r    R  ]                                          Super Node Locations 
  %     Selemdef=[beam   SNi  SNj  Elems  MID  Rot  Ecc]                       Super Element Definition of System 
  %     SEkey=[SEID  SNIDi  SNIDj  NIDi  NIDj  xloci  xlocj  ri  Ri  rj  Rj]   key relating super nodes to model nodes 
  %     MTable=[MID    E    rho-m    etav    etah  nu]                         Mat Table (converted to mass density) 
  %     BCK=[NID   Ky   Kz   Kthz  Kthz]                                       Brg Support Stiff/Damping properties   
  %     BC=[NID BCy   BCz   BCthy  BCthz]                                      Nodal Constraint (0='free', 1='fixed')    
  %     Lump=[NID  Mass   Itrans   Ipolar  rad_eccentricity]                   Discrete (lumped) node mass Properties 
  %     Load=[NID   Fx_axial  Fy    Fz  Myy  Mzz]                              External 'Constant' Load Properties 
  %     ElemData=[Element-ID  Nodei  Nodej   MID   ri  Ri   rj   Rj   lngth]   Element Data 
  %     XData=[NID  XLoc]                                                      node location matrix (assume y=z=0) 
  %     k                                                                      Timoshenko Shear Factor 
  %  NOTE: No 'Section Table' since elements are not cylindrical, instead ri,Ri,rj,Rj defined per element data 
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Appendix J 

Equation Development – Solution of EOM via Steady-State Component Analysis 
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Steady State Component Analysis  
 begins here 
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Appendix K 

FEM Confirmation Test Results – Static Loading 
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Figure App-K-1 Static load FEM confirmation response – SS end conditions 

 

Figure App-K-2 Static load FEM confirmation response – CS end conditions 
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Figure App-K-3 Static load FEM confirmation response – CC end conditions 

 

Figure App-K-4 Static load FEM confirmation response – CF end conditions 
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Appendix L 

FEM Confirmation Test Results – Non-rotating vibration 
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Table App-L-1 Non-Rotating FEM confirmation response – CC end conditions  

 

Single Beam - Clamped-Clamped

5.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 0.50
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

0 0 0 0 0 0
0.2836 0.2836 0.2836 0.2836 0.2836 0.2836

2.90E+07 2.90E+07 2.90E+07 2.90E+07 2.90E+07 2.90E+07
50.0 40.0 30.0 20.0 10.0 5.0

No. 
Elements

Timoshenko 
Coef.

Mode 1 707.5 1105.5 1965.3 4422.0 17688.0 70752.1
Mode 2 1950.3 3047.4 5417.5 12189.4 48757.7 195031.0
Mode 3 3823.4 5974.0 10620.5 23896.2 95584.6 382338.0
Mode 4 6320.2 9875.4 17556.2 39501.6 158006.0 632025.0

Mode 1 706.5 1102.9 1956.5 4375.8 16966.7 60990.6
Mode 2 1942.9 3028.8 5358.3 11892.1 44466.0 145591.0
Mode 3 3796.4 5908.1 10413.9 22886.9 82132.3 248798.4
Mode 4 6249.5 9704.8 17029.6 36994.6 127192.1 361639.8
Mode 1 706.5 1102.7 1956.1 4373.5 16933.9 60613.6
Mode 2 1942.5 3028.0 5355.6 11879.0 44296.4 144126.3
Mode 3 3795.2 5905.2 10405.0 22845.5 81664.5 245676.5
Mode 4 6246.6 9697.7 17008.2 36897.9 126243.1 356488.8
Mode 1 706.4 1102.6 1955.6 4371.0 16897.7 60202.6
Mode 2 1942.1 3027.0 5352.6 11864.5 44110.2 142548.0
Mode 3 3793.9 5902.0 10395.2 22799.7 81153.7 242342.0
Mode 4 6243.3 9689.9 16984.5 36791.5 125212.5 351017.6
Mode 1 706.3 1102.4 1955.0 4368.2 16857.4 59752.5
Mode 2 1941.7 3025.9 5349.2 11848.3 43904.7 140842.3
Mode 3 3792.4 5898.5 10384.3 22748.9 80593.7 238772.1
Mode 4 6239.6 9681.1 16958.1 36673.5 124089.3 345193.8

50.0 40.0 30.0 20.0 10.0 5.0
1.00 -0.14% -0.24% -0.45% -1.04% -4.08% -13.80%
0.95 -0.15% -0.25% -0.47% -1.10% -4.26% -14.33%
0.90 -0.16% -0.26% -0.50% -1.15% -4.47% -14.91%
0.85 -0.17% -0.28% -0.53% -1.22% -4.70% -15.55%
1.00 -0.38% -0.61% -1.09% -2.44% -8.80% -25.35%
0.95 -0.40% -0.64% -1.14% -2.55% -9.15% -26.10%
0.90 -0.42% -0.67% -1.20% -2.67% -9.53% -26.91%
0.85 -0.44% -0.70% -1.26% -2.80% -9.95% -27.78%
1.00 -0.71% -1.10% -1.95% -4.22% -14.07% -34.93%
0.95 -0.74% -1.15% -2.03% -4.40% -14.56% -35.74%
0.90 -0.77% -1.21% -2.12% -4.59% -15.10% -36.62%
0.85 -0.81% -1.27% -2.22% -4.80% -15.68% -37.55%
1.00 -1.12% -1.73% -3.00% -6.35% -19.50% -42.78%
0.95 -1.17% -1.80% -3.12% -6.59% -20.10% -43.60%
0.90 -1.22% -1.88% -3.26% -6.86% -20.75% -44.46%
0.85 -1.28% -1.97% -3.41% -7.16% -21.47% -45.38%

Mode 1

Mode 2

Mode 3

Mode 4

128

Beam Aspect Ratio

FEM Code Results (Hz)

Blevins Results (Hz): (Blevins = Euler-Bernoulli Beam Theory)

Beam Aspect RatioTimoshenko 
Coef.

Error (Code-Blevins/Blevins)

N/A

Beam Length
Beam Outer Radius
Beam Inner Radius
Beam Density
Beam Modulus

128

128

128

1.00

0.95

0.90

0.85
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Figure App-L-1 Non-Rotating FEM confirmation response – CC end conditions, mode 1 

 
Figure App-L-2 Non-Rotating FEM confirmation response – CC end conditions, mode 2 
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Figure App-L-3 Non-Rotating FEM confirmation response – CC end conditions, mode 3 

 
Figure App-L-4 Non-Rotating FEM confirmation response – CC end conditions, mode 4 
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Figure App-L-5 Non-Rotating FEM confirmation response – CC end conditions, XY mode shapes 

 
Figure App-L-6 Non-Rotating FEM confirmation response – CC end conditions, XZ mode shapes 
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Table App-L-2 Non-Rotating FEM confirmation response – CS end conditions  

 

Single Beam - Clamped-Simply Supported

5.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 0.50
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

0 0 0 0 0 0
0.2836 0.2836 0.2836 0.2836 0.2836 0.2836

2.90E+07 2.90E+07 2.90E+07 2.90E+07 2.90E+07 2.90E+07
50.0 40.0 30.0 20.0 10.0 5.0

No. 
Elements

Timoshenko 
Coef.

Mode 1 487.6 761.8 1354.4 3047.4 12189.4 48757.7
Mode 2 1580.1 2468.8 4389.1 9875.4 39501.6 158006.0
Mode 3 3296.7 5151.1 9157.4 20604.2 82416.8 329667.0
Mode 4 5637.5 8808.6 15659.7 35234.4 140938.0 563751.0

Mode 1 487.3 760.9 1351.0 3029.1 11893.0 44468.4
Mode 2 1576.0 2458.7 4356.1 9707.7 37003.3 127203.2
Mode 3 3279.1 5107.9 9021.4 19933.5 73172.6 231933.0
Mode 4 5586.7 8685.8 15279.2 33405.7 117674.3 348211.6
Mode 1 487.2 760.8 1350.9 3028.2 11879.9 44298.8
Mode 2 1575.9 2458.2 4354.6 9700.6 36906.5 126253.2
Mode 3 3278.3 5106.1 9015.8 19907.0 72853.6 229522.9
Mode 4 5584.7 8680.9 15264.3 33337.3 116955.8 343837.0
Mode 1 487.2 760.8 1350.7 3027.3 11865.4 44112.5
Mode 2 1575.6 2457.7 4353.0 9692.8 36799.9 125221.6
Mode 3 3277.5 5104.1 9009.7 19877.6 72503.8 226929.0
Mode 4 5582.4 8675.5 15247.8 33261.7 116172.2 339157.4
Mode 1 487.2 760.7 1350.5 3026.2 11849.3 43906.5
Mode 2 1575.4 2457.1 4351.3 9684.0 36681.8 124097.4
Mode 3 3276.6 5101.8 9002.8 19845.0 72118.6 224129.5
Mode 4 5579.9 8669.5 15229.4 33177.9 115314.1 334139.1

50.0 40.0 30.0 20.0 10.0 5.0
1.00 -0.07% -0.12% -0.25% -0.60% -2.43% -8.80%
0.95 -0.07% -0.13% -0.26% -0.63% -2.54% -9.14%
0.90 -0.08% -0.14% -0.27% -0.66% -2.66% -9.53%
0.85 -0.08% -0.15% -0.29% -0.69% -2.79% -9.95%
1.00 -0.25% -0.41% -0.75% -1.70% -6.32% -19.49%
0.95 -0.27% -0.43% -0.78% -1.77% -6.57% -20.10%
0.90 -0.28% -0.45% -0.82% -1.85% -6.84% -20.75%
0.85 -0.29% -0.48% -0.86% -1.94% -7.14% -21.46%
1.00 -0.53% -0.84% -1.49% -3.26% -11.22% -29.65%
0.95 -0.56% -0.87% -1.55% -3.38% -11.60% -30.38%
0.90 -0.58% -0.91% -1.61% -3.53% -12.03% -31.16%
0.85 -0.61% -0.96% -1.69% -3.68% -12.50% -32.01%
1.00 -0.90% -1.39% -2.43% -5.19% -16.51% -38.23%
0.95 -0.94% -1.45% -2.53% -5.38% -17.02% -39.01%
0.90 -0.98% -1.51% -2.63% -5.60% -17.57% -39.84%
0.85 -1.02% -1.58% -2.75% -5.84% -18.18% -40.73%

Mode 1

Mode 2

Mode 3

Mode 4

128
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Figure App-L-7 Non-Rotating FEM confirmation response – CS end conditions, mode 1 

 
Figure App-L-8 Non-Rotating FEM confirmation response – CS end conditions, mode 2 
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Figure App-L-9 Non-Rotating FEM confirmation response – CS end conditions, mode 3 

 
Figure App-L-10 Non-Rotating FEM confirmation response – CS end conditions, mode 4 
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Figure App-L-11 Non-Rotating FEM confirmation response – CS end conditions, XY mode shapes 

 
Figure App-L-12 Non-Rotating FEM confirmation response – CS end conditions, XZ mode shapes 
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Table App-L-3 Non-Rotating FEM confirmation response – CF end conditions  

 

Single Beam - Clamped-Free

5.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 0.50
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

0 0 0 0 0 0
0.2836 0.2836 0.2836 0.2836 0.2836 0.2836

2.90E+07 2.90E+07 2.90E+07 2.90E+07 2.90E+07 2.90E+07
50.0 40.0 30.0 20.0 10.0 5.0

No. 
Elements

Timoshenko 
Coef.

Mode 1 111.2 173.7 308.9 694.9 2779.7 11118.9
Mode 2 696.8 1088.8 1935.6 4355.0 17420.2 69680.7
Mode 3 1951.1 3048.6 5419.7 12194.2 48777.0 195108.0
Mode 4 3823.3 5974.0 10620.4 23895.9 95583.4 382334.0

Mode 1 111.2 173.7 308.8 694.6 2766.4 10899.1
Mode 2 696.0 1086.6 1928.4 4317.3 16825.3 61406.9
Mode 3 1944.7 3032.8 5369.3 11941.4 45092.9 151551.4
Mode 4 3799.2 5915.3 10437.2 23000.8 83515.8 259131.2
Mode 1 111.2 173.7 308.8 694.3 2765.9 10890.8
Mode 2 696.0 1086.5 1928.1 4315.8 16803.7 61146.4
Mode 3 1944.5 3032.2 5367.4 11932.1 44969.2 150432.3
Mode 4 3798.3 5913.1 10430.4 22968.8 83145.4 256522.8
Mode 1 111.2 173.7 308.8 694.2 2765.3 10881.7
Mode 2 695.9 1086.4 1927.8 4314.2 16779.8 60860.6
Mode 3 1944.2 3031.5 5365.3 11921.7 44832.9 149217.6
Mode 4 3797.3 5910.7 10422.9 22933.5 82739.5 253714.2
Mode 1 111.2 173.7 308.8 694.2 2764.6 10871.5
Mode 2 695.9 1086.3 1927.4 4312.4 16753.1 60545.7
Mode 3 1943.9 3030.7 5362.9 11910.1 44682.0 147894.6
Mode 4 3796.2 5907.9 10414.5 22894.1 82292.6 250681.1

50.0 40.0 30.0 20.0 10.0 5.0
1.00 0.02% 0.01% -0.02% -0.05% -0.48% -1.98%
0.95 0.02% 0.01% -0.02% -0.10% -0.50% -2.05%
0.90 0.02% 0.00% -0.02% -0.10% -0.52% -2.13%
0.85 0.02% 0.00% -0.03% -0.11% -0.54% -2.23%
1.00 -0.11% -0.20% -0.37% -0.87% -3.41% -11.87%
0.95 -0.12% -0.20% -0.39% -0.90% -3.54% -12.25%
0.90 -0.13% -0.21% -0.40% -0.94% -3.68% -12.66%
0.85 -0.13% -0.22% -0.42% -0.98% -3.83% -13.11%
1.00 -0.32% -0.52% -0.93% -2.07% -7.55% -22.32%
0.95 -0.34% -0.54% -0.96% -2.15% -7.81% -22.90%
0.90 -0.35% -0.56% -1.00% -2.24% -8.09% -23.52%
0.85 -0.37% -0.59% -1.05% -2.33% -8.40% -24.20%
1.00 -0.63% -0.98% -1.73% -3.75% -12.63% -32.22%
0.95 -0.65% -1.02% -1.79% -3.88% -13.01% -32.91%
0.90 -0.68% -1.06% -1.86% -4.03% -13.44% -33.64%
0.85 -0.71% -1.11% -1.94% -4.19% -13.90% -34.43%
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Figure App-L-13 Non-Rotating FEM confirmation response – CF end conditions, mode 1 

 

 
Figure App-L-14 Non-Rotating FEM confirmation response – CF end conditions, mode 2 
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Figure App-L-15 Non-Rotating FEM confirmation response – CF end conditions, mode 3 

 

 
Figure App-L-16 Non-Rotating FEM confirmation response – CF end conditions, mode 4 
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Figure App-L-17 Non-Rotating FEM confirmation response – CF end conditions, XY mode shapes 

 

 
Figure App-L-18 Non-Rotating FEM confirmation response – CF end conditions, XZ mode shapes
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Appendix M 

FEM Confirmation Test Results – Rotordynamic Code Comparison Output Plots 
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Figure App-M-1 Zorzi/Nelson - Non-Rotating Mode Shapes – Undamped Case 

 
Figure App-M-2 Zorzi/Nelson – Campbell Plot – Undamped Case 
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Figure App-M-3 Zorzi/Nelson – Damped Eigenvalue Mode Shape Plots – Undamped Case 
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Figure App-M-4 Zorzi/Nelson – Frequency Response Plots – Undamped Case 
 

 
 

Figure App-M-5 Vance - Non-Rotating Mode Shapes – k=1.751e6 N/m 
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Figure App-M-6 Vance – Campbell Plot - k=1.751e6 N/m 
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Figure App-M-7 Vance – Damped Eigenvalue Mode Shape Plots – k=1.751e6 N/m 
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Figure App-M-8 Vance – Frequency Response Plots – k=1.751e6 N/m 
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Appendix N 

Mode Shape Plots – Non-Isotropic Supports with Internal Material Damping 
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Figure App-N-1 Demonstration Mode Shape Plot – Starting Point 5 
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Figure App-N-2 Demonstration Mode Shape Plot – SFD Optimum 
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Figure App-N-3 Demonstration Mode Shape Plot – SQP Optimum 
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Figure App-N-4 Demonstration Mode Shape Plot – Hybrid (SFD+SQP) Optimum 
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